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As sport teams with strong brands can enjoy a loyal fan base as well as increased 

gate revenue, brand studies in sport have paid close attention to sport teams’ brand 

attributes (e.g., success, star player, stadium) as key drivers to create strong brands. 

However, sport consumers do not only rely on the brand attributes’ utility in their team 

consumption, but claim and anticipate positive and personally meaningful emotional 

experiences. Nevertheless, a number of studies on sport branding have not identified what 

kinds of emotions are associated with sport teams and what their impact is. As a result, 

the affective nature of sport team brands remains largely unexplored.  This study sought 

to identify how emotions associated with sport team brands are structured, from the sport 

consumers’ perspective, and to examine the relative effectiveness of the associated 

emotions over brand attributes on consumer behavior in the sport advertising setting.  
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The study identified seven key dimensions of emotions associated with sport team 

brands: connectedness (passion, nostalgia, supportive, and connected), elation (happy, 

excited, pleased, proud, optimistic, and entertained), competitiveness (competitive and 

aggressive), surprise (amazed, surprised, and astonished), anger (annoyed, frustrated, and 

rage), unhappiness (suffering, sad, regret, and dejected), and worry (fearful and anxious). 

Connectedness, elation, and competitiveness each was positively related to sport 

consumer behavior while surprise, unhappiness, and worry each was negatively related to 

it. Interestingly, anger had a dual (positive and negative) relationship with sport consumer 

behavior.  

The study tested the relative effectiveness of emotions over cognitive brand 

attributes on sport consumer behavior in a sport advertising setting using a 2 (emotion: 

high vs. low) × 2 (cognition: high vs. low) incomplete block design. The study found that 

emotional advertising works better for sport teams than rational advertising whereas 

combination advertising works at least equally or better than rational advertising. These 

results suggest the primacy of emotions over cognitive brand attributes in the context of 

sport advertising. Given the findings and discussions, implications for sport marketing 

practice and future research are discussed. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Building strong brands has become a core challenge for modern business (Aaker, 1996). 

A strong brand is regarded as being able to differentiate products and services, to make 

consumers have a perception of quality and value, and as a result, to create market share 

and consumer loyalty (Keller, 2003). In the spectator sport industry, a strong team brand 

increases fan attendance and develops a loyal fan base (Shank, 2002). It is not surprising, 

therefore, that sport teams try to build themselves as strong brands. For example, the 

Manchester United soccer brand is so strong that it is able to attract a strong fan base 

from around the world (Shank, 2002).  

Thus, a fundamental question arises. How can businesses create brands that 

connect with consumers? In searching for an answer to this question, a number of brand 

studies have paid close attention to consumers’ cognitive side by examining how brands 

exist in a consumers’ memory on the basis of brand-related nodes and their associations 

(e.g., Henderson, Iacobucci, & Calder, 1998; John, Loken, Kim, & Monga, 2006; Keller, 

1993). Following an associative network of memory (Anderson, 1983; Collins & Loftus, 

1975), these studies have primarily focused on the attributes of products or services as 

major drivers to create strong brands. According to Keller (1993), consumers may 

associate a brand with a particular attribute, price, packaging, user imagery, or usage 

situation.  

However, it is unclear to what degree cognitive brand attributes can explain 

consumer behavior. Although cognitive theories in consumer behavior view consumers as 
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vigorous processors of information in connection with choices among alternatives, in fact, 

they often do not engage in extensive decision-making (Hoyer, 1984). Further, consumers 

minimize cognitive efforts even for first-time buying, luxury products, or risky purchases 

(Olshavsky & Granbois, 1979). This may require us to examine the other side of 

consumer psychology: emotion.  

Recently, Pascal’s prescient claim that “the heart has its reasons which reason 

does not understand” (Pascal, 1643/1966, p. 113) has echoed in the realm of cognition 

research and is receiving empirical support revealing that emotion is a useful and 

essential constituent of cognition and behavior, after long periods of neglect (Forgas, 

2008; Zajonc, 1980). According to recent research in neuroscience, social cognitive and 

emotional processes share overlapping neural structure that have co-evolved to cope with 

stimuli of high significance (Damasio, 1994). In other words, the neuroscience approach 

suggests that emotion and cognition not only interact, but that the primacy of emotion 

over cognition happens more frequently in the human mind (Hill, 2010; LeDoux, 1996). 

Consequently, emotions play a large role in guiding human behavior. 

This is the case in our consumption. As our society is shifting from a service 

economy to an experience economy, today’s more sophisticated consumers not only seek 

services and products that are of the highest quality, but also desire positive and 

memorable experiences (Pine & Gilmore, 1999). Consumers demand and anticipate 

experiencing positive and personally meaningful emotions in their consumption. These 

emotion values may be viewed as the economic worth of feelings when customers 
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positively experience the products and services (Barlow & Maul, 2000). Furthermore, a 

large degree of all decisions people make in their lives are based on emotions, and 

emotions have a strong influence in all rational processes (Damasio, 1994; Zaltman, 

2003). In other words, people tend to utilize an emotion-driven shortcut to simplify their 

decision-making (Finucane, Alhakami, Slovic, & Johnson, 2000). In this regard, even 

tangible brands are positioned on the basis of emotions (Gobé, 2001; Lindstrom, 2005). 

For example, Pontiac automobiles emphasize the excitement of their products, such as 

“Pontiac Sunfire is driving excitement.” Since spectator sport consumption is experiential 

and hedonic in nature, it is not surprising that sport teams try to build and connect 

positive emotional experiences with the fans (Funk & James, 2001). Indeed, emotion-

laden experiences including fun and fantasy have been recognized as an important part of 

sport events (Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982).  

A major research stream on emotions in sport consumer behavior has attempted to 

understand how sport consumers feel during or after watching sporting events (e.g., Kerr, 

Wilson, Nakamura, & Sudo, 2005; Sloan, 1979; Wann, Dolan, McGeorge, & Allsion, 

1994). Although these works provide some insight into emotions associated with fans’ 

sport teams, their primary focus is on emotional states associated with viewing sport 

teams’ on-field performance. 

Yet, consuming sport teams as brands is more than merely watching sporting 

events and enjoying their performance; it involves meanings that sport consumers attach 

to their teams beyond sport consumption in a stadium or via TV.  Perhaps, some sport 
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consumers may develop emotions about their teams based on all aspects of sport teams 

that they experience rather than on-field performance. As a consequence, emotions 

associated with sport team brands should be understood within the sport team-consumer 

relationship (Fournier, 1998). In this regard, emotions associated with sport team 

performance seem to not fully reflect sport consumers’ emotions in terms of meaning 

associated with their teams. 

On the other hand, while a number of studies in sport consumer behavior have 

paid attention to sport branding in the context of team sport with reference to sport brand 

equity (Gladden & Milne, 1999; Gladden, Milne, & Sutton, 1998; Ross, 2006; Ross, 

Russell, & Bang, 2008), sport brand associations (Gladden & Funk, 2002; Kaynak, 

Salman, & Tatoglu, 2008; Ross, 2007; Ross, Bang, & Lee, 2007; Ross, James, & Vargas, 

2006; Walsh & Ross, 2010), and sport brand image (Bauer, Stokburger-Sauer, & Exler, 

2008), past studies have largely focused on how cognitive characteristics (e.g., success, 

star player, stadium, tradition) of sport team brands are organized in consumer memory 

and their effects on sport consumer behavior. Although some of these works (e.g., Bauer 

et al., 2008; Gladden & Funk, 2002) propose that emotional experiences are an important 

part of experiential benefits, a major component of brand associations, they did not 

clarify what kind of emotions are associated with sport teams. As a result, the affective 

nature of sport team brands remains largely unexplored.  

More recent work in brand literature has recognized the power of the customers’ 

full experiences, including sensory, emotional, and cognitive components of the 
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experience, via its effect on consumer satisfaction and loyalty (e.g., Brakus, Schmitt, & 

Zarantonello, 2009; Gentile, Spiller, & Noci, 2007). Indeed, to consume a brand is to 

consume meanings associated with the brand, and these meanings are created and 

enhanced by experiences with the brand over time (Batey, 2008; Gordon, 2002). As brand 

experiences can be thought to be a function of multiple components (Brakus et al., 2009), 

sport team brand experiences seem to be comprised of more than that experienced 

through the cognitive brand attributes. 

Of course, the qualities of these cognitive attributes, such as success, star player, 

and stadium, are important components of the sport team brand experience. However, the 

brand consumption experience encompasses far more than experiencing quality brand 

attributes; there is also a significant hedonic component to the brand experience 

(Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982; Schmitt, 2003). Much of sport brand research relies 

heavily on sport consumers’ cognitive evaluations of brand attributes (e.g., Bauer et al., 

2008; Gladden & Milne, 1999). While this is certainly an important component when 

understanding the brand experience, negative cognitive evaluations can be moderated by 

positive affective experiences. For example, fans often complain about a team’s 

performance, the qualities of a star player and head coach, and the stadium. Yet they 

continue to attend games. In the face of such negative evaluations of brand attributes, 

pure cognitive evaluations would consider repeat attendance irrational. Clearly, there is 

more to the attendance experience than team success, qualities of the star player and head 

coach, and the quality of the stadium: there is also the emotional experience associated 
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with sport teams. Consequently, a deeper understanding of the emotions associated with 

sport teams is required. Several fundamental questions arise. What are the particular 

emotions associated with sport team brands? Specifically, how are they structured? What 

is their impact? 

The purpose of this study is twofold: 1) to identify how emotions associated with 

sport team brands are structured, from the sport consumer’s perspective, and 2) to 

examine the relative effectiveness of the associated emotions over brand attributes on 

consumer behavior in the sport advertising setting.  

The dissertation is presented in nine Chapters. Chapter two presents a 

comprehensive review of the literature on several topics: a) emotion theories in spectator 

sport, b) current brand research in sport and its limitations, c) the way that specifies 

emotions associated with sport team brands, d) measure of emotion, and e) effects of 

emotion on sport consumer behavior in the context of advertising. Chapter three provides 

a detailed discussion of the overall methodology employed throughout the dissertation 

that consists of five sequential studies in order to develop a scale to measure emotions 

associated with sport teams and to test its relative impact on sport consumer behavior 

over cognition in a sport advertising setting. Chapters 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 each presents the 

detailed descriptions of the five sequential studies. Chapter four provides an overview of 

content analysis of existing emotion scales, qualitative research, and frequency analysis, 

and categorization process in order to preliminarily identify an initial pool of emotions 

for further study. Chapter five provides a detailed process to develop a reliable, valid 
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scale to measure dimensions of emotions associated with sport teams with the initial pool 

of emotions identified in the previous chapter. The two studies described in Chapter six 

and seven are designed to identify potential inputs of emotional and rational components 

of advertising appeals for further study. Chapter six offers an overview of the 

inconsistency of existing studies of brand attributes in sport and the scale development 

process to identify a structure of brand attributes that is more suitable for this study. 

Chapter seven provides a detailed description of research design to identify appropriate 

associations between brand attributes and emotions for final study. Chapter eight 

discusses an overview of experimental research design to test the relative effectiveness of 

emotion (in the form of emotional advertising) over cognition (in the form of rational 

advertising). Finally, Chapter nine offers an overall discussion of how the findings of the 

studies conducted in the dissertation contribute to our understanding of emotions in the 

context of sport team brands. Suggestions for practical implications of the findings are 

also presented. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review  

This literature review is composed of five sections. The first section explores 

current emotion theories in sport consumer behavior and evaluates whether they can 

account for emotions associated with sport teams in the brand context. The second 

section addresses the lack of knowledge regarding emotions associated with sport teams 

within the sport brand framework by reviewing existing brand research in sport. This 

provides a logical starting point to develop the emotion scale in the context of sport team 

brands. The third section provides a brief background about different perspectives on 

emotions in psychology and neuroscience and specifies how emotions associated with 

sport teams should be understood in relation to cognition and subculture. The fourth 

section reviews measures of emotions in psychology, consumer behavior, and sport fan 

behavior that may be relevant to the sport brand context. The fifth section reviews the 

literature on emotional and rational advertising appeals as a means to embody emotional 

and cognitive associations of sport teams. Two research questions are presented at the 

end of the literature review.  

Emotion Theories in Spectator Sport 

Prior research in sport consumer behavior suggests the notion that one of the 

important motives to watch sports is emotional (Gantz, 1981). According to Raney 

(2006), sport consumers tend to watch sports because they expect positive emotional 

rewards from their viewing. There are four theories to explain spectators’ emotional 

motivation: entertainment, eustress, self-esteem, and escape.  
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Entertainment theory suggests that team allegiances are the core of entertainment 

motivation. The enjoyment and emotional satisfaction that is generated as a result of 

cheering on a favored team with hope for victory is the most important motivational 

factor behind watching sports. According to the disposition theory of sports spectatorship, 

a continuum of affect (from intense liking through indifference to intense disliking) can 

be used to explain a fan’s affiliation with a team (Bryant & Raney, 2000; Zillmann, 

Bryant, & Sapolsky, 1989). The enjoyment of watching a sporting event is predicated on 

who wins and whether or not a fan likes or dislikes a winning or losing team. In other 

words, while a fan experiences maximum enjoyment from watching sports when an 

intensely liked team defeats an intensely disked team, the fan experiences maximum 

disappointment when the intensely liked team is defeated by the intensely disliked team 

(Zillmann & Paulus, 1993). 

Eustress theory posits that fans watch sports because of the positive emotions they 

obtain from increased arousal and excitement experienced during viewing. Several 

studies reported that sport viewers depict viewing sports as exciting (Krohn, Clarke, 

McDonald, & Preston, 1998), arousing (Wann, Melnick, Russell, & Pease, 2001), and 

becoming psyched up (Gantz, 1981). Zillmann (1991) suggests that the primary source of 

this arousal and excitement that viewers experiences is the suspenseful nature of sports 

competition. In the context of basketball, Gan, Tuggle, Mitrook, Coussement, and 

Zillmann (1997) investigated how uncertainty and suspense about a game’s outcome 
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affect enjoyment. Their study revealed that as the final score became closer, enjoyment 

for male spectators increased.  

The premise of self-esteem theory about spectators’ emotional motivation is that 

watching sporting events can help them feel better about themselves by increasing their 

self-esteem. More specifically, while watching a favorite team’s win tends to be 

associated with higher self-esteem and increased self-confidence, watching a favorite 

team’s defeat tends to be associated with decreased self-esteem and self-confidence. 

These tendencies have been described as the Basking-In-Reflected-Glory (BIRGing) and 

Cutting-Off-Reflected-Failure (CORFing) phenomena, which explain why spectators 

prefer victories to losses. That is, while spectators tend to seek BIRGing in order to 

obtain a positive image by associating with winners (Cialdini, Borden, Thorne, Walker, 

Freeman, & Sloan, 1979), they also tend to seek CORFing in order to protect their image 

by distancing themselves from unsuccessful teams (Snyder, Lassegard, & Ford, 1986). 

The last theory to explain emotional motivation for spectatorship is escape. Some 

fans watch sports as a means to escape from a routine life. Specifically, the escape 

motivation tends to be more prevalent during a period of personal stress or problems 

(Wann, 1997) or during periods of boredom (Wann, Allen, & Rochelle, 2004). Such 

escape activities contribute to the spectators’ lives and well beings (Wann et al., 2001). 

However, this escape motivation is less dependent on game outcomes and fanship 

compared to the other three motivation factors (Raney, 2006). 
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Although the four motivation theories for spectators’ emotion provide some 

insight into the way in which they are motivated in order to feel some emotions, these 

emotion theories do not seem to be appropriate tools to analyze how particular emotions 

are developed in the sport brand setting. First, they (except for escape motivation) mainly 

focus on emotional states that depend on game outcomes. However, although the 

emotional experiences suggested by the emotion theorists in the spectatorship setting may 

partly contribute to the formation of emotions associated with sport teams, emotions as 

brand meanings go far beyond a team’s performance. Fans may develop their emotions 

about a team through a synthesis of all brand attributes being experienced. Second, 

emotions suggested by the four theories seem to be transient in nature in that they exist 

during or after games. In contrast, emotions associated with sport teams seem to be more 

stable because they are created, maintained, or enhanced by repeated experiences with the 

sport team.  

Consequently, traditional theories of emotions in the context of spectatorship may 

not fully account for emotions associated with sport teams. This requires us to consider 

another perspective, the brand perspective, in order to examine how sport consumers 

develop more stable emotions about sport teams. This brand perspective is useful in that 

it provides the opportunity to examine how a sport team and associated emotions are 

connected in consumer memory as a result of repeated experiences with the team. 

Current Brand Research on Sport and Its Limitations 
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Over the past decade, the concepts of brand, or brand equity have received 

significant attention in sport brand literature. As sport team values, especially 

professional franchises, have steadily escalated, sport managers have begun to view their 

teams as brands (Ross et al., 2006). Most of the sport brand studies have followed the 

most notable theories of brand equity proposed by Aaker (1991) and Keller (1993). Aaker 

(1991) conceptualized brand equity as a set of four categories of brand assets: brand 

loyalty, brand awareness, perceived quality, and brand associations. Within Aaker’s 

(1991) conceptualization of brand equity, brand loyalty reflects how likely a customer 

will switch to another brand. Brand awareness is regarded as the ability of a potential 

buyer to recognize or recall that a brand is a member of a certain product category. 

Perceived quality is seen as the customer’s perception of the overall quality of a product 

or service with respect to its intended purpose, relative to alternatives. Lastly, brand 

associations are anything linked in memory to a brand. However, Aaker (1991) did not 

propose a specific measure of brand equity. 

Keller (1993) presented a more cognitive psychology perspective for 

understanding brand equity based on an associative network memory model. Keller’s 

framework is composed of brand awareness and brand associations, two of Aaker’s 

(1991) four dimensions. Keller’s cognitive perspective is useful in that it can show how a 

brand as a central node and other informational nodes as brand associations are linked in 

consumer memory. According to Keller (1993), brand associations can be categorized 

into three major categories: attributes, benefits, and attitudes. 
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Attributes are features that characterize a product or service. In other words, it 

relates to what the consumer expects the product or service is or has. Keller further 

divided attributes into two sub-categories (product- and non-product-related attributes) 

based on how directly they relate to product or service performance. Product-related 

attributes are the essential elements necessary for a product or service to function as 

requested by consumers. Non-product-related attributes are external aspects of the 

product or service that affect its consumption and are composed of four major types: 

price, packaging or product appearance, user imagery (what type of consumers use the 

product or service), and usage imagery (where and in what types of situations consumers 

use the product or service).  

Benefits are the personal value consumers connect to the product or service 

attributes. In other words, it reflects what consumers expect the product or service to 

perform for them. Based on Park, Jaworski, and Maclnnis’ (1986) categorization of 

consumer needs, Keller further divided benefits into sub-categories: functional benefits, 

experiential benefits, and symbolic benefits. Functional benefits relate to what consumers 

obtain by searching for products that solve consumption-related problems. Experiential 

benefits are what consumers obtain by searching for products that provide sensory 

pleasure, variety, and cognitive stimulation. Symbolic benefits are seen as what 

consumers obtain by searching for products that provide social approval, personal 

expression, and outer-directed self-esteem.  
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Brand attitudes are the final category of brand associations and are seen as 

consumers’ overall evaluations of a brand. Keller posits that brand attitudes are a function 

of the associated attributes and benefits that are prominent for the brand. 

In the realm of team sports, as noted earlier, most of the sport brand studies have 

followed Aaker’s (1991) and Keller’s (1993) model. Gladden et al.’s (1998) work was 

the first to focus on brand equity in sport and proposed a conceptual framework for 

assessing brand equity in Division I college athletics based on Aaker’s (1991) model. 

Their framework presents the antecedents and consequences of brand equity. Gladden et 

al. divided the antecedents into three categories: product related, organizational related, 

and market related antecedents. Product related antecedents include success, head coach, 

and star player. Organizational antecedents contain reputation and tradition, conference 

and schedule, and entertainment package/product delivery. Market related antecedents 

consist of local-media coverage, geographic location, competitive forces, and support. 

According to Gladden et al.’s framework, these antecedents affect brand equity of sport 

teams that are composed of perceived quality, brand awareness, brand associations, and 

brand loyalty, and the brand equity results in related consequences, such as national 

media exposure, merchandise sales, individual donations, corporate support, atmosphere, 

and ticket sales. Later on, Gladden and Milne (1999) asserted the importance of brand 

equity in professional sport and suggested that with modifications the framework 

proposed by Gladden et al. (1998) can be expanded to the broader context of professional 

team sport. In this regard, they added two new antecedents, logo design and stadium, to 
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the previous framework of brand equity. In summary, Gladden and his colleagues 

conceptualized 12 antecedents of brand equity in professional team settings: success, 

head coach, star player, tradition, conference/schedule, product delivery, logo, stadium, 

local media coverage, geographic location, competitive forces, and team 

support/following. 

In addition to Gladden and his colleagues’ (1998, 1999) conceptualizations of 

sport brand equity, Ross (2006) proposed a conceptual framework for understanding 

spectator-based brand equity. He pointed out the inappropriateness of existing sport brand 

equity frameworks (e.g., Gladden et al., 1998; Gladden & Milne, 1999) based on a 

manufactured goods perspective (e.g., Aaker, 1991; Keller, 1993). Ross argues that since 

spectator sport has service-oriented characteristics of an intangible, inconsistent, 

perishable, and experiential nature, brand equity in sport should be understood within a 

service-oriented perspective rather than a physical goods-oriented perspective. In this 

regard, Ross (2006) proposed a model that recognized the distinctive characteristics of 

spectator sport via organizational-induced, market-induced, and experience-induced 

antecedents that contribute to the formation of spectator-based brand equity. In the 

spectator-based brand equity model, organizational-induced antecedents are seen as a 

service marketing mix (product, promotion, price, place, participants, physical evidence, 

and service process). Market-induced antecedents contain word-of-mouth 

communications and publicity. Experience-induced antecedents consist of actual service 

experience encountered by consumers. Regarding the components of brand equity, Ross 
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(2006) takes on Keller’s (1993) perspective that it consists of brand awareness and brand 

associations. The benefits of brand equity are team loyalty, media exposure, merchandise 

sales, ticket sales, and revenue solicitation.  

More recent sport brand studies began to recognize the importance of a narrower 

aspect of brand equity, brand associations. Rather than developing conceptual 

frameworks sought by works on brand equity, this work has sought to empirically 

identify the components of sport brand associations. Gladden and Funk (2002) developed 

the Team Association Model (TAM) in the professional team sport setting utilizing 

Keller’s (1993) theoretical framework of brand associations. They identified 16 

dimensions of sport brand associations: attribute (success, head coach, star player, 

management, stadium, logo design, product delivery, and tradition), benefit 

(identification, nostalgia, pride in place, escape, and peer group acceptance), and attitude 

(importance, knowledge, and affect). They further divided the attributes into product-

related and non-product–related attributes based on Keller’s (1993) two types of 

attributes. According to Gladden and Funk (2002), product-related attributes are seen as 

factors that contribute to the performance of the team while non-product-related attributes 

are seen as factors that influence sport consumption but do not affect the overall 

performance of the team. In this regard, they viewed the product-related attributes as 

success, star player, head coach, and management and the non-product-related attributes 

as logo design, stadium, product delivery, and tradition.  
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In addition to product attributes, Gladden and Funk (2002) distinguished between 

three types of product benefits: functional, symbolic, and experiential benefits. Basically, 

the authors suggested that fan identification and peer group acceptance might tend to be 

symbolic benefits while escape, nostalgia, and pride in place might tend to be experiential 

benefits. However, the authors acknowledged the possibility that those benefits may be 

symbolic or experiential depending on the consumer. For example, fan identification 

allows a fan to feel not only a vicarious sense of victory when their team wins 

(experiential benefit) but also a sense of belonging as a member of fan groups (symbolic 

benefit). Regarding the functional benefit, the authors argued that its notion may not be 

applicable in identifying brand associations in the sense that professional team sport is 

largely intangible and perishable.  

With respect to the construct of product attitudes, Gladded and Funk (2002) 

suggested three components, attitude importance (Krosnick, 1988), attitude knowledge 

(Davidson, Yantis, Norwood, & Montano, 1985), and affective reactions (Crites, Fabrigar, 

& Petty, 1994) derived from social psychology. Attitude importance represents a sport 

consumer’s perception of the psychological importance he or she attaches to a sport team. 

Attitude knowledge is seen as the amount of attitude-relevant knowledge that a sport 

consumer possesses about a sport team. Affective reactions represent a sport consumer’s 

feelings about a team. In order to measure the feelings associated with sport teams, the 

authors used Crites et al.’s (1994) four semantic differential items: foolish/wise, good/bad, 

worthless/beneficial, and strong/weak. 
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Ross et al. (2006) proposed a scale to measure brand associations in professional 

team sport. The authors criticized the previous scale developed by Gladdens and Funk 

(2002), pointing out that it relied on categories identified by the researchers rather than 

consumers’ perceptions about a sport team. Recognizing that brand associations are 

anything linked in consumer memory of a brand, the authors argue that consumers 

themselves are responsible for providing the components of brand associations. In this 

respect, the authors developed the Team Brand Association Scale (TBAS) that includes 

11 dimensions underlying professional sport team brand associations through the use of a 

free association technique: brand mark, rivalry, concessions, social interaction, team 

history, commitment, organizational attributes, non-player personnel, stadium community, 

team success, and team play. Ross and his colleagues examined and proved the 

applicability, validity, and reliability in various contexts, such as different demographics 

(Ross, 2007), collegiate sport (Ross et al., 2007), a part of brand equity (Ross et al., 2008), 

and brand extensions (Walsh & Ross, 2010). 

More recently, Bauer et al. (2008) developed a scale for assessing brand 

associations in Germany’s professional team sport. The authors acknowledged the 

importance of the pioneering, two works of brand associations developed by Gladden and 

Funk (2002) and Ross et al. (2006), but also raised a methodological concern about their 

scales. Bauer et al. (2008) point out that both TAM and TBAS do not measure the 

uniqueness or favorability of brand associations that Keller’s (1993) model requires. The 

authors further argue that if sport marketers know only the strength of brand associations, 
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they do not learn if the brand associations are favorable or unfavorable. In this regard, the 

authors measured the strength, favorability, and uniqueness of brand attributes. On the 

other hand, the author measured the associated benefits with the strength and uniqueness 

in that benefits tend to be favorable. To operationalize brand attitude, the authors used 

affective statements that reflect consumers’ propositions toward sport teams. In their 

model, product-related attributes contain five constructs (i.e., team, head coach, success, 

star player, and team performance) while non-product-related attributes include four 

constructs (i.e., logo/team colors, history/tradition, stadium, and fans). In addition, the 

authors identified seven associated benefits: identification, peer-group acceptance, escape, 

socializing, emotions, nostalgia, and entertainment. To measure brand attitudes, they used 

four affective reactions (unique, trustworthy, positive, and likeable).  

In contrast to the previous works (e.g., Gladden & Funk, 2002; Ross et al., 2006), 

Bauer et al.’s model incorporated causalities among brand attributes, benefits, and 

attitudes on the basis of means-end theory assuming that product attributes (means) are 

linked to desirable consequences (benefits) of those attributes (Gutman, 1982). Their 

study confirmed those causalities among brand attributes, benefits, and attitudes and 

found that fans’ brand attitudes affect fan loyalty.  

Regarding emotions associated with sport teams within brand perspectives in 

sport, this overview reveals that sport brand researchers have paid little attention to 

identifying the associated emotions while they have predominantly focused attention on 

identifying the components of brand attributes. Only two studies (i.e., Bauer et al., 2008; 
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Gladden & Funk, 2002) measured the associated emotions in the forms of brand attitude 

or benefits. However, even these two emotion scales suffer some deficiencies. First, 

emotion scales used by both works are too narrow in scope; they used only four items to 

measure affective reactions toward sport teams (brand attitudes). Second, both works lack 

their own emotion scales within the sport brand framework. Third, although Bauer et al.’s 

study (2008) claimed that they measured emotions that fans may experience as brand 

benefits, they did not report what kinds of emotions were measured.  

In summary, although most of the sport brand studies acknowledge the notion that 

emotions as brand-related nodes exists, they did not identify the particular emotions that 

are associated with sport teams. In response to the lack of knowledge regarding what 

kinds of emotions are associated with sport team brands, this study will seek a more 

complete understanding of emotions that sport consumers have about their favorite teams 

by developing a reliable, valid emotion scale. 

Specifying Emotions Associated with Sport Team Brands 

What is emotion?  Etymologically, emotion is from the Latin ex (away, out) and 

movere (to move). However, emotions have been defined in many ways, even to say 

there are almost as many definitions of emotion as there are authors, because they have 

been explored by different perspectives about what emotions are and what functions they 

have. As a result, there has been little consistency in the definition and clarity of the 

concept (Richins, 1997; Plutchik, 1980). Instead, it is more useful to examine what 

constitutes emotions for understanding emotions rather than the standard definition of 
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emotions. Most emotion theorists recognize that complex emotional experiences involve 

a number of distinctive components that serve different functions (Levenson, 1994). 

According to Gordon (1981) and Thoits (1990), there exist four emotion components. 

• A physiological experience: physical changes in the body (e.g., heightened heart 

rate and blood pressure).   

• A behavioral experience: a facial expression or a specific action. 

• A cognitive experience: an interpretation of the situation, perception of the cause 

of the emotion, and the label attached to the emotion.   

• Cultural meanings that affect each of the three components.  

The presence of these distinctive four components of emotions seems to reflect 

the fact that different perspectives in emotion research have placed very different 

emphases on emotions. Psychologists have proposed a number of theories about the 

origins and function of emotions. In the history of emotion theory, four perspectives on 

emotions have been the most influential: the Darwinian, the Jamesian (physiological), the 

cognitive, and the social-constructivist perspectives (Cornelius, 1996). Each of these 

perspectives represents a different manner of thinking about emotions.  

The Darwinian perspective and its associated tradition of research go back to 

Darwin’s 1872 work, The Expression of Emotion in Man and Animals. Darwin (1872) 

suggested that there should exist a continuum of facial expressions and bodily 

movements that accompany several emotions from animals to humans. Darwin’s ideas 

have heavily influenced contemporary scholars of emotion. The basic assumption of the 
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Darwinian perspective is that emotional expression and by extension, emotions 

themselves, must be understood in terms of their functions, that is, survival functions 

(Darwin, 1872). In this sense, emotions have been evolved through natural section and 

therefore are universal. Two notable scholars, Ekman (1973) and Izard (1977), among 

contemporary researchers within the Darwinian tradition, have demonstrated the cross-

cultural universality of a small number of facial expressions of emotion, suggesting that 

the fact that facial expressions of emotion are universal is strong evidence that emotions 

and the expressions that accompany them are evolutionary phenomena. 

Theory and research within the physiological tradition began with James’ 1884 

work, What is an emotion? The physiological perspective has primarily focused on the 

role of bodily changes in experiencing emotions. For James (1884), the body is essential 

to the generation and experience of emotions, and therefore the experience of emotion is 

primarily the experience of bodily changes. James (1884) further insisted that each 

emotion is accompanied by a unique pattern of bodily response. Although the 

physiological perspective was concerned with emotional experience while the Darwinian 

perspective was concerned with emotional expression, both perspectives regard emotions 

as evolved phenomena for human survival. That is, like the Darwinian perspective 

suggesting that emotional expressions that accompany emotions is evolutionary 

phenomena, the physiological perspective believed that bodily responses as sources of 

emotions have evolved to respond automatically and adaptively to the environment that 

are significantly related to their survival. Further, both the Darwinian and physiological 
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perspectives view emotions as action tendencies in that emotions serve survival-related 

purposes and therefore experiencing a particular emotion is accompanied by a particular 

expressive behavior (Frijda, 1986).  

The cognitive perspective on emotion has paid its attention on the role of 

cognition in generating emotion and the way emotions follow from the way people 

appraise the environment. Its central assumption is that all emotions are based on 

appraisals (Arnold, 1960). Within this perspective, thought and emotion are viewed as 

inseparable. Just as James (1884) could not explain an emotion without a body, Arnold 

(1960) could not imagine an emotion without an appraisal. She further argued that every 

emotion has associated with it a particular pattern of appraisal and that if the appraisal is 

changed, the emotion also should change. Contemporary researchers within the cognitive 

tradition have demonstrated the primacy of appraisal over emotion, suggesting the 

character of people’s emotional response to an event depends on how they appraise the 

event (Spiesman, Lazarus, Mordkoff, & Davison, 1964).  

The most recent, but most controversial perspective of the four theoretical 

traditions is the social constructivist perspective. The social constructivist perspective has 

focused on the function of culture in the organization of emotions and rejected the 

Darwinian and physiological perspectives’ evolutionary determinism on emotion. For 

social constructivists, emotions not only are cultural constructions that serve particular 

social purposes, but also can be fully understood only on a social level of analysis 

(Averill, 1980). Furthermore, the social constructivist perspective believes that culture 
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offers the content of the appraisals that produce emotions. This is why the kinds of things 

that make people have a certain emotion are different from culture to culture.  

As shown above, each of the four theoretical traditions on emotion contributed to 

the creation of the four components of emotions. While both the Darwinian and 

physiological traditions contribute to a behavioral component of emotions by viewing 

emotions as action tendencies, the physiological tradition emphasizes the physiological 

aspect in emotional experience. The cognitive tradition has been influential in 

considering cognitive appraisals as a major component of emotions. Lastly, the social 

constructivist tradition has made its contribution to considering cultural components in 

emotion.  

The interplay between emotion and cognition.  Describing what constitutes 

emotions is not enough for understating emotions in the context of brand unless 

examining its relationship with cognition because brands are coded in memory on a 

cognitive and emotional basis (Gordon, 2002). The relationship between emotion and 

cognition has been a very controversial topic in academics and practice and has been 

explored from two different perspectives.  

One interpretation about their relationship has been embodied in the information 

processing perspective that has been the foremost model for quite some time in the realm 

of consumer behavior. This approach has paid its attention to consumers’ rational choice 

and products’ utility in terms of microeconomics and classical decision theory. According 

to the traditional consumer approach, the consumer is a logical thinker who solves 
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problems to make purchasing decisions, and products are objects for which consumers 

desire to maximize utility, in which utility is measured as a function of the product’s 

tangible attributes (Bettman, 1979; Howard & Sheth, 1969; Sheth, 1973). In this process, 

the information processing approach emphasizes hierarchy-of-effects in which cognition 

is followed by emotional evaluation in attitude formation, which results in behavior 

(Anand, Holbrook, & Stephens, 1988; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975; Lavidge & Steiner, 1961). 

In other words, in these attitude models, attitude is composed of three elements: 

perception, emotions, and behavior tendencies. Although the attitude models was 

criticized for slighting emotional considerations, however, these models are applied now 

much as they have been regarded as an easy way to measure predictable outcomes. In this 

approach, the independent role of emotion in consumer behavior is, therefore, neglected 

because it is a consequence of the utility associated with the product.  

The other interpretation represents the independent role of emotion in relation to 

cognition. This recognition that emotion has a critical role in the consumption experience 

has been fueled by a prominent psychologist, Zajonc (1980) who challenged the 

pervasive cognitive approach to consider more than cognition in attempts to understand 

human behavior. In his study, Zajonc (1980) suggested “mere exposure effects” that 

demonstrated that people can develop preferences on the basis of familiarity with a 

stimulus (i.e., Japanese ideographs), independent of recognition of the stimulus. Based on 

this evidence, he developed the independence hypothesis that cognitive and affective 

processes are wholly or partially independent of each other and that emotions, therefore, 
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do not depend on prior cognitions. In contrast, Lazarus (1982, 1984) vigorously defends 

the cognitive-affective model by arguing that emotion depends on cognition that may 

occur at the unconscious level.  

This Lazarus-Zajonc debate has echoed in consumer research on the grounds that 

marketing communication strategies may differ according to which approach is taken. 

Each of these views was empirically tested and supported by several works. For example, 

Anand, et al. (1988) found that cognitive retrieval and elaboration happened before 

affective decisions are made.  

On the other hand, other work has shown that emotions occur independently of 

and even dominate cognition in the consumption process (Ambler & Burne, 1999; Du 

Plessis, 2005; Hall, 2002; Heath, 2001; Janiszewski, 1988, 1990). There has been 

criticism over overreliance on the attitude-based models by prestigious scholars in 

consumer behavior. For instance, in his evaluation of mainstream research methods in 

consumer behavior, Zaltman (1997) argues that ‘‘few dispute the importance of emotions 

in managerial and consumer decision making, most research methods are biased toward 

reason’’ (p. 426). Like Zaltman (1997), Aaker (1996) suggests that the most common 

mistake in consumer behavior is a syndrome he tags the “product-attribute fixation trap” 

and advocates more consideration of emotional aspects for understating consumer 

behavior. 

Other scholars more strongly advocated the importance of the role of emotion in 

relation to cognition. In order to emphasize the relative primacy of emotion over 
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cognition when people face complex and conflicting choices, Damasio (1994) used a 

term, “somatic markers” that represent intuitive and emotional feelings which enable fast, 

advantageous decisions without high cognitive reasoning: “When a negative SM is 

juxtaposed to a particular future outcome the combination functions as an alarm bell. 

When a positive SM is juxtaposed instead, it becomes a beacon of incentive” (Damasio, 

1994, p. 174). Bechara, Damasio, Tranel, and Damasio (1997) conducted the Iowa 

Gambling Task in order to examine whether the somatic markers to choice options can 

take place below the level of conscious awareness. The task found that participants 

produced moisture in their palms and made a choice between options before they could 

tell the researchers why they made those choices. Based on these results, the authors 

concluded that participants’ decision-making was largely driven by the somatic markers 

at a non-conscious level. 

Although the debate remains unresolved, recent research in neuroscience has 

proposed close links between cognition and emotion. McLean (1990) proposed the 

concept of the “triune brain” as a way of explaining the three evolutionarily different 

layers of human brains. According to McLean (1990), all mammals have brains 

composed of phylogenetically ancient brain stems (reptilian brain), more recently 

evolved limbic systems that lie on top of the brain stem (mammalian brain), and, finally, 

the most recent addition, the cortex (neo-cortex). The three brain systems have distinctive 

functions that are responsible for instinct (reptilian brain), emotion (mammalian brain), 

and reason (neo-cortex). With respect to the relationship between cognition and emotion, 
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McLean (1990) concluded that although the most recent, neo-cortex executes human 

rational thinking, it is still connected to the older parts. Consequently, even when people 

believe they are making a purely rational decision, it is a result of the interfacing of 

emotions, instincts and intuitions. 

Damasio (1994) further suggests a bi-directional relationship between cognition 

and emotion, showing empirical evidence that social cognitive and emotional processes 

share overlapping neural structures, which have co-evolved to deal with highly 

significant stimuli. Neural structures associated in emotional processing participate in 

social information processing, and conversely, neural structures involved in social 

cognition are also involved in emotional processing. This is because there are adaptive 

evolutionary pressures to deal flexibly with significant social stimuli that resulted in the 

linking of structure and function in the social and emotional brain areas.  

More recently, LeDoux (1996) introduced a concept, “the emotional brain” 

(amygdala) that controls the “high road” and the “low road” to the emotion of fear. 

Sensory projections from the thalamus reach in both the cortex, where the higher 

cognitive functions, such as appraisal, occur, and in the amygdale, where an emotional 

response is initiated in the absence of cortical input. In this process, the pathway from 

sensory information to the cortex routes it back again to the amygdala. Consequently, 

while the low road is the direct and faster road but produces less specific emotional 

responses, the high road is the indirect and slower road but produces more specific 

emotional responses. In other words, the high road adjusts the initial behavior generated 
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by the low road. The example illustrated is from LeDoux (1996). He assumes that if we 

are seeing a snake strike at the side of a glass cage at a zoo, we will jump back in a state 

of arousal, but moments later laugh at ourselves about doing such a seemingly silly thing. 

Here the high road processing tells us that we are safe but the low road processing 

decides to play it safe anyway. To LeDoux (1996), emotion is a continuing interaction 

between conscious and unconscious processes. These findings show that once we know 

the underlying mechanisms, the Lazarus-Zajonc debate may become trivial. 

What does the interaction between cognition and emotion mean in regards to sport 

team brands? When sport consumers encounter a sport team over time, the brand 

experiences are coded in consumer memory on a cognitive (thinking, analytical, 

considered) and emotional (somatic) basis (Gordon, 2002). These two components of 

brand coding are inextricably connected. As a result of the brand coding, sport consumers 

form a sport team brand associative network that involve not only anything (e.g., brand 

attributes, benefits, or associated emotions) that can be interconnected in consumer 

memory with the sport team, but also their connections with the team. When the sport 

consumers think about the sport team, they will draw from memory not only its cognitive 

associations such as brand attributes or benefits, but also associated emotions.  

Another concern: Fan subculture.  As shown in LeDoux’s (1996) work, if 

emotions serve as a substantial mechanism to guide human behavior, what does this mean 

for sport team brands? This means that if we can understand the emotions associated with 

sport teams, marketing communications that elicits such emotions may help reinforce 
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consumer behavior, such as brand attitude and purchase intentions. However, another 

issue with the conceptualization of emotions associated with sport teams arises: Is 

emotional processing free of a sport-specific environment? This is important because the 

environment where sport teams are housed may influence the nature of emotions.    

Social constructivist perspective on emotions is useful in understanding the way 

that sport consumers develop emotions about their teams in connection with the social 

context in which they consume. Social constructivists suggested that human emotions 

cannot be free of social norms and conscious interpretation (Averill, 1980; Harre, 1986; 

Shweder, 1993). It posits that the meaning of emotion is generally constructed by socio-

culturally allowed behavior and value patterns; socially and culturally derived cognitive 

schemas mediate between stimuli and emotions (Averill, 1980). Furthermore, people can 

learn emotion norms in a social situation so that their emotions are appropriate to the 

given situation and meet the expectation of other people (Hochschild, 1983). 

Specific to sport consumption, sports are a huge part of society in today’s world, 

and sport fans are part of many other subcultures (Coakley, 2004). It is well established in 

sport subculture literature that sport subcultures have a great impact on the expected 

norms and behaviors of participants and spectators and that each sport incorporate 

distinctive subcultural values and beliefs (Donnelly, 1981; Donnelly & Young, 1985, 

1988; Green, 2001; Holt, 1995). According to Green (2001), participation in a sport 

subculture is seldom limited to a single type of participation. Rather, each interaction 

with the subculture provides somewhat various sites to express shared values and beliefs. 
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For example, one may play baseball at the local field, attend MLB games, and purchase 

licensed merchandise. At the macro level, sport fans as a subcultural group of a larger 

society may differ from other subcultural groups such as movie fans; they have certain 

values, rituals and behaviors that classify them as sports fans in a more general sense. 

Sports fans may follow more than one team in different leagues. For example, one may 

be a fan of both the New York Yankees and the New York Giants. Consequently, the 

unique values and beliefs of the subculture of sport fan groups are transmitted socially as 

fans interact with others. 

If this is true, by extension, we can reasonably propose that some qualities of 

emotions may be common to sport fans’ subculture as a whole and that as a result, the 

appropriate range, intensity, or duration of emotions that sport consumers have about 

their teams may differ from other subcultures in a society (cf. Thoits, 1989). For example, 

sport fans and movie fans may construct different intensities of the same emotion 

experienced when seeing violence, due to subcultural differences to the extent that allows 

such violence. Therefore, it is crucial to understand the socio-cultural environment within 

which a sport team is marketed. This logic suggests that sport consumers’ emotions are 

shaped by social context and cannot be adequately understood in biological or 

psychological terms alone.  

Taken together, in the context of a sport brand, the message from the neuroscience 

and social constructivist approaches is clear. Emotions associated with sport team brands 

seem to be formed, enhanced, or even changed through an ongoing interaction with 
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cognitive components, such as brand attributes. In this process, the emotion norms of fan 

subculture may exist as a boundary condition that influences the emotional processes of 

sport consumers. Emotions that are robustly linked to the teams in consumer memory will 

affect their future behavior. 

Measure of Emotion 

Describing how emotions are developed does not substitute for a description of 

what is felt, and, therefore, an adequate description of what sport consumers feel about 

their teams is required. Existing studies and their typologies of emotions, while not 

directly examining this issue, provide some useful insights.  

In general, in psychological emotion research, there are two major approaches to 

describe emotions: the basic emotion approach and the dimensional approach (Zelenski 

& Larsen, 2000). This study integrates emotion words used in opposing research streams 

in general and consumer psychology in order to create a more comprehensive emotion 

list in the context of sport consumers. In addition, the study reviews sport fan’s emotions 

associated with a team’s performance in that although they are not all about emotions 

associated with sport teams, they can still be an important part of them.  

Emotions in psychology.  A widespread assumption in theories of emotion in 

psychology is that there exists a small set of basic emotions. This idea is manifested in 

the Darwinian perspective. The existence of a set of universal facial expressions has 

enabled the Darwinian theorists to claim that emotions associated with the facial 

expressions are basic in that each of the emotions has a specific function for human 
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survival. Based on this reasoning, several Darwinian scholars proposed their own basic 

emotions. For example, Ekman and Friesen (1971), Plutchik (1984), Tomkins (1984), and 

Izard (1977), have proposed six, eight, nine, and ten basic emotions, respectively.  

In addition, realizing the importance of the cultural impact on basic emotions, 

Shaver and colleagues (Shaver, Schwartz, Kirson, & O’Connor, 1987; Shaver, Wu, & 

Schwartz, 1992) conducted comprehensive studies about basic emotions across three 

cultures (the United States, Italy, and China). They assumed that humans tend to have 

substantial similarities across cultures in the appraisal patterns and the action patterns that 

accompany them, due to the similarities in the environments where they live and that 

therefore these similarities lead to a small number of basic emotions across cultures. 

Their studies found that although there were slight differences in the 25 subordinate-level 

emotion categories, there was considerable overlap in the six basic-level emotions, such 

as love, joy, surprise, anger, sadness, and fear. 

The second tradition of emotions theory and research in psychology is the 

dimensional approach that typically organizes emotional experience with two dimensions, 

often in a circumplex structure (e.g., Russell, 1980; Watson & Telegen, 1985). Rather 

than classifying affective responses into different types, this approach tries to identify the 

dimensions in which these different types of emotions may be located. If emotions are 

closer to each other in the perimeter, they can be regarded as more similar. In this regard, 

Russell (1980) identified 28 individual emotions with pleasure-displeasure and arousal-

sleepiness dimensions while Watson and Telegen (1985) identified 38 corresponding 
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emotions with high-low positive affect and high-low negative affect dimensions. The 

emotions that both basic emotion and dimensional approaches in psychology propose are 

summarized in Table 2.1.  

 

Table 2.1  Basic Emotion and Dimensional Approaches in Psychology 

Basic emotion approach Emotion words 

Ekman & Friesen (1971) 

 

Plutchik (1980) 

 

Tomkins (1984) 

 

 

Shaver, Schwartz, Kirson, 

& O’Connor (1987) 

 

Happiness, sadness, anger, fear, disgust, surprise 

 

Fear, anger, disgust, surprise, joy, sadness, anticipation, acceptance 

 

Enjoyment, interest, surprise, anger, disgust, contempt, distress, 

fear, shame 

 

Love: affection, lust, longing 

Joy: cheerfulness, zest, contentment, pride, optimism, 

enthrallment, relief  

Surprise: surprise  

Anger : irritation, exasperation, rage, disgust, envy, torment 

Sadness: suffering, sadness, disappointment, shame, neglect, 

sympathy 

Fear: horror, nervousness    

Dimensional approach Emotion words 

Russell (1980) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Watson & Tellegen (1985) 

 

 

 

Pleasure/arousal: happy, delighted, excited, astonished, aroused 

Pleasure/sleep: sleepy, calm, relaxed, satisfied, at ease, content, 

serene, glad, pleased 

Displeasure/arousal: tense, alarmed, angry, afraid, annoyed, 

distressed, frustrated 

Displeasure/sleep: miserable, sad, gloomy, depressed, bored, 

droopy, tired 

 

High positive affect: active, elated, enthusiastic, excited, peppy, 

strong 

Strong engagement: aroused, astonished, surprised 

High negative affect: distressed, fearful, hostile, jittery, nervous, 

scornful 

Unpleasantness: blue, grouchy, lonely, sad, sorry, unhappy 

Low positive affect: drowsy, dull, sleepy, sluggish 

Disengagement: quiescent, quiet, still 

Low negative affect: at rest, calm, placid, relaxed 

Pleasantness: content, happy, kindly, pleased, satisfied, 

warmhearted 
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Emotions in consumer research.  The four major theories of emotions and their 

measures in consumer research are all founded in psychology (Huang, 2001; Richins, 

1997): Izard’s (1977) 10 ten basic emotions, Plutchik and Kellerman’s (1974) eight basic 

emotions, Mehrabien and Russell’s (1974) PAD (Pleasure, Arousal, Dominance), and 

Watson, Clark, and Tellegen’s (1988) PANAS (Positive And Negative Affect Schedule). 

These four scales are representative of the basic emotion and dimensional approaches. 

The first two scales are based on the category tradition while the last two scales are based 

on the dimensional approach.  

Izard (1977) developed the Differential Emotions Scales (DES) to measure 10 

basic emotions that are associated with distinctive facial expressions from an 

evolutionary perspective. The DES contains 30 items, and 3 items describe each of the 10 

basic emotions. The DES has several versions, and DES-II is the most used version in 

consumer research. Izard’s 10 basic emotions and DES-II have been utilized in various 

consumer research contexts. Allen, Machleit, and Marine (1988) employed the DES-II to 

measure emotions in advertising. Westbrook (1987), and Westbrook and Oliver (1991) 

widely used Izard’s scale to measure the effect of emotions on the post-purchase process, 

such as consumer satisfaction judgments, complaining, and word-of-mouth.  

Like Izard (1977), grounded in an evolutionary perspective, Pluchik and 

Kellerman (1974) developed the Emotions Profile Index (EPI) to measure the eight basic 

emotions. Plutchik’s EPI was introduced in consumer research by Zeitlin and Westwood 

(1986). Holbrook and Westwood (1989) developed their own shorter scale to measure 
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Plutchik’s eight basic emotions, and this scale contains three emotion items for each 

emotion.        

Mehrabien and Russell (1974) developed the PAD scale for pursuing the parallels 

among the semantic differential factors and emotions. The basic assumption of the PAD 

scale is that all emotions can fit into one of the pleasure, arousal, and dominance 

categories. The PAD scale contains 18 semantic differential items, and six items describe 

each of the three dimensions. Within consumer research PAD has been widely used in 

various consumer research contexts, such as retail environments (Donovan & Rossiter, 

1982; Sherman, Mathur, & Smith, 1997), advertising (Olney, Holbrook, & Batra, 1991), 

and sport and leisure-related consumption (Holbrook, Chestnut, Olivar, & Greenleaf, 

1984). In addition to verbal self-report, Lang (1980) applied the PAD scale in a visual 

self-report, the so-called Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM). Havlena and Holbrook (1986) 

compared Meharabian and Russell’s PAD scale to Plutchik’s EPI scale in the context of 

general consumption experience and found that the PAD scale is better than the EPI scale 

for measuring emotions associated with consumption experience. 

The fourth scale that is widely used in consumer research is PANAS developed by 

Watson et al. (1988). This scale contains 10 positive and 10 negative emotions as two 

mutually independent dimensions. This scale has been applied in various consumption 

contexts, such as consumer satisfaction (Dubé & Morgan, 1998; Mano & Oliver, 1993) 

and post-purchase affect (Mooradian & Oliver, 1997). The most commonly used four 

measures of emotions in consumer research are shown in Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2  Four Measures of Emotions in Consumer Research 

Measures Emotion words 

PAD: Mehrabian & 

Russell ( 1974) 

 

 

 

 

 

EPI: Holbrook & 

Westwood’s (1989) 

version 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DES II: Izard (1977) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PANAS: Watson, 

Clark, & Tellegen 

(1988) 

Pleasure: contented-melancholic, happy-unhappy, satisfied-unsatisfied, 

pleased-annoyed, relaxed-bored, hopeful-despairing 

Arousal: stimulated-relaxed, excited-calm, frenzied-sluggish, jittery-dull, 

wide awake-sleepy, aroused-unaroused 

Dominance: controlling-controlled, influential-influenced, in control-

cared-for, important-awed, dominant-submissive, autonomous-guided 

 

Fear: threatened, frightened, intimidated 

Anger: hostile, annoyed, irritated 

Joy: happy, cheerful, delighted 

Sadness: gloomy, sad, depressed 

Acceptance: helped, accepted, trusting 

Disgust: disgusted, offended, unpleasant  

Expectancy: alert, attentive, curious 

Surprise: puzzled, confused, startled 

 

Anger: enraged, angry, mad 

Surprise: surprised, astonished, amazed,  

Interest: concentrating, attentive, alert 

Contempt: disdainful, contemptuous, scornful 

Fear: scared, fearful, afraid 

Guilt: repentant, guilty, blameworthy 

Shyness: sheepish, bashful, shy 

Joy: delighted, happy, joy 

Sadness(distress): downhearted, sad, discouraged 

Disgust: feeling of distaste, disgusted, feeling of revulsion 

 

Positive affect: active, alert, attentive, determined, enthusiastic, excited, 

inspired, interested, proud, strong 

Negative affect: afraid, scared, nervous, jittery, irritable, hostile, guilty, 

ashamed, upset, distressed 

 

In addition to the four major measures of emotions, the advertising discipline has 

developed its own typology of emotions to measure emotional responses to advertising. 

Two influential measures in this area are those developed by Edell and Burke (1987) and 

Holbrook and Batra (1987) (Erevelles, 1998). Edell and Burke (1987) developed 52 items 

with three dimensions (upbeat, negative, and warm) whereas Holbrook and Batra (1987) 
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created 94 items with three dimensions (pleasure, arousal, and domination). Mano (1996), 

Aaker, Stayman, and Vezina (1988), and Pieters and de Klerk-Warmerdam (1996) also 

developed their own emotion typology of emotions evoked by advertisements. The two 

influential measures in advertising are summarized in Table 2.3. 

 

Table 2.3  Two Measures in Advertising  

Measures Emotion words 

Edell & Burke 

(1987)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Holbrook & Batra 

(1987) 

 

 

Upbeat emotions: active, alive, amused, attentive, attractive, carefree, 

cheerful, confident, creative, delighted, elated, energetic, happy, 

humorous, independent, industrious, inspired, interested, joyous, 

lighthearted, playful, pleased, proud, satisfied, stimulated, strong 

Negative emotions: bored, critical, defiant, depressed, disgusted, 

disinterested, dubious, dull, lonely, offended, regretful, sad, skeptical, 

suspicious 

Warm emotions: affectionate, calm, concerned, contemplative, emotional, 

hopeful, kind, moved, peaceful, pensive, sentimental, warmhearted 

 

Pleasure 

Duty: moral, virtuous, dutiful,  Faith: reverent, worshipful, spiritual,  

Pride: proud, superior, worthy,  Affection: loving, affectionate, friendly,  

Innocence: innocent, pure, blameless,  Gratitude: grateful, thankful, 

appreciative,  Serenity: restful, serene, comfortable, soothed,  Desire: 

desirous, wishful, full of craving, hopeful,  Joy: joyful, happy, delighted, 

pleased,  Competence: confident, in control, competent 

 

Arousal 

Interest: attentive, curious,  Hypoactivation: bored, drowsy, sluggish,  

Activation: aroused, active, excited,  Surprise: surprised, amazed, 

astonished,  Déjà vu: unimpressed, uninformed, unexcited,  Involvement: 

involved, informed, enlightened, benefited,  Distraction: distracted, 

preoccupied, inattentive,  Surgency: playful, entertained, lighthearted,  

Contempt: scornful, contemptuous, disdainful 

 

Domination  

Conflict: tense, frustrated, conflictful,  Guilt: guilty, remorseful, regretful,  

Helplessness: powerless, helpless, dominated,  Sadness: sad, distressed, 

sorrowful, dejected,  Fear: fearful, afraid, anxious,  Shame: ashamed, 

embarrassed, humiliated,  Anger: angry, irritated, enraged, mad,  

Hyperactivation: panicked, confused, overstimulated,  Disgust: disgusted, 

revolted, annoyed, full of loathing,  Skepticism: skeptical, suspicious, 

distrustful 
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Richins (1997) presents the Consumption Emotions Set (CES) that measures only 

emotions experienced directly from product consumption and exclude vicarious emotions 

from advertising. The CES contains 17 emotion categories (7 positive, 8 negative and 2 

others) with 47 emotion items. In a similar vein, Schaefer and Diamantopolos (2008) 

developed an emotion scale to measure experienced emotions during service recovery 

encounters (ESRE) in a consumption context that contains four dimensions (pleasure, 

involvement, discontent, and concern) with 15 items.  

Hansen, Percy and Lundsteen (2006) built up an emotion scale in a brand context. 

They argue that using emotion scales from general psychology are not appropriate in a 

consumer brand setting in that emotions connected to brands differ somewhat from 

emotions in general psychology. In this regard, they developed 24 emotions associated 

with brands. In addition, Desmet (2002) developed a non-verbal self-report instrument, 

the Product Emotion Measurement Instrument (PrEmo) in a brand setting that measures 

14 emotions (7 positive and 7 negative emotions). The CES, ESRE, and brand-specific 

emotion measures are summarized in Table 2.4. 

Emotions among sport fans.  In the context of sport spectatorship, Sloan (1979) 

identified 16 emotions that are affected by teams’ performance and found that spectators 

experience more positive emotions when their team wins while they experienced negative 

emotions when their teams lose. In conjunction with team identification, using Sloan’s 

(1979) emotion scale, Wann et al. (1994) found that fans high in team identification 

showed an increase in positive emotions following a win and an increase in negative 
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emotions following a loss.  

 

Table 2.4  CES, ESRE, and Brand Measures  

Measures Emotion words 

CES: Richins (1997) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ESRE: Schoefer & 

Diamantopoulos 

(2009) 

 

 

Hansen, Percy, & 

Lundsteen (2006) 

 

 

PrEmo: Desmet 

(2002) 

Anger: frustrated, angry, irritated 

Discontent: unfulfilled, discontented 

Worry: nervous, worried, tense 

Sadness: depressed, sad, miserable  

Fear: scared, afraid, panicky 

Shame: embarrassed, ashamed, humiliated 

Envy: envious, jealous 

Loneliness: lonely, homesick 

Romantic love: sexy, romantic, passionate 

Love: loving, sentimental, warm hearted 

Peacefulness: calm, peaceful 

Contentment: contented, fulfilled 

Optimism: optimistic, encouraged, hopeful  

Joy: happy, pleased, joyful 

Excitement: excited, thrilled, enthusiastic 

Surprise: surprised, amazed, astonished 

Other items: guilty, proud, eager, relieved 

 

Pleasure: joyful, being valued, warm feelings, proud, happy  

Involvement: active, interested, attentive 

Discontent: angry, in a bad mood, sad, upset, annoyed  

Concern: afraid, nervous 

 

Desire, sexy, arousal, stimulate, happy, fine, calm, fresh, pretty, 

expectant, pride, success, aggressive, smart, relief, critical, doubt, 

boring, sad, pain, loneliness, worry, annoying, fear 

 

Positive emotions: desire, pleasant surprise, inspiration, amusement, 

admiration, satisfaction, fascination 

Negative emotions: indignation, unpleasant surprise, contempt, disgust, 

dissatisfaction, disappointment, boredom 

 

In addition to Sloan’s (1979) scale, another widely used scale in the sport fan 

context is the Tension and Effort Stress Inventory (TESI) that contains eight pleasant 

emotions and eight unpleasant emotions developed by Svebak (1993). Kerr et al. (2005) 
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used the TESI scale to investigate the emotional reactions of fans of winning and losing 

teams and found that losing fans scored significantly higher than winning fans on some 

unpleasant emotions, such as boredom, anger, sullenness, humiliation, and resentment. 

The TESI and Sloan’s (1979) emotion measure are shown in Table 2.5. 

 

Table 2.5  Emotion Measures of Sport Team Performance  

Measures Emotion words 

Sloan (1979) 

 

 

TESI: Svebak 

(1993) 

Angry, irritated, sad, hostile, tense, happy, pleased, discouraged, frustrated, 

upset, tired, energetic, satisfied, confident, calm, and benevolent 

 

Pleasant emotions: relaxation, excitement, placidity, provocativeness, 

pride, modesty, gratitude, virtue 

Unpleasant emotions: anxiety, boredom, anger, sullenness, humiliation, 

shame, resentment, guilt  

 

In summary, this overview demonstrates that there has been considerable 

variability in published lists of emotions in general, consumer (including advertising and 

brand), and sport fan psychology. Since emotions scales relevant for these areas and their 

direct application to this study may not fully capture the emotions felt by sport consumers 

in regards to their team brands, they should be tested. Nevertheless, the emotion words 

from the literature above would provide an initial pool of emotions associated with sport 

teams for this study. 

Effects of Emotion on Sport Consumer Behavior: Emotional vs. Rational Appeal  

The emotional/rational framework has been studied extensively in advertising 

literature. In general, advertising appeals tend to be classified as either emotional or 
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rational, based on messages in the given context although these two types in other 

contexts are used interchangeably as transformational/informational appeals. The basic 

distinction between emotional and rational appeals stems from Copeland’s (1924) 

proposition that individuals buy products for either rational or emotional reasons. 

Rational appeals originate from the traditional information processing models of decision 

making where the consumer is considered to make logical and rational decisions based on 

a products’ utility (Bettman, 1979; Sheth, 1973). The rational appeals “relate to the 

audience’s self-interest. They show that the product will produce the desired benefits. 

Examples are messages showing a product’s quality, economy, value, or performance” 

(Kotler & Armstrong, 2001, p. 52). Consequently, such appeals are designed to change 

the advertising viewer’s beliefs about the advertised brand and rely on their persuasive 

power of reasons about brand attributes (Aaker, Batra, & Myers, 1992).  

In contrast, emotional appeals stem from the emotional, experiential side of 

consumption (Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982). Kolter and Armstrong (2001) claim that 

emotional appeals attempt to provoke either negative or positive emotions that can 

motivate a purchase. Negative emotional appeals include fear, guilt, and shame appeals 

that make consumers do things they should do or stop doing things they should not. 

Advertisers also employ positive emotional appeals such as love, humor, pride and joy. 

Emotional appeals are often strategically utilized to make the consumer feel good about 

the product (Calder & Gruder, 1989) and make a brand liked or friendly (Batra & Ray, 

1985). 
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Advertising scholars have explored the effectiveness of the two approaches, and 

inconsistent and conflicting study findings on which approach is more effective have 

been posited in previous research (Um, 2008). Aaker and Norris (1982) found that 

informational appeals resulted in higher effectiveness ratings than emotional appeals on 

the basis of their study of 524 TV commercials. Specifically, their study maintains that 

the advertising attitude created by rational appeal was better than that by emotional 

appeal because rational appeal appears to provide information explicitly and directly 

related to a product, which attracts consumers’ attention more easily and produces a 

better advertising attitude. Golden and Johnson (1983) tested the effectiveness of two 

types of appeals (thinking vs. feeling) for four products (airlines, soft drinks, petroleum, 

and hair care) and revealed that thinking ads were perceived as relatively more likeable 

and elicited higher purchase intentions than feeling ads by providing more information. 

In a similar vein, Coulson (1989) found that rational commercials resulted in higher 

purchase intentions than mood commercials. In terms of impact on message recall, 

Zielske (1982) suggests that rational appeals are more effective than emotional appeals.  

In contrast, Goldberg and Gorn (1987) found that emotional commercials led to 

generally more positive reactions than informational commercials. That is, respondents 

felt happier when watching the emotional commercials, evaluated them as more effective, 

and reported a higher purchase intention. Choi and Thorson (1983) found that emotional 

ads lead to a higher level of recall than rational ads. Similarly, Page, Thorson, and Heide 

(1990) also reported that emotional ads may be more effective and memorable than 
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rational ads. They claimed that ad-induced emotions strengthen the memory trace for the 

ad, which enhances the likelihood that the brand name will be recalled.  

In terms of content analyses in services advertising, the findings also are 

contradictory. LaBand, Pickett, and Grove (1992) and Zinkhan, Johnson, and Zinkhan 

(1992) found that for services advertisements, more informational appeals are used. On 

the contrary, Cutler and Javalgi (1993) report more emotional appeals in services ads, and 

Abernethy and Butler (1992) specify that services advertisements use far fewer 

informational cues. Furthermore, explanations on why more emotional or informational 

appeals are used in services ads have been conflicting. LaBand et al. (1992) attribute the 

use of informational appeals to the intangibility of services. That is, the provision of more 

specific, concrete information may reduce the higher levels of perceived risk that are 

associated with the purchase of services due to their intangibility and heterogeneity or 

variability. In contrast, Zinkhan et al. (1992) and Cutler and Javalgi (1993) attribute the 

use of emotional appeals to intangibility, but suggest that emotional appeals can be 

effective by creating meaningful association with the intangible service. 

However, Shavitt (1990, 1992), Sewall and Sarel (1986), Golden and Johnson 

(1983), and Aaker, Batra, and Myers (1992) suggested that there are interactions between 

appeal types and product categories. More specifically, Holbrook and O’Shaughnessy 

(1984) advocate a contingency approach that the relative effectiveness of rational and 

emotional advertising depends on (or matches) the type of product. According to this 

scheme, rational advertising should be used to construct recall for thinking products such 
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as automobiles and furniture while emotional advertising is more appropriate to 

encourage attitude change toward feeling products such as jewelry and fashion 

merchandise (Vaughn, 1980). With slightly different terminology, Johar and Sirgy (1991) 

argue that value-expressive (similar to emotional or feeling) advertising works best for 

value-expressive products, whereas utilitarian (similar to rational or thinking) advertising 

works best for utilitarian products.  

In addition to the relative effectiveness of emotional and rational appeals, there 

has been another view shared by researchers that emotional and rational appeals are not 

mutually exclusive (Pechman & Stewwart 1989; Puto & Wells 1984). In other words, 

emotional appeal ads may have rational appeal components while rational appeal ads can 

have emotional appeal components. Along with this thought, in practice, many 

advertisers tend to use a combination of rational and emotional appeals (Albers-Miller & 

Stafford, 1999). However, several studies on the effectiveness of the combined appeals 

suggested that rational and emotional appeals can interfere with each other. For example, 

Mehta and Purvis (2006) analyzed 80 automobile ads and found that ads using either a 

rational or emotional appeal led to better recall than ads using both types of appeals. 

Similarly, Armstrong (2010) found that recall for ads that used either a rational or 

emotional appeal was 1.24 times better than ads that mixed them on the basis of an 

analysis of 50 pairs of print ads. In addition, Stewart and Furse (1986) suggested that TV 

commercials that included a balance of rational and emotional appeals were lower in 

comprehension and persuasion in comparison with the commercials that did not mix the 
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two appeals. Elpers, Wedel, and Pieters (2003) conducted eye-tracking studies of 190 

subjects using Dutch TV commercials. The study revealed that when both emotion and 

information were present, the likelihood that subjects stop viewing a TV commercial 

increased. 

It is obvious that value-expressive (symbolic) benefit and value are an 

overwhelmingly important determinant in sport consumption, particularly spectator sport 

(Hirschman & Holbrook, 1982; Hopkinson & Pujari, 1999). According to Mowen (1995), 

value-expressive products that consumers use to communicate themselves to others as 

symbols must have three characteristics: (1) they should have visibility in use such that 

the consumption is easily apparent to others, (2) there must be some variability in the 

purchase of the brand in that some consumers should have the resources to consume it 

whereas others do not, and (3) the brand must have personalizability in that it represents a 

stereotypical image of the average user. Based on the three characteristics of value-

expressive products, Armstrong (2007) suggests that sport teams hold each of the 

characteristics needed to be a value-expressive product. First, sport spectating is an 

apparent social activity. Secondly, prices of tickets for games in conjunction with price 

segmentation of seat location affects consumers’ ability to attend, thereby contributing to 

the variability in spectators’ attendance. Finally, sport teams often represent distinctive 

brands of a sport product category based on their promotional activities, their playing 

styles, the personality of the players, and their logos or slogans.  

Furthermore, the BIRGing tendency of sport fans provides another basis as to 
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why sport teams are a value-expressive product; sport consumers tend to position 

themselves favorably in the eyes of others by making indirect positive associations with 

favorably evaluated stimuli, such as sport teams (Cialdini et al., 1976). In this sense, it is 

reasonable to expect that emotional advertising may be a better choice in a sport team 

setting.  

However, although the contingency approach suggests a logical starting point for 

testing whether the effectiveness of advertising appeals varies by type of product, no 

empirical study has tested the effects of advertising appeals on sport consumer behavior. 

This study is the first to attempt to indentify the relative effectiveness of emotional 

advertising appeal over rational or combination appeal in sport. 

Research Questions 

The preceding review of the literature raises two research questions regarding 

emotions associated with professional sport teams and their impact on sport consumer 

behavior. 

RQ1: What are the particular emotions associated with sport team brands?   

RQ2: What is the relative effectiveness of the associated emotions over cognitive 

brand attributes on sport consumer behavior in the sport advertising 

setting? 
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Chapter 3: Overall Methodology 

This dissertation consists of five sequential studies. Study 1 was designed to 

generate an initial pool of emotions that are related to fans’ professional sport teams and 

reduce the number of the emotions using frequency analysis. Study 2 was designed to 

develop a valid, reliable scale to measure emotions associated with professional sport 

teams by conducting exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and confirmatory factor analysis 

(CFA). Studies 3 and 4 were conducted to preliminarily identify potential emotional and 

cognitive inputs for developing advertising appeals for the final study (Study 5). Since 

there have been inconsistent findings in sport brand literature on the contents of brand 

attributes, Study 3 was designed to identify and confirm the contents and structure of 

brand attributes of sport team brands. Study 4 was designed to identify appropriate 

associations between brand attributes and emotions (confirmed in Study 2). Based on 

emotional and rational inputs identified from Study 4, Study 5 was designed to examine 

the relative effects of emotional advertising appeal over rational and combination of 

advertising appeals on sport consumer behavior. 

In regard to the two key research questions proposed in this dissertation, Study 1 

and 2 seek to answer research question 1 (What are the particular emotions associated 

with sport team brands?) while Study 5 seeks to respond to research question 2 (What is 

the relative effectiveness of the associated emotions over cognitive brand attributes on 

sport consumer behavior in the sport advertising setting?). Study 3 and 4 are ancillary 

studies that are needed to identify more suitable inputs for Study 5. The framework for 
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the overall research design of the dissertation is presented in Figure 3.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1  A framework for the overall research design of the dissertation 

 

 

 

 

Study 1: Identifying an initial pool of emotions for sport teams 

- Content analysis of 21 seminal emotion studies 

- Qualitative  research 

- Frequency analysis  

- Categorization process 

 

Study 2: Developing an emotion scale for sport teams 

- Exploratory factor analysis 

- Confirmatory factor analysis  

 

 
Study 3: Developing a brand attribute scale for sport teams  

- Exploratory factor analysis 

- Confirmatory factor analysis  

 

 

 

 

Study 4: Identifying the associations between brand attributes and 

emotions 

- Frequency analysis 

- Correlation analysis (concurrent validity test) 

 

 

 

 

Study 5: Testing the relative effectiveness of emotional advertising 

over rational and combination advertising  

- A 2 (emotion) × 2 (cognition) incomplete block design 

- Multivariate analysis of covariance 
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Chapter 4: Study 1 

The purpose of Study 1 was to preliminarily identify emotions associated with 

sport consumers’ favorite professional sport teams. It is grounded in those identified from 

general psychology, consumer psychology, and sport fan psychology discussed in the 

literature review combined with those from qualitative research. Emotions chosen via 

frequency analysis and a categorization process were used for further evaluation (Study 

2). 

Emotion Generation  

Content analysis.  The study has content-analyzed 21 seminal studies in general 

psychology, consumer psychology (including advertising and brand), and sport fan 

psychology on emotions and emotion words (Aaker, et al., 1988; Desmet, 2002; Edell & 

Burke, 1987; Ekman & Friesen, 1971; Hansen et al., 2006; Holbrook & Batra, 1987; 

Holbrook & Westwood, 1989; Izard, 1977; Mano, 1996; Mehrabian & Russell, 1974; 

Pieters & de Klerk-Warmerdam, 1996; Plutchik, 1980; Richins, 1997; Russell, 1980; 

Schoefer & Diamantopoulos, 2009; Shaver et al., 1987; Sloan, 1979; Svebak, 1993; 

Tomkins, 1984; Watson & Tellegen, 1985; Watson et al., 1988). The 21 studies and their 

scales were selected because they have been widely used in their own fields and very 

often cited by other scholars in prestigious journals (e.g., Journal of Consumer Research, 

Journal of Advertising). As shown in Table 4.1, the results of the content analysis 

identified 301 potential emotion words for sport teams.  
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Table 4.1.  Emotion Words from the Content Analysis of 21 Seminal Emotion Studies 

accepted, active, admiration, adoration, affection, afraid, aggravated, aggressive, agitated, 

agony, alarmed, alert, alienated, alive, amazed, amused, angry, anguish, annoyed, 

anticipation, anxious, appreciative, apprehensive, aroused, ashamed, astonished, at ease, 

at rest, attentive, attracted, autonomous, awed, bad, bashful, being valued, benefited, 

benevolent, bitterness, blameless, blameworthy, blissful, blue, bored, calm, cared-for, 

carefree, caring, cheerful, comfortable, compassion, competent, concentrating, 

concerned, confident, conflicted, confused, contemplative, contemptuous, contented, 

controlled, controlling, craving, creative, critical, curious, defeated, defiant, dejected, 

delighted, depressed, desire, despair, determined, disagreeable, disappointed, 

discontented, discouraged, disdainful, disgusted, disinterested, dislike, dismay, 

displeasure, dissatisfaction, distaste, distracted, distressed, distrust, dominant, dominated, 

doubtful, downhearted, dread, droopy, drowsy, dull, dutiful, eager, ecstasy, elated, 

embarrassed, emotional, encouraged, energetic, enlightened, enraged, entertained, 

enthrallment, enthusiastic, envious, euphoria, exasperated, excited, exhilarated, 

expectant, fascinated, fearful, ferocity, fine, fondness, frenzied, fresh, friendly, frightened, 

frustrated, fulfilled, fury, gaiety, gay, glad, glee, gloomy, glum, grateful, grief, grouchy, 

grumpy, guided, guilty, happy, hatred, helped, helpless, homesick, hopeful, hopeless, 

horror, hostile, humiliated, humorous, hurt, hysteria, important, in a bad mood, in control, 

inattentive, independent, indifferent, indignation, industrious, infatuation, influenced, 

influential, informed, innocent, insecure, inspired, insulted, interested, intimidated, 

involved, irritated, isolation, jealousy, jittery, jolly, jovial, joyful, jubilation, kind, 

lighthearted, liking, loathing, lonely, longing, love, lust, mad, melancholy, miserable, 

modesty, mollified, moral, mortified, moved, neglected, nervous, offended, optimistic, 

outrage, overstimulated, panicky, passion, peaceful, pensive, peppy, pity, placid, playful, 

pleasant surprise, pleased, powerless, preoccupied, pretty, proud, provocative, pure, 

puzzled, quiescent, quiet, rage, rapture, regret, rejection, relaxed, relieved, remorseful, 

repentant, resentment, rested, reverent, revolted, revulsion, romantic, sad, satisfied, 

scared, scornful, sentimental, serene, sexy, sheepish, shock, shy, skeptical, sleepy, 

sluggish, smart, soothed, sorrowful, sorry, spiritual, spite, startled, still, stimulated, 

strong, submissive, successful, suffering, sullen, superior, surprised, suspicious, 

sympathy, tenderness, tense, terror, thankful, threatened, thrilled, tired, tormented, 

triumph, trusting, ugly, unaroused, uneasy, unexcited, unfulfilled, unhappy, unimpressed, 

uninformed, unpleasant, unpleasant surprise, unsatisfied, upset, vengeful, vigorous, 

virtuous, warm, warmhearted, wide-awake, wishful, woeful, worried, worshipful, worthy, 

wrathful, zeal, zest. 

 

Qualitative research.   Due to the exploratory nature of the study, primary 

research was conducted to capture any further potential emotions that are relevant to the 

context of sport team brands. As shown in Appendix A, qualitative research was 
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conducted using the Psychological Meaning listing technique, which has been widely 

used in consumer research, due to its stimulus bound nature that forces respondents to 

focus more on the original stimulus (Friedmann, 1986). Respondents were asked to write 

down their favorite professional sport team and then asked to respond to a single, open-

ended question, “Please write down as many one-emotion words of whatever comes to 

your mind when you think about your favorite team.” This can force respondents to 

consider the original stimulus (i.e. favorite sport team) to prevent chain-format 

associations, in which the previous association the respondents provide becomes the 

dominating stimulus cue for the next word. 

Since it is expected that the majority of the participants are fans of professional 

football teams or professional baseball teams, the qualitative research was conducted 

during off-seasons of the two leagues (February, 2011). The rationale that the qualitative 

research was implemented during the off-seasons was to generate emotions associated 

with professional sport teams that were less affected by a situational factor (i.e., team’s 

current performance). That is, the study tried to identify more stable emotions as brand 

emotions that are based on sport consumers’ experiences with all aspects of their teams, 

rather than those that were overwhelmingly influenced by teams’ current success. The 

qualitative research was conducted with 67 samples (36 for males and 31 for females) 

that consisted of undergraduate students at The University of Texas at Austin. 

Participants’ favorite teams consisted of professional teams from football (37%), baseball 

(29%), basketball (20%), soccer (9%), and ice hockey (5%). Each response was content 
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analyzed to identify emotions associated with sport teams. The number of emotions 

extracted from each response ranged from three to 28. A total of 211 emotions were 

obtained from the qualitative research. Of the 211 emotions, 100 emotions were the same 

as those that were identified from the content analysis. As a result, 111 emotions were 

newly identified from the qualitative research. However, since among the 111 emotions, 

there are similar emotions that represent a same emotional meaning, the data were 

reduced via semantic clustering. For example, emotions such as self-esteem, self-worth, 

and self-respect were semantically factored into a self-respect cluster by two expert 

judges.  

In addition, 27 idiosyncratic emotions (those provided by only one individual in 

the sample) were eliminated because the study focuses on the shared emotional meaning 

a given stimulus (i.e., favorite professional sport team) has for a particular group of 

respondents (i.e., sport consumers). Consequently, 64 emotions remained and were added 

to the initial pool of emotions. The 64 emotions are presented in Table 4.2. Taken 

together, a total of 365 emotions (301 from literature and 64 from qualitative research) 

were composed of an initial pool of emotions associated with professional sport teams.  

Sample and Procedure  

With the instructor’s permission, 560 participants were recruited from several 

undergraduate classes, such as physical education, sport management, and psychology 

classes, at The University of Texas at Austin.  Female participants made up 53.4% (n = 

299) and males 46.6% (n = 261) of the total sample. Participants ranged in age from 18 to 
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39 years (M = 20.3, SD = 2.33).  

 

Table 4.2.  Emotion Words Identified from the Qualitative Research 

accomplished, adventurous, altruistic, ambitious, arrogant, beautiful, belonging, betrayed, 

brave, challenged, committed, community, competitive, connected, convenient, cool, 

crowded, devoted, disregarded, disrespected, dramatic, empathetic, fanatical, fantastic, 

festive, free, glorious, good, great, harmonious, imaginative, impatient, impulsive, 

knowledgeable, like celebrating, like we are a family, loved, loyal, marginalized, mature, 

mysterious, negative, nostalgia, out of control, pessimistic, pleasantly stressed, positive, 

powerful, rebellious, refreshed, respected, revitalized, rich, self-expressed, self-respect, 

social, spirited, supportive, tough, traditional, transgressed, uncertain, victorious, 

welcomed 

 

Like qualitative research, since it is expected that fans of two professional sports, 

football and baseball, would be the majority of the participants, the frequency analysis 

was conducted during off-seasons of the two leagues (March, 2011) to identify more 

stable emotions that were less affected by teams’ current success. Participants’ favorite 

teams consisted of professional teams from football (35%), baseball (33%), basketball 

(18%), soccer (11%), and ice hockey (3%). 

Because the number of emotion words identified from the relevant literature and 

qualitative research was 365, the 365 emotion words would make respondents fatigued 

for Study 1. Therefore, four different survey checklists that contained one-fourth of the 

total emotions were created to reduce the fatigue effect for respondents. Furthermore, two 

different versions for each survey checklist that differ in order of emotion placement in 

the survey checklist were developed to reduce order effects. Each respondent was 

assigned randomly to one of the eight versions of the checklists. As a result, 140 full 
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survey sets that cover the 365 emotions were obtained for the frequency analysis (i.e., 

one-fourth of total 560 respondents). Each of the eight versions had equal respondents 

(i.e., 70 respondents). The eight versions of the survey checklists are presented in 

Appendix B. 

Measure  

In order to identify emotions associated with favorite sport teams, participants 

were asked to write down their favorite professional sport team and then put a check 

mark beside any emotion that describes how they feel when they think about the team. 

Demographic questions such as gender and age were included in the survey checklists.  

Data Analysis 

The researcher conducted a frequency analysis to estimate which emotions are 

most frequently checked by participants. As a rule of thumb, the emotions marked by 

more than 40% of participants were chosen (cf. Shaver et al., 1987). However, since it 

was expected that the frequencies of negative emotions associated with favorite sport 

teams would be much less than the cut-off, it was assumed that the negative emotions 

could also be an important part of emotions associated with favorite sport teams, thus the 

cut-off of more than 10% of participants was chosen for negative emotions. The emotions 

chosen from frequency analysis were categorized based on Shaver et al.’s (1987) emotion 

prototype (6 basic- and 25 subordinate-level emotions), which has been widely used in 

consumer psychology, due to its robust hierarchical structure between basic-level and 

subordinate-level emotions, its wide repertories of the subordinate-level emotions, and its 
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stability across cultures (cf. Cornelius, 1996). Of the emotions over the cut-off, the most 

frequent but best representative emotions for Shaver et al.’s 25 subordinate-level 

emotions remained for Study 2. If sport team-specific emotions that were over the cut-off 

but may not fit in Shaver et al.’s (1987) categorization emerged, different subordinate-

level categories were created.  

Results 

 Frequency analysis.  The result of the frequency analysis indicated that overall, 

positive emotions had high frequencies while negative emotions had low frequencies. 

The number of frequencies from each response ranged from 17 to 87. Only 40 emotions 

(e.g., proud, supportive, entertained, excited, optimistic, passion, etc.) out of the 365 

emotions were over the cut-off of 40% (over 56 in frequency). Most of these emotions 

were positive emotions while some of these were neutral (e.g., amazed) or negative (e.g., 

aggressive) emotions. As expected, the frequencies of most negative emotions were lower 

than the cut-off of 40%, thus the cut-off of more than 10% (over 14 in frequency) of 

participants was applied to the selection of negative emotions for further analysis. As a 

result, in addition to two negative emotions (i.e., competitive and aggressive) that were 

over the cut-off of 40%, an additional 28 negative emotions exceeded the cut-off of 10%. 

The frequency analysis is presented in Table 4.3. 

Categorization and content validity.  A total of 68 emotions selected from the 

frequency analysis were categorized on the basis of Shaver et al.’s (1987) emotion 

prototype (6 basic- and 25 subordinate-level emotions).  
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Table 4.3  Frequency Analysis 

Emotion Freq.  Emotion Freq. Emotion Freq. 

proud 

supportive 

entertained 

positive 

competitive 

loyal 

interested 

excited 

spirited 

optimistic 

hopeful 

enthusiastic 

good 

energetic 

admiration 

passion 

confident 

connected 

anticipation 

happy 

inspired 

pleased 

thrilled 

like celebrating 

active 

liking 

community 

committed 

cheerful 

nostalgia 

aggressive 

belonging 

amazed 

strong 

joyful 

encouraged 

devoted 

determined 

cool 

social 
  

108 

107 

97 

95 

94 

91 

87 

87 

86 

84 

84 

83 

82 

82 

81 

80 

74 

74 

73 

72 

70 

69 

68 

68 

67 

66 

66 

65 

65 

64 

63 

60 

59 

59 

57 

57 

57 

57 

57 

57 

successful  

knowledgeable 

involved 

delighted 

victorious  

superior 

like we are a family  

fondness 

satisfied 

powerful  

accomplished 

love  

glad 

fascinated  

triumph 

great  

wishful  

accepted 

traditional  

self-respect  

festive 

alive 

thankful  

appreciative  

playful  

attentive  

respected  

comfortable  

tough 

influenced  

grateful 

awed 

stimulated  

friendly 

exhilarated  

adoration  

glorious 

amused 

eager 

desire 
 

54 

54 

54 

54 

53 

53 

53 

53 

52 

52 

51 

50 

50 

50 

49 

49 

48 

47 

47 

47 

47 

47 

46 

45 

44 

44 

43 

43 

42 

41 

41 

41 

38 

38 

38 

38 

37 

37 

35 

35 

brave 

ambitious 

pleasantly stressed 

sentimental 

expectant 

smart 

peppy 

important 

disappointed 

compassion 

being valued 

jolly 

fine 

fanatical 

attracted 

fantastic 

euphoria 

caring 

elated 

challenged 

worthy 

wide-awake 

warmhearted 

surprised 

self-expressed 

moved 

dominant 

nervous 

glee 

anxious 

refreshed 

free 

emotional 

dramatic 

benefited 

worried 

jubilation 

influential 

frustrated 

carefree 

35 

35 

34 

33 

33 

32 

32 

32 

32 

32 

32 

31 

31 

30 

30 

29 

29 

29 

28 

28 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

26 

26 

26 

25 

25 

25 

25 

25 

24 

24 

24 

24 

24 

Note. Emotions in italics exceeded the cut-offs of 10% and 40% 
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Table 4.3 (continued) 

Emotion Freq.  Emotion Freq. Emotion Freq. 

trusting 

longing 

fulfilled 

contented  

welcomed  

enthrallment 

concentrating 

at ease  

affection  

unsatisfied  

jovial  

competent  

suffering 

skeptical 

informed  

fresh 

enlightened  

dissatisfaction 

agitated 

warm  

relaxed 

ecstasy 

concerned  

annoyed 

envious 

sad 

upset 

tense 

mature 

dutiful 

critical 

humorous 

calm  

adventurous  

tormented 

fearful 

ferocity 

curious  

astonished  

aggravated 

23 

23 

23 

23 

22 

22 

22 

22 

22 

21 

21 

21 

21 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

19 

19 

19 

19 

19 

19 

19 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18 

17 

17 

17 

17 

17 

16 

16 

16 

16 

Disgusted  

regret 

sympathy 

rage 

irritated 

crowded 

dejected 

vigorous 

pleasant surprised 

independent  

aroused 

zest  

lighthearted  

kind 

infatuation 

homesick 

harmonious  

arrogant  

alert  

unpleasant surprise  

uneasy 

uncertain 

powerless 

peaceful 

outrage  

loved  

in control  

dominated  

blissful  

beautiful 

at rest 

worshipful 

spiritual 

revitalized  

moral 

jittery  

helpless 

enraged 

dismay 

despair  

16 

16 

16 

15 

15 

15 

15 

14 

14 

14 

14 

13 

13 

13 

13 

13 

13 

13 

13 

12 

12 

12 

12 

12 

12 

12 

12 

12 

12 

12 

12 

11 

11 

11 

11 

11 

11 

11 

11 

11 

controlled 

confused 

uninformed 

unfulfilled  

sexy 

pensive  

modesty 

fury 

empathetic 

displeasure  

angry 

agony 

unimpressed 

rich 

pessimistic 

overstimulated 

out of control  

doubtful  

cared-for  

shock 

reverent  

rebellious 

puzzled 

preoccupied  

impatient  

grouchy  

embarrassed  

depressed 

benevolent 

apprehensive 

zeal  

virtuous 

serene 

relieved 

pure 

placid 

imaginative 

hopeless 

guided  

frenzied  

11 

11 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 
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Table 4.3 (continued) 

Emotion Freq.  Emotion Freq. Emotion Freq. 

downhearted  

defiant 

creative 

altruistic 

soothed  

melancholy 

impulsive 

hurt 

humiliated  

distressed  

disinterested 

discouraged 

discontented 

defeated 

convenient 

afraid  

unhappy 

unexcited 

sorry  

offended  

negative  

mad  

insulted  

glum  

conflicted 

blameworthy 

wrathful 

tired 

sleepy 

remorseful 

panicky 

grief 

distracted 

disrespected 

disagreeable 

contemplative  

bitterness 

alarmed 

vengeful 

ugly 

spite 

scared 

7 

7 

7 

7 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

3 

3 

3 

3 

romantic  

pity 

lust  

insecure 

industrious 

indignation 

indifferent 

inattentive 

horror 

exasperated  

dull  

distaste 

controlling  

blameless  

bashful 

ashamed  

woeful  

unaroused  

terror  

tenderness 

startled 

sorrowful  

shy  

scornful 

rested 

resentment 

repentant 

rapture 

pretty 

mortified 

miserable 

loathing 

jealousy  

intimidated 

in a bad mood  

hostile  

grumpy 

gloomy 

distrust 

contemptuous 

blue 

betrayed 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

bad 

anguish 

unpleasant 

transgressed 

suspicious  

sullen  

sluggish 

sheepish 

revulsion 

revolted  

rejection 

quiet  

quiescent 

provocative 

neglected 

mollified 

lonely 

hatred 

guilty 

frightened  

droopy 

dread  

autonomous 

threatened  

submissive 

still  

mysterious 

marginalized 

isolation 

innocent  

hysteria 

helped 

drowsy 

disregarded 

dislike 

disdainful 

bored 

alienated 

craving 

gay 

gaiety 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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In order to ensure content validity, an expert panel that consisted of two faculties 

and a graduate student in sport management and a faculty in cognitive psychology 

examined the soundness of the categorization and selected one, best representative 

emotion for each of the 25 subordinate-level emotions suggested by Shaver et al. (1987). 

If necessary, that is, when emotions that were over the cut-offs but did not fit in Shaver et 

al.’s (1987) categorization emerged, new subordinate-level emotions were created to 

reflect such different natures. As a result, four additional subordinate-level emotions were 

newly identified: supportive, connected, competitive, and aggressive. However, one 

subordinate-level emotion (i.e., relief) was dropped in the categorization, due to its low 

frequency (43).  

Based on the frequency analysis and the categorization process, 28 (subordinate-

level) emotions were generated, which represents six dimensions of emotions associated 

with professional sport teams. It is important to note here that according to Shaver et al.’s 

(1987) categorization, surprise as a basic (and neutral) emotion has only one subordinate-

level emotion, surprise while the other, five basic emotions (i.e., love, joy, anger, sadness, 

and fear) have at least two subordinate-level emotions. Therefore, two additional words 

(i.e., amazed and astonished) for surprise suggested by Shaver et al. (1987) were added to 

an initial pool of emotions for further analysis (factor analysis) in Study 2. 

As a result of the frequency analysis, the categorization process, and the addition 

of two surprise words, 30 potential emotions were generated as an initial pool of 

emotions that represent 6 dimensions of emotions associated with professional sport 
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teams. In addition, Shaver et al.’s (1987) six basic-level emotions (love, joy, surprise, 

anger, sadness, and fear) were renamed in this study to reflect the spectatorship-specific 

nature: (1) connectedness (admiration, passion, nostalgia, supportive, and connected), (2) 

elation (happy, excited, pleased, proud, optimistic, and entertained), (3) surprise (amazed, 

surprised, and astonished), (4) anger (annoyed, frustrated, rage, disgusted, envious, 

tormented, competitive, and aggressive), (5) unhappiness (suffering, sad, disappointed, 

regret, dejected, and sympathy), and (6) worry (fearful and anxious). The way that 

emotions in this study were categorized based on Shaver et al. (1987)’s work is presented 

in Table 4.4. 
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Table 4.4  Comparison in Emotion Categorization between Shaver et al. and This Study 

Shaver et al. This study 

1. Love 

1) affection: adoration, affection, love, 

fondness, liking, attraction, caring, 

tenderness, compassion, sentimentality 

2) lust: arousal, desire, lust, passion, 

infatuation 

3) longing: longing 

 

 

 

1. Connectedness 

1) admiration (81), liking (66) 

 

 

2) passion (80) 

 

3) nostalgia (64) 

4) supportive (107), loyal (91), committed 

(65), devoted (57) 

5) connected (74), community (66), 

belonging (60) 

2. Joy 

1) cheerfulness: amusement, bliss, 

cheerfulness, gaiety, glee, jolliness, 

joviality, joy, delight, enjoyment, gladness, 

happiness, jubilation, elation, satisfaction, 

ecstasy, euphoria 

2) zest: enthusiasm, zeal, zest, excitement, 

thrill, exhilaration 

 

3) contentment: contentment, pleasure 

4) pride: pride, triumph 

5) optimism: eagerness, hope, optimism 

 

 

6) enthrallment: enthrallment, rapture 

7) relief: relief 

2. Elation 

1) happy (72), like celebrating (68), 

cheerful (65), joyful (57) 

 

 

 

2) excited (87), spirited (86), enthusiastic 

(83), energetic (82), inspired (70), thrilled 

(68), active (67), strong (59) 

3) pleased (69) 

4) proud (108) 

5) optimistic (84), hopeful (84), confident 

(74), anticipation (73), encouraged (57), 

determined (57) 

6) entertained (97), interested (87) 

 

3. Surprise 

1) surprise: amazement, surprise, 

astonishment 

3. Surprise 

1) amazed (59), surprised (27), astonished 

(16) 

Note. Emotions in bold represent the potential 30 emotions that remained for Study 2 

through frequency analysis, categorization process, and content validity; the numbers in 

parentheses represent frequencies. 
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Table 4.4 (continued) 

Shaver et al. This study 

4. Anger 

1) irritation: aggravation, irritation, 

agitation, annoyance, grouchiness, 

grumpiness 

2) exasperation: exasperation, frustration 

3) rage: anger, rage, outrage, fury, wrath, 

hostility, ferocity, bitterness, hate, loathing, 

scorn, spite, vengefulness, dislike, 

resentment 

4) disgust: disgust, revulsion, contempt 

5) envy: envy, jealousy 

6) torment: torment 

4. Anger 

1) agitated (20), annoyed (19), upset (18), 

aggravated (16), irritated (15) 

 

2) frustrated (24) 

3) ferocity (16), rage (15) 

  

 

 

4) disgusted (16) 

5) envious (19) 

6) tormented (17) 

7) competitive (94) 

8) aggressive (63) 

5. Sadness 

1) suffering: agony, suffering, hurt, anguish 

2) sadness: depression, despair, 

hopelessness, gloom, glumness, sadness, 

unhappiness, grief, sorrow, woe, misery, 

melancholy 

3) disappointment: dismay, 

disappointment, displeasure 

4) shame: guilt, shame, regret, remorse 

5) neglect: alienation, isolation, neglect, 

loneliness, rejection, homesickness, defeat, 

dejection, insecurity, embarrassment, 

humiliation, insult 

6) sympathy: pity, sympathy 

5. Unhappiness 

1) suffering (21) 

2) sad (19) 

 

 

 

3) disappointed (32), unsatisfied (21), 

dissatisfaction (20) 

4) regret (16) 

5) dejected (15) 

 

 

 

6) sympathy (16) 

6. Fear 

1) horror: alarm, shock, fear, fright, horror, 

terror, panic, hysteria, mortification 

2) nervousness: anxiety, nervousness, 

tenseness, uneasiness, apprehension, worry, 

distress, dread 

6. Worry 

1) awed (41), fearful (17) 

 

2) nervous (26), anxious (26), worried 

(24), concerned (19), tense (18) 
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Chapter 5: Study 2 

The purpose of Study 2 was to develop a reliable, valid scale to measure 

dimensions of emotions associated with professional sport teams based on the initial pool 

of 30 emotions identified in Study 1. 

EFA 

The study explores the dimensionality of the initial emotions identified in Study 1. 

EFA is often used to maximize the variance explained by the scale while also maximizing 

the scale’s reliability, and identifying potential underlying dimensions (Keith, 2005). 

Consequently, EFA was used to create a more useable scale prior to subjecting the 

instrument to CFA to confirm the identified structure (Netemeyer, Bearden, & Sharma, 

2003).     

Sample and procedure.  A sample of 282 participants was recruited from several 

undergraduate classes at The University of Texas at Austin. Of the 282 surveys collected, 

22 surveys were removed due to their incompleteness, and therefore, 260 usable surveys 

in total were analyzed for EFA. Female participants made up 41.2% (n = 107) and males 

58.8% (n = 153) of the total sample. Participants ranged in age from 18 to 41 years (M = 

20.7, SD = 2.29).  

Like qualitative research and frequency analysis, since it is expected that fans of 

two professional sports, football and baseball, would be the majority of the participants, 

the EFA was conducted during off-seasons of the two leagues (March, 2012) to identify 

more stable emotions that were less affected by teams’ current success. Participants’ 
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favorite teams consisted of professional teams from football (37%), baseball (27%), 

basketball (19%), soccer (10%), and ice hockey (7%). 

Participants were provided a survey questionnaire that contains the emotions 

identified in Study 1. Each participant was assigned randomly to one of the two versions 

of the survey questionnaires with different orders of emotions in order to reduce order 

effects. The two versions of the survey questionnaires used in EFA are presented in 

Appendix C. 

Measure.  The initial emotion version that contains the 30 emotions identified in 

Study 1 was used. Participants were asked to write down their favorite professional sport 

team and then rate the degree to which they agreed or disagreed with each emotion when 

they think about the team on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 

7 (strongly agree). Additionally, demographic questions such as gender and age were 

included in the survey.  

Data analysis.  EFA was conducted to identify the underlying structure of the 

initial pool of emotions. Data was subjected to principal-components analysis with 

varimax (orthogonal) rotations. Potential components were extracted based on 

eigenvalues greater than one. Item-to-total correlations were also investigated as a means 

of deleting and retaining emotions before confirming the scale’s structure (Netemeyer et 

al., 2003). Furthermore, in order to assess the internal consistency of each dimension, the 

researcher examined Cronbach’s alpha for each dimension. 

Results.  Contrary to expectations, EFA showed that an original 6 factor-solution 
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was not upheld. Instead, a 7 factor-solution emerged with a new, additional dimension 

(named as competitiveness in this study). Specifically, two emotions (i.e., competitive 

and aggressive) expected to measure the anger dimension as a basic emotion were 

combined as a single factor. Emotions were deleted one at a time based on multiple 

loadings (i.e., two or more loadings above .40) (Hair, Anderson, Tatham, & Black, 1998). 

Further emotions were deleted based on their strength of loading. These were eliminated 

in sequential analyses until a model showing good simple structure was retained. As a 

result of these processes, six (admiration, disgusted, envious, tormented, disappointed, 

and sympathy) of the 30 emotions were eliminated, due to their low loadings on their 

respective factors or bi-dimensional loadings, and 7 dimensions containing 24 emotions 

remained: connectedness (passion, nostalgia, supportive, and connected), elation (happy, 

excited, pleased, proud, optimistic, and entertained), competitiveness (competitive and 

aggressive), surprise (amazed, surprised, and astonished), anger (annoyed, frustrated, and 

rage), unhappiness (suffering, sad, regret, and dejected), and worry (fearful and anxious).  

As Comrey and Lee (1992) suggested that factor loadings greater than .63 are 

very good, emotion loadings were strong, ranging from .723 to .919 on their respective 

factors. Furthermore, the analysis showed very strong item-to-total correlations, ranging 

from .539 (nostalgia) to .886 (rage) (cf. Tian, Bearden, & Hunter, 2001). Cronbach’s 

alpha coefficients ranged from .806 for connectedness to .934 for anger. The 7-

component extraction accounted for 76% of total variance. Total variance close to 70% is 

considered very appropriate (Stevens, 1996). Factor loadings, Cronbach’s alpha 
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coefficients, and item-to-total correlations are shown in Table 5.1. As presented in Table 

5.2, the factors are mildly to moderately correlated, with the highest correlation (r = .55) 

between anger and unhappiness dimensions. 

 

 

Table 5.1  Factor Loadings and Reliability of the Emotion Scale (EFA) 

  

1 

 

2 

 

3 

 

4 

 

5 

 

6 

 

7 

Item-to-

total r 

 

α 

passion .723 .298 .102 .194 .072 -.023 .129 .656 .806 

nostalgia .763 .037 .023 .077 -.066 .071 -.031 .539  

supportive .815 .148 .095 .007 .059 .010 -.011 .654  

connected .734 .345 .070 .119 .050 .047 -.005 .658  

happy .142 .766 .060 .120 -.054 -.025 .096 .698 .887 

excited .108 .813 .094 .154 -.052 -.039 .042 .748  

pleased .235 .752 -.011 .155 -.238 -.195 -.031 .749  

proud .214 .745 .082 .034 -.115 -.158 -.011 .698  

optimistic .110 .748 .008 .099 .065 .017 -.012 .626  

entertained .052 .780 .081 .174 -.017 -.092 .035 .701  

competitive .166 .140 .890 -.008 .049 .051 .119 .725 .837 

aggressive .072 .096 .919 .045 -.009 .104 .043 .725  

amazed .202 .247 .072 .836 -.047 .022 -.071 .769 .881 

surprised .091 .141 -.042 .880 .020 .027 .130 .761  

astonished .059 .228 .024 .879 .031 .019 -.010 .781  

annoyed -.031 -.111 .032 .033 .902 .223 .110 .863 .934 

frustrated .082 -.076 .003 -.049 .877 .268 .169 .864  

rage .040 -.080 .007 .026 .867 .337 .130 .886  

suffering .006 -.074 .065 .008 .283 .835 .153 .837 .891 

sad .060 -.106 .045 .026 .346 .782 .178 .806  

regret .052 -.119 .081 .020 .094 .811 .149 .686  

dejected .007 -.080 .008 .018 .169 .854 .051 .736  

fearful -.013 .021 .048 .079 .167 .281 .863 .724 .834 

anxious .048 .099 .131 -.021 .207 .191 .870 .724  

Note. All loadings (in bold) were significant, p < .01; All item-to-total correlations were 

significant, p < .01. 
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Table 5.2  Factor Correlation Matrix of the Emotion Scale (EFA) 

     1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Connectedness     1       

Elation .433** 1      

Competitiveness .250** .205** 1     

Surprise .302** .390**  .088 1    

Anger .050 -.191**  .066 -.005 1   

Unhappiness .058 -.208**  .144* .027 .550** 1  

Worry .087 .058  .217** .071 .395** .431** 1 

Note. *p < .05. **p < .01. 

 

CFA 

The purpose of CFA was to confirm the structure of emotions identified in EFA 

and to establish the validity of the scale. CFA was used to confirm the identified factor 

model by showing whether the model does or does not fit the observed data (Netemeyer, 

et al., 2003). Therefore, the study was designed to confirm the identified relationships 

between 24 emotions that were extracted in EFA and 7 dimensions. A first-order-structure 

model was examined to confirm the identified relationship of the 24 emotions with their 

corresponding dimensions, and to assess the correlations among the latent 7 dimensions.  

Sample and procedure.  A sample of 317 students for this study was recruited 

from several undergraduate classes at The University of Texas at Austin. Among the 317 

surveys gathered, 31 surveys were eliminated due to their incompleteness. As a result, 

286 usable surveys remained and were analyzed for CFA. Female participants made up 

47.6% (n = 136) and males 52.4% (n = 150) of the total sample. Participants ranged in 

age from 18 to 37 years (M = 20.0, SD = 2.45). Like EFA, CFA was conducted during 

off-seasons (March, 2012) of the NFL and MLB to identify more stable emotions that 
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were less affected by teams’ current success. Participants’ favorite teams consisted of 

professional teams from football (34%), baseball (32%), basketball (20%), soccer (8%), 

and ice hockey (6%). Participants were provided a survey questionnaire that contains the 

24 emotions identified in the EFA phase. Each participant was assigned randomly to one 

of the two versions of the survey questionnaires with different orders of emotions in order 

to reduce order effects. The two versions of the survey questionnaires used in CFA are 

presented in Appendix D. 

Measure.  In order to confirm the dimensions of emotions associated with 

professional sport teams identified in the EFA, the researcher used the second version of 

the survey questionnaire that contains the 24 emotions reduced through EFA. Participants 

were asked to write down their favorite professional sport team and then rate the degree 

to which they agreed or disagreed with each emotion when they think about the team on a 

7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree).  

In addition, in order to examine the validity of the emotion scale, the research 

employed nine external variables: brand attitude, fanship, team loyalty, purchase 

intentions, and five other consumer behaviors (i.e., watching a live game on TV, 

watching sports news, searching the Internet, talking about the team, and licensed 

merchandise consumption).  

Brand attitude was measured by Freling and Forbes’ (2005) 7-point semantic 

differential items: unpleasant/pleasant, unfavorable/favorable, and bad/good. 
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The measure for fanship was adopted from Trail and James (2001) and was 

measured by three items: “I consider myself to be a “real” fan of my favorite team,” “I 

would experience a loss if I had to stop being a fan of my favorite team,” and “Being a 

fan of my favorite team is very important to me.” All three items were measured using a 

7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). 

Team loyalty was measured by Heere and Dickson’s (2008) four items: “I would 

still be committed to my favorite team regardless of the lack of any star players,” “I could 

never switch my loyalty from my favorite team even if my close friends were fans of 

another team,” “I would still be committed to my favorite team regardless of the lack of 

physical skill among the players,” and “It would be difficult to change my beliefs about 

my favorite team.” All four items were measured using a 7-point Likert scale ranging 

from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). 

Purchase intentions were measured by a single item, “How likely do you think it 

is that you would attend your favorite team’s game(s) in the future?” The item was 

measured using a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 7 (extremely likely). 

The measure for five consumer behaviors was adopted from Milne and McDonald 

(1999). Each of the five consumer behaviors was measured with a single item, 

respectively, “How often do you watch your favorite team’s games on TV?” “How often 

do you watch sports news related to your favorite team on TV?” “How often do you 

search for information related to your favorite team through the Internet?” “How often do 

you talk about your favorite team with others?” and “How often do you purchase sports 
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merchandise with your favorite team logo?” (1 = Never, 2 = Less than once a month, 3 = 

About once or twice a month, 4 = About once or twice a week, 5 = Every day or almost 

every day). Demographic questions such as gender and age were included in the survey. 

Data analysis.  CFA was used to examine the factor structure of the first-order 

model of the emotion scale. A maximum likelihood confirmatory factor analysis was 

used to evaluate the fit of the identified model to the data. Hu and Bentler (1999) 

recommend using a combination of indicators to evaluate model fit. Thus, the cutoff 

criteria used in this study were:  Comparative Fit Index (CFI) greater than .95, Root 

Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) less than .06, and Standardized Root 

Mean Square Residual (SRMR) less than .08. The internal consistency of the emotion 

scale was examined via Cronbach’s alpha. Lastly, convergent and discriminant validities 

were tested through average variance extracted (AVE) and the square root of the AVE. 

In addition, the criterion validity was tested to examine the extent to which the 

dimensions of the emotion scale perform in relation to brand attitude, fanship, team 

loyalty, purchase intentions, and the five external variables (watching a live game, 

watching sports news, searching the Internet, talking about the team, and licensed 

merchandise consumption). For this, nine regressions were conducted with the seven 

dimensions of the emotion scale as the independent variables and continuing with the 

nine external variables as the dependent variables through each regression. 

Results. 
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Test of the first-order-factor model.  The first-order-factor model was examined 

to (1) confirm the measurement structure of the emotion scale, and (2) identify 

correlations among the seven latent factors. Figure 5.1 shows standardized loadings of the 

seven-factor model for emotion scale. All loadings of emotions on latent first-order 

factors were statistically significant (p < .01). The loadings ranged from .56 for optimistic 

to .96 for competitive. Model fits were within the recommended ranges: CFI = .947; 

RMSEA = .052; SRMR = .051 (cf. Hu & Bentler, 1999). Model fits verify the 

measurement structure of the model. The majority of the seven factors were correlated 

with each other, and all factors were correlated with at least two other factors (see Table 

5.3). 

 

Table 5.3  Factor Correlation Matrix of the Emotion Scale (CFA) 

     1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Connectedness     1       

Elation .449** 1      

Competitiveness .293** .226** 1     

Surprise .370** .350** .132 1    

Anger .020 -.199** .104 .047 1   

Unhappiness .021 -.288**   .139* .004 .629** 1  

Worry .046 -.071   .173* .092 .443** .564** 1 

Note. *p < .05. **p < .01. 

 

 

Table 5.4  Reliability and Validity of the Emotion Scale (CFA) 

Factors Cronbach’s α AVE Square root of AVE 

Connectedness .842 .598 .773 

Elation .886 .591 .769 

Competitiveness .752 .666 .816 

Surprise .784 .552 .743 

Anger .834 .642 .801 

Unhappiness .849 .602 .776 

Worry .852 .766 .875 
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Figure 5.1  Standardized loadings of the first-order-factor model for the emotion scale 

CFI =.947 
RMSEA = .052 

SRMR = .051 
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Reliability and validity. The reliability of each dimension was tested through 

examining its internal consistency (Cronbach’s α). Cronbach’s alphas ranged from .752 

for competitiveness to .886 for elation. Consequently, all dimensions were considered 

reliable. Fornell and Larcker (1981) suggested that a construct has convergent validity if 

average variance extracted (AVE) exceeds .50. AVE ranged from .552 for surprise 

to .766 for worry. Thus, all dimensions displayed convergent validity. Chin (1998) 

suggested that the square root of the AVE of each construct should be greater than the 

correlation of the given construct with any of the other constructs in order to establish 

discriminant validity. Tables 5.3 and 5.4 show that the square root of the AVE for all 

dimensions was much larger than the absolute value of the correlation of the given 

construct with any other construct. Consequently, all dimensions displayed discriminant 

validity. The summary of reliability and validity tests for the emotion scale is provided in 

Table 5.4. 

As shown from Table 5.5 to Table 5.14, all seven dimensions of emotions for 

professional sport teams were significantly associated with at least two or more of the 

nine external variables. The results of the regressions exhibited that both connectedness 

and elation dimensions were positively related to all of the nine external variables (brand 

attitude, fanship, team loyalty, purchase intentions, watching a live game on TV, 

watching sports news, searching the Internet, talking about the team, and licensed 

merchandise consumption). 
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The competitiveness dimension was positively related to seven of the nine 

external variables (brand attitude, fanship, team loyalty, watching a live game on TV, 

watching sports news, searching the Internet, and talking about the team). The surprise 

dimension was negatively related to both brand attitude and purchase intention. The anger 

dimension was positively related to six external variables (fanship, team loyalty, 

watching a live game on TV, watching sports news, searching the Internet, and talking 

about the team) while it was negatively related to brand attribute. The unhappiness 

dimension was negatively related to both brand attribute and merchandise consumption. 

Lastly, worry dimension was negatively related to three external variables, brand attitude, 

watching a live game on TV, and merchandise consumption. The relationships between 

the seven dimensions and the nine external variables are summarized in Table 5.14.  

 

 Table 5.5  Regression Analysis for Brand Attitude 

Factors B SE B           ß 

Connectedness .37 .06 .30** 

Elation .51 .06 .42** 

Competitiveness .20 .06           .16** 

Surprise           -.11 .06          -.09* 

Anger           -.17 .06 -.14** 

Unhappiness           -.26 .06          -.21** 

Worry           -.10 .06          -.08* 

Note. R
2 

= .37; *p < .05, **p < .01. 
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Table 5.6  Regression Analysis for Fanship 

Factors B SE B           ß 

Connectedness .56 .07 .42** 

Elation .40 .07 .30** 

Competitiveness .17 .07           .13* 

Surprise .02 .07           .02 

Anger .22 .07 .17** 

Unhappiness .03 .07           .02 

Worry .06 .07           .05 

Note. R
2 

= .31; *p < .05, **p < .01. 

 

 

Table 5.7  Regression Analysis for Team loyalty 

Factors B SE B           ß 

Connectedness .47 .06 .40** 

Elation .31 .06 .26** 

Competitiveness .16 .06 .14** 

Surprise           -.08 .06          -.07 

Anger .13 .06           .11* 

Unhappiness           -.01 .06          -.01 

Worry           -.07 .06          -.06 

Note. R
2 

= .26; *p < .05, **p < .01. 

 

 

Table 5.8  Regression Analysis for Purchase Intention 

Factors B SE B           ß 

Connectedness .33 .07 .26** 

Elation .32 .07 .25** 

Competitiveness .10 .07           .08 

Surprise           -.19 .07 -.15** 

Anger           -.05 .07          -.04 

Unhappiness           -.02 .07          -.01 

Worry           -.04 .07          -.03 

Note. R
2 

= .15; *p < .05, **p < .01. 
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Table 5.9  Regression Analysis for Watching Live Games on TV 

Factors B SE B           ß 

Connectedness .23 .04 .27** 

Elation .40 .04 .47** 

Competitiveness .17 .04 .19** 

Surprise           -.03 .04          -.03 

Anger .08 .04           .10* 

Unhappiness           -.03 .04          -.04 

Worry           -.08 .04          -.09* 

Note. R
2 

= .34; *p < .05, **p < .01. 

 

 

Table 5.10  Regression Analysis for Watching Sports News 

Factors B SE B           ß 

Connectedness .36 .05 .38** 

Elation .38 .05 .40** 

Competitiveness .14 .05 .15** 

Surprise .06 .05           .06 

Anger .14 .05 .15** 

Unhappiness .02 .05           .02 

Worry           -.06 .05          -.07 

Note. R
2 

= .35; *p < .05, **p < .01. 

 

 

Table 5.11  Regression Analysis for the Internet Searching 

Factors B SE B           ß 

Connectedness .23 .05 .24** 

Elation .34 .05 .36** 

Competitiveness .12 .05           .12* 

Surprise .04 .05           .04 

Anger .12 .05           .13* 

Unhappiness .08 .05           .09 

Worry .00 .05           .00 

Note. R
2 

= .22; *p < .05, **p < .01. 
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Table 5.12  Regression Analysis for Talking about the Team 

Factors B SE B           ß 

Connectedness .31 .05 .32** 

Elation .26 .05 .27** 

Competitiveness .15 .05 .16** 

Surprise .02 .05           .02 

Anger .16 .05 .17** 

Unhappiness .02 .05           .02 

Worry .00 .05           .00 

Note. R
2 

= .23; *p < .05, **p < .01. 

 

 

Table 5.13  Regression Analysis for Merchandise Consumption 

Factors B SE B           ß 

Connectedness .26 .05 .30** 

Elation .14 .05 .16** 

Competitiveness .06 .05           .07 

Surprise .01 .05           .01 

Anger           -.02 .05          -.03 

Unhappiness           -.25 .05 -.29** 

Worry           -.14 .05 -.16** 

Note. R
2 

= .23; *p < .05, **p < .01. 

 

 

Table 5.14  Summary for the Results of Nine Regressions 

 Brand 

attitude 

 

Fanship 

Team 

loyalty 

Purchase 

intention 

 

TV 

Sports 

News 

Internet 

search 

 

Talk 

Merch-

andise 

Connectedness + + + + + + + + + 
Elation + + + + + + + + + 
Competitiveness + + +  + + + +  
Surprise −   −      
Anger − + +  + + + +  
Unhappiness −        − 
Worry −    −    − 

Note. Plus (+) = positive relationship; Minus (-) = negative relationship; Empty cells = no 

relationship. 
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Discussion 

Structure of the emotion scale.  Through sequential, elaborate processes - an 

intensive literature review, qualitative research, frequency analysis, EFA, and CFA, the 

study developed a reliable, valid scale to measure emotions associated with sport team 

brands, especially professional sport teams. The developed emotion measure was the 24-

emotion, 7-dimension scale: connectedness (passion, nostalgia, supportive, and 

connected), elation (happy, excited, pleased, proud, optimistic, and entertained), 

competitiveness (competitive and aggressive), surprise (amazed, surprised, and 

astonished), anger (annoyed, frustrated, and rage), unhappiness (suffering, sad, regret, 

and dejected), and worry (fearful and anxious).  

Based on the literature in psychology suggesting that aggressiveness and 

competitiveness are anger-related concepts (e.g., Barratt, 1991; Harmon-Jones, 2003), 

originally, the study expected a 6-factor structure of emotions associated with sport teams. 

However, a new dimension (competitiveness) has emerged, which is composed of two 

emotions, competitive and aggressive. Although a number of studies in sport psychology 

have examined competiveness or aggressiveness or competitive aggressiveness as 

characteristic traits of sport participants or elite athletes (Houston, Carter, & Smither, 

1997; Kerr, 2008; Maxwell, Visek, & Moores, 2009), there has been no study in sport 

demonstrating that competitive or aggressive are emotions that sport consumers have 

about their team. Furthermore, a volume of consumer research has attempted to identify 

various kinds of emotions that consumers associate with advertising, product 
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consumption, or brand, however, even these areas have paid scant attention to 

competitiveness and aggressiveness. Only one study, Hansen et al. (2006) has suggested 

that aggressive is one of the emotions associated with brands. In fact, competitive as one 

of two components (i.e., competitive and aggressive) of competitiveness dimension was 

not derived from the existing literature, but from the qualitative research. However, 

considering the competitive nature of team sports, the emergence of the competitiveness 

dimension in this study is not surprising. Maxwell and Moores (2007) distinguished 

competitive aggressiveness from anger in competitive athletes in terms of personality 

traits in the sense that anger is hostile in nature while competitive aggressiveness is 

instrumental to gain a competitive advantage. As identified in this study, in the context of 

sport fans, competitive and aggressive are no longer anger-related emotions, but might be 

viewed as positive emotions that sport fans attach to their team by wishing that the team 

have a better competitive advantage against their opponents. This was proven by the 

factor correlation between competitiveness and anger. The factor correlation matrices of 

the final model (CFA) showed that the correlation between these two factors was not 

significant (r = .104). Furthermore, the direction of the competitiveness seems to be more 

positive and less negative when considering its correlations with other positive and 

negative emotions. As shown in Table 5.3, the correlations between competitiveness and 

other positive emotional dimensions (connectedness and elation) were much higher than 

those between competitiveness and other negative emotional dimensions (anger, sadness 

and worry). Accordingly, this newly identified dimension highlights the sense of 
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competitive and aggressive as emotions that sport consumers value about their teams. 

From a theoretical point of view, the emergence of the competitiveness can be 

understood within the social constructivist approach. The social constructivist perspective 

on emotions suggests that the meaning of emotion is constructed by socio-culturally 

acceptable behavior and value (Averill, 1980) and that, therefore, people can learn 

emotion norms in a social context so that their emotions are suitable to the given context 

and satisfy the expectations of other people (Hochschild, 1983). In the context of sport 

consumption, sport fans as a subcultural group of a larger society have their own unique 

values, rituals and behaviors that classify them as sports fans (Coakley, 2004). In this 

regard, competitiveness could be a distinctive emotional dimension that is salient in the 

subculture of sport fans. In other words, competitiveness may not exist as a salient 

emotion in other consumer settings or other subcultures in a society, and if it exists, its 

range, intensity, or meaning may differ from that associated with a sport team. For 

example, when sport fans and automobile mania feel competitive or aggressive about 

their brands (sport teams versus cars), their meanings would differ to two groups. That is, 

the competitiveness that automobile mania have about sports cars may reflect the unique 

features of the sports cars among other alternatives while that that sport fans have about 

their teams may reflect their wish or determination that the teams should be more 

successful.  

Twenty of the final 24 emotions (passion, nostalgia, happy, excited, pleased, 

proud, optimistic, entertained, amazed, surprised, astonished, annoyed, frustrated, rage, 
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suffering, sad, regret, dejected, fearful, and anxious) are similar to (not the same as) 

Shaver et al.’s (1987) categories and contents. Of the 20 emotions, although meanings of 

emotions are similar, two emotions, nostalgia and entertained, in this study, however, 

replaced Shaver et al.’s two emotions, longing and enthrallment, respectively, because 

nostalgia and entertained are better emotion terms than longing and enthrallment in the 

context of sport team brands when considering their higher frequencies. That is, the 

frequency of entertained was four times higher than that of enthrallment while the 

frequency of nostalgia was three times higher than that of longing. In fact, nostalgia was 

a newly identified emotion from this study; it was derived from the qualitative research, 

not from the existing emotion scales. The importance of nostalgia has been widely 

recognized in a variety of sport consumer areas such as sport facilities (Mason, Duquette, 

& Scherer, 2005), sport tourism (Fairley, 2003; Fairley & Gammon, 2005), and sport 

branding (Bauer et al., 2008; Bristow & Sebastian, 2001; Gladden & Funk, 2002). These 

works all addressed that nostalgia plays a key role in fostering the consumption of sport 

consumers. In addition, considering the overwhelming significance of the entertainment 

value of sporting events (Mullin, Hardy, & Sutton, 2007), entertained seems to be more 

an appropriate emotion term that can capture pleasure or pleasant experiences associated 

with sport teams as a key player of sporting events  rather than enthrallment. Therefore, 

replacing Shaver et al.’s enthrallment with entertained seems to make sense in the context 

of spectator sport. 

Like nostalgia, two other emotions, supportive and connected were also newly 
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identified from the qualitative research, not from the existing scales, and were added to 

the connectedness dimension. These two emotions seem to be sport-specific emotions 

that reflect sport consumers’ connection to and support for their teams similar to fanship 

and team loyalty. Considering that fan commitment such as fanship and team loyalty is 

one of the most important factors in predicting sport consumer behavior, the discovery of 

supportive and connected as brand emotions could be an important finding of this study.  

Contrary to expectations, six emotions (admiration, disgusted, envious, tormented, 

disappointed, and sympathy) of the initial pool of 30 emotions identified from the 

frequency analysis (Study 1) did not fit with emotions associated with sport teams, due to 

their weak loadings or multiple loadings. All the emotions, except admiration, were 

negative emotions. Admiration showed a weak loading on its corresponding 

connectedness dimension whereas disgusted, envious, tormented, disappointed, and 

sympathy loaded bi-dimensionally. More specifically, disgusted, tormented, and 

disappointed loaded on both anger and unhappiness dimensions, and envious and 

sympathy loaded on both anger and worry dimensions. Along with the emergence of a 

new dimension (competitiveness) and the discovery of two emotions (supportive and 

connected), these findings suggest that Shaver et al.’s (1987) categorization on emotions 

does not fully reflect emotions that sport consumers have about their favorite teams.  

Here, once again, the social constructivist approach on emotions provides a useful 

insight into why Shaver et al.’s categorization (originally developed to describe a broader 

scope of human emotions) does not fully capture emotions associated with sport teams as 
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brands. For instance, although Shaver et al. suggested affection, lust (a representative of 

passion), and longing of love dimension in describing close relationships with the love 

object in the context of human psychology, this study identified passion, nostalgia, 

supportive, and connected of the connectedness dimension (renamed dimension to reflect 

the nature of spectatorship) in describing the close relationships with the love object (i.e., 

sport teams) in the context of sport team brands. This implies that different social 

contexts – one is where one lives as a normal person and the other is where he or she 

lives as sport fans – influence the range and intensity of emotions associated with the 

love objects. 

Validity of the emotion scale.  The study indicated that the seven dimensions of 

emotions associated with sport team brands are closely related to sport consumers’ 

psychology and behavioral intentions. The study employed nine external variables to 

measure the validity of the emotion scale: brand attitude, fanship, team loyalty, purchase 

intention, watching a live game on TV, watching sports news, searching the Internet, 

talking about the team, and licensed merchandise consumption. The results of nine 

regressions revealed that all seven dimensions of emotions for sport teams were 

positively or negatively associated with at least two or more of the nine external variables. 

Specifically, the connectedness and elation dimensions were positively related to all nine 

of the consumer behavior variables while the magnitude of effects varied. The effect of 

connectedness on three variables (fanship, team loyalty, and merchandise consumption) 

was higher than that of elation while the effect of elation on other three variables (brand 
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attitude, watching a live game on TV, and searching the Internet) was higher than that of 

connectedness. The effects of both connectedness and elation on three variables (purchase 

intentions, watching sport news, and talking about the team) were similar in magnitude.  

It has been widely recognized in cognitive psychology that affective valence 

(positive versus negative) is a vital factor in determining how emotions affect judgment 

and behavior through a rose-colored-glasses effect (Elster, 1998; Forgas, 1995; Higgins, 

1997). According to this valence approach to emotions, positive emotions not only 

produce positive evaluations (Forgas, 2003) but also facilitate approach behavior (Brown, 

Homer, & Inman, 1998; Cacioppo, Gardner, & Berntson, 1999; Watson, Wiese, Vaidya, 

& Teilegen, 1999) or continued action (Carver & Scheier, 1990; Clore, 1994) while 

negative emotions have opposing effects. In marketing practice, positive consumption-

related emotions are thought to foster subsequent positive consumer behaviors, such as 

making a repurchase at a particular store (Bagozzi, Baumgartner, Pieters, & Zeelenberg, 

2000). In the context of brands, Thomson, MacInnis, and Park (2005) revealed that 

positive brand emotions, such as affection, connection, and passion had strong 

correlations with brand attitudes. Another work conducted by Chaudhuri  and Holbrook 

(2001) also found that positive brand affect (measured in terms of feel good, happy, and 

pleasure) had a positive impact on brand commitment in the forms of purchase and 

attitudinal loyalty. Consequently, the finding regarding the positive relationship between 

the connectedness and elation and the nine variables of sport consumer behavior is in line 

with previous work in cognitive psychology and brand research.   
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The study also identified that the competitiveness dimension was positively 

related to seven of the nine external variables (brand attribute, fanship, team loyalty, 

watching a live game on TV, watching sport news, searching the Internet, and talking 

about the team). This competitiveness dimension was the third most powerful factor 

within the scope of consumer behaviors among the seven dimensions identified in this 

study.  A number of studies in sport consumer behavior reported that competitiveness as a 

personality trait was positively related to sport consumer behavior, such as attendance at 

sporting events (Shoham & Kahle, 1996) and fan interest (i.e., being a fan; Mowen, 

2004).  A volume of studies in cognitive psychology proposed the personality-emotion 

link. That is, they are not only closely related but also to some degree overlapping 

(Ortony, Norman, & Revelle, 2005; Revelle & Scherer, 2009). If this is true, by extension, 

just as competitiveness as fan personality is shown to positively affect sport consumer 

behavior, the finding of this study - the positive relationships between competitiveness 

(that may reflect fans’ strong desire for their team’s success) as a brand emotion and 

brand (here, team) commitment and subsequent behaviors - could be thought to be valid.  

Concerning the relationships between surprise and sport consumer behavior, the 

study exhibited that surprise was negatively related to brand attitude and purchase 

intention. Surprise is considered as a neutral emotion that is neither inherently positive 

nor inherently negative, and its valence depends on what people recognize after the 

surprise happened (Hill, 2010; Storm & Storm, 1987). Although the researcher did not 

differentiate between positive and negative surprises for the study, respondents seem to 
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show mixed surprise (that reflects both positive and negative valences), but view it as  a 

more positive and less negative emotion in the sense that it is more strongly correlated 

with positive emotions (connectedness and elation) than negative emotions (anger, 

unhappiness, and worry). More specifically, this surprise dimension was positively 

correlated with both positive and negative emotions while their magnitudes with the 

positive emotions were much greater. However, prior works in consumer behavior have 

suggested that pleasant (positive) surprise positively influences consumer behavior, such 

as positive word-of-mouth (Derbaix & Vanhamme, 2003; Holmes & Lett, 1977) and 

consumer satisfaction (Oliver, Rust, & Varki, 1997). Accordingly, this result was not in 

line with the previous findings on the effect of pleasant surprise.  

However, the contrary finding from this study is not preposterous in the context of 

sport team brands. Due to the nature of the uncertainty of outcome of sporting contests, 

spectators may experience (pleasant) surprise during games. In sport, a similar 

phenomenon is described as eustress that can be defined as a pleasant stress and is one of 

sport fan motivations (Wann et al., 2001). According to the uncertainty of outcome 

hypothesis (Knowles, Sherony, & Haupert, 1992), spectators tend to increase their utility 

through watching sports contests with an unpredictable outcome. That is, more evenly 

matched teams tend to produce less certain outcomes and therefore, greater attendance.  

These unpredictable contests tend to take spectators by surprise, and they become 

interesting and exciting events (Zillmann et al., 1989). However, while sport fans may 

enjoy unpredictable outcomes of close contests and accompanied (pleasant) surprise 
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during a game or for a short period of entire season, they would not want to see such 

unpredictable outcomes during an entire season or for a lengthy period of time in the 

sense that repeated unpredictable outcomes are closely related to the competitive 

disadvantage of their team as a brand. In the regard, sport consumers would not prefer a 

long-term unpredictable outcome and associated surprise even though to some extent, its 

valence is positive. This interpretation is supported by research in sport consumer 

behavior finding that an increase in uncertainty of game outcome during six seasons 

(from 2001-01 to 2005-06) of the English Premier League was related to a decrease in 

game attendance (Buraimo & Simmons, 2008). The authors interpreted this finding as 

suggesting that fans tend to prefer to watch their team play and beat an inferior team 

rather than watch a draw or their team defeated by a competitive team. Extending this 

finding, it is reasonable to assume that since sport fans desire their team to be more 

competitive over its opponents in the long-term, they do not prefer the uncomfortable 

emotional experience (surprise) resulting from repeated uncertainties of outcome.  

As expected, the study found the negative relationships between negative 

emotions (except anger) and sport consumer behavior. The unhappiness and worry 

dimension were negatively related to both brand attitude and merchandise consumption 

whereas additionally, the worry dimension was negatively related to watching a live game 

on TV. These findings are consistent with previous work in consumer research that 

demonstrated the negative impact of negative emotions on consumer behavior (e.g., 

Burke & Edell, 1989; Edell & Burke, 1987; Nyer, 1997; Soscia, 2007; Stayman & Aaker, 
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1988) and supports the valence theory on emotions (e.g., Bagozzi et al., 2000; Forgas, 

2003) in the context of sport team brands. 

The most interesting finding from this study is that the anger dimension was 

dually (positively and negatively) related to sport consumer behavior. Specifically, unlike 

other negative emotional dimensions, such as unhappiness and worry, the anger 

dimension was positively related to several consumer behavior variables, such as fanship, 

team loyalty, watching a live game on TV, watching sport news, searching the Internet, 

and talking about the team whereas it was negatively related to only brand attitude. This 

may imply that the valence approach to emotions does not apply to anger as a brand 

emotion in the context of sport team consumption. A growing body of cognitive 

psychology suggests that different emotions of the same (negative) valence differentially 

affect evaluation and decision-making (Lerner & Keltner, 2000; Nabi 1999; Roseman, 

Wiest, & Swartz 1994). For example, anger is associated with the disposition to perceive 

certainty and individual control in new circumstances and as a result, angry persons tend 

to make optimistic judgments of future events whereas fear is associated with the 

disposition to perceive uncertainty and situational control in new circumstances, and as a 

result, fearful persons tend to make pessimistic judgments of future events (Lerner & 

Keltner, 2000). Furthermore, angry persons and happy persons showed similar behavioral 

patterns; both tend to make decisions based on optimism (Lerner & Keltner, 2001). These 

findings provide some insight into how anger associated with sport teams influences sport 

consumer behavior. Since angry fans tends to make optimistic judgments of future events 
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(here, their teams or team-related future events), anger as a brand emotion may not 

mitigate their relationships with the teams in terms of team commitment and subsequent 

behaviors.  

It is important to note that there were different (positive versus negative) 

relationships of anger with brand attitude and other variables (brand commitment in 

forms of fanship and team loyalty and consumers’ actual behaviors). This may be 

attributed to the nature of self-brand link. That is, fanship and team loyalty seem to 

represent sport consumers’ commitment to consistently maintain a close relationship with 

their team whereas it would be unlikely for sport consumers with only a favorable brand 

(team) attitude to remain committed to the teams (cf. Thomson et al., 2005). In addition, 

brand attitudes themselves tend to be a temporal, unstable construct, as trivial changes in 

context and means of elicitation via priming or framing manipulations lead to changed 

attitudes of varying valence, and therefore, the attitude at one time may not be similar to 

the attitude at a different time (Cohen & Reed, 2006; Park, Maclnnis, Priester, 

Eisingerich, & Iacobucci, 2010; Sia, Lord, Blessum, Thomas, & Lepper, 1999). In this 

regard, it is not unusual for sport consumers to show negative attitudes toward their team 

when exposed to a stimulus (sport team) that make them angry.  

In summary, the 24-emotion, 7-dimension scale developed in this study is deemed 

as a reliable, valid measure of emotions associated with professional sport team brands. 

The identified seven dimensions were positively or negatively related to sport consumer 

behavior. The development of emotions associated with professional sport teams provides 
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sport marketers with some insight into the affective aspects of sport teams as brands in 

building their fan base. 

Limitations and Future Research 

The 24-emotion, 7-dimension scale confirmed by this study is an important first 

step in exploring what kinds of emotions are associated with professional sport team 

brands. The emotion scale shows reliability, convergent and discriminant validities, and 

criterion validity. However, the emotion scale developed from this study has room for 

improvement. A primary limitation comes from the sampling population, the college 

students employed in this study. Although the use of a student sample was considered 

appropriate in that they are not only a captive, easily reached audience, and they also 

represent a significant group of sport consumers (Ross et al., 2006), some results of this 

study may not be generalized to other populations, such as non-college student 

populations. That is, since the emotion scale was developed for professional sport team 

brands, but was tested with a specific sample (i.e., college students), its application 

should be limited to the context of college students. For instance, regarding the 

relationships between emotions associated with professional sport teams and sport 

consumer behavior, college students and populations with a regular income might show 

different purchase intentions and licensed merchandise consumption, due to the student 

sample’s limited budget. Thus, future research should confirm both the structure of 

emotions and the relationships between the emotions and sport consumer behavior 

identified from this study in the context of adult populations.  
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Another limitation is related to the times in which the sequential sub-studies (i.e., 

qualitative research, frequency analysis, EFA, and CFA to develop the emotion scale were 

conducted. In order to minimize the effect of a situational factor (i.e., team’s current 

success) on sport team-related emotions as brand emotions, the studies were conducted 

during the NFL and MLB off-seasons (the majority of the participants were fans of either 

NFL or MLB teams). As expected, although over 60% of the participants in the four sub-

studies were fans of the NFL or MLB, responses from the remaining 40% of the 

participants may not be free of influence related to their team’s current success. Therefore, 

to some degree, the results of this study seem to include the impact of the situational 

factor on the development of emotions associated with professional sport teams. In this 

regard, future research should confirm the identified structure of the emotion scale across 

different seasons (off-seasons versus during seasons). 

Given the findings and discussions, further research is suggested as follows. First, 

the study found the positive relationships between anger and sport consumer behavior. 

While we can only hypothesize cautiously why anger positively contributed to sport 

consumer behavior with an interpretation that anger-associated certainty and individual 

control allow for sport consumers to be optimistic toward their team and therefore, 

involve approach behavior, we still know little about why this relationship happens. In 

this sense, future research should investigate why anger as a negative emotion is closely 

related to consumers’ approach behavior or whether there are mediating factors (e.g., 

service recovery satisfaction) between anger and approach behavior.  
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Second, the study identified that surprise was negatively related to sport consumer 

behavior. However, the study did not distinguish between positive and negative surprise 

while we may assume that the surprise identified from the study is a more positive and 

less negative emotion, due to its positive, stronger correlations with positive emotions 

(i.e., connectedness and elation) than negative emotions (i.e., anger, unhappiness, and 

worry). The study interpreted this finding as suggesting that sport consumers do not 

prefer an uncomfortable emotional experience (surprise) resulting from repeated 

uncertainties of outcomes associated with a team’s lower competitiveness. Although this 

interpretation may be reasonable, nevertheless, it still remains unexplored why the 

surprise dimension is negatively related to sport consumer behavior. Future research 

should explore why this relationship take places or test the relationships between two 

types of surprise (pleasant versus unpleasant surprise) and consumer behavior.  

Third, the study identified a new, sport team-specific emotional dimension, 

competitiveness, and found its positive relationship with sport consumer behavior. Of the 

seven dimensions of the emotion scale developed in the study, competitiveness was the 

third most influential factor in consumer behavior, next to the connectedness and elation 

dimensions. While past consumer research has mainly focused on the causes and effects 

of conventional positive emotions, such as love and joy in product consumption, little 

attention has been paid to competitiveness or aggressiveness, but it was revealed in this 

study that competitiveness is a powerful emotion to promote sport consumers’ approach 

behavior. Nevertheless, we still know little about what leads to such competitiveness. 
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Consequently, more research is needed to identify the key antecedents to 

competitiveness. 

Lastly, since the research target was sport fans’ favorite sport teams, emotions 

associated with these teams would differ in nature or in scope from those associated with 

sport teams that sport fans dislike or rival teams. However, identifying emotions related 

to the disliked teams or rival teams is important to sport teams in that they can use those 

(possibly negative) emotions to maximize the negative aspect of the disliked or rival 

teams, which can, in turn, maintain or enhance the fans’ positive emotional attachments 

to their teams. Conversely, by identifying emotions associated with disliked or rival 

teams, sport teams can minimize those emotions for themselves when they attract new 

fans from rival teams. 
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Chapter 6: Study 3 

Since there have been inconsistent findings in sport brand research on the contents 

of brand attributes, the purpose of Study 3 was to identify and confirm the contents and 

structure of brand attributes of sport team brands. Furthermore, the existing studies on 

brand attributes did not test the scale validity through the examination of relationships 

between the brand attributes and consumer behavior variables (e.g., fanship, team 

loyalty), thus we know little about which contents or their corresponding dimensions of 

brand attributes are more valuable predictors in sport consumer behaviors. In this regard, 

this study was designed to examine the scale validity with consumer behavior indicators, 

such as fanship and team loyalty. The brand attributes that are identified and confirmed in 

Study 3 would be used as components of experimental stimulus (rational advertising 

appeal) for final study (sport advertising study). 

Content Analysis 

In order to identify the contents of brand attributes of sport teams, this study 

content-analyzed the three scales of brand associations in sport: Gladden and Funk’s 

(2002) Team Association Model (TAM), Ross et al.’s (2006) Team Brand Association 

Scale (TBAS), and Bauer et al.’s (2008) scale. The reason that these three scales were 

chosen was that they are the only scales that were empirically tested to measure brand 

attributes in sport brand literature. While Gladden and Funk (2002) suggested eight brand 

attributes (success, star player, head coach, management, logo, stadium, product delivery, 

and tradition), Ross and his colleagues (2006, 2007, 2008, 2010) proposed nine brand 
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attributes (success, non-player personnel, team play, brand mark, stadium, history, rivalry, 

concession, and organizational attributes). Bauer et al. (2008) suggested nine brand 

attributes (success, star player, head coach, team members, team play, logo, stadium, 

tradition, and fans). As a result of the content analysis, a total of 14 brand attributes 

emerged: success, star player, head coach, management, logo, stadium, product delivery, 

tradition, team members, team play, fans, rivalry, concessions, and organizational 

attributes. The three scales of brand attributes are summarized in Table 6.1. 

 

 

Table 6.1  Summary of Contents of  Brand Attributes of Three Representative Scales  

 Gladden & Funk: 

8 attributes 

Bauer et al.: 

9 attributes 

Ross et al.: 

9 attributes 

1 success Success success 

2 star player star player success (star player) 

3 head coach head coach non-player personnel 

(including head coach) 

4 management  non-player personnel 

(including management) 

5  team members  

6  team play team play 

7 logo Logo brand mark 

8 stadium Stadium stadium 

9 product delivery   

10 tradition Tradition history 

11  Fans  

12   rivalry 

13   concession 

14   organizational attributes 

 

Of the 14 brand attributes identified from the content analysis, the product 

delivery was dropped for further analysis because it seems to represent the emotional 
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aspect that sport consumers experience during games rather than the specific (and 

cognitive) characteristics of brand attributes. That is, although Gladden and Funk (2002) 

suggested three items of the product delivery (“My favorite team’s games are exciting” 

“My favorite team’s games are entertaining” and “My favorite team’s games are 

enjoyable”), these items are related to consumers’ emotional experiences, not cognitive 

characteristics of the team. As a result, thirteen brand attributes remained for EFA. 

EFA 

Sample and procedure.  A sample of 239 students was recruited from several 

undergraduate classes at The University of Texas at Austin. Participants were provided a 

survey questionnaire that contained the 13 brand attributes identified in the content 

analysis stage. Each participant was assigned randomly to one of the two versions of the 

survey questionnaires with different orders of the brand attributes in order to reduce order 

effects. Of the 239 surveys collected, 12 surveys were eliminated due to their 

incompleteness, and 16 surveys due to the lack of actual attendance of their favorite 

teams’ sport facilities. Therefore, 211 usable surveys in total were analyzed for the study.   

Female participants made up 44.1% (n = 93) and males 55.9% (n = 118) of the total 

sample.  Participants ranged in age from 18 to 35 years (M = 20.1, SD = 2.5). 

Measure.  Participants were first asked to write down the name of their favorite 

professional sport team. Since some of the participants may not have actually attended 

their favorite team’s home games and, therefore, may not be familiar with the 

concessions of the home team’s facility, a screening question was asked, “Have you ever 
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attended your favorite professional sport team’s home game(s) before?”  As a result, as 

stated in the sample and procedure section, 16 responses were dropped due to the lack of 

actual attendance of their favorite teams’ home games.  

To measure sport consumers’ perceptions concerning brand attributes, each of the 

13 brand attributes was measured by a single item in terms of the strength of brand 

attributes, “When you think about your favorite team, how strongly do you associate 

[each brand attribute] with the team?” Participants rated each of the 13 items for the 13 

brand attributes on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (not associate at all) to 7 

(strongly associate). Additionally, two demographic questions (gender and age) were 

included in the survey. The two versions of the survey questionnaires used in EFA are 

presented in Appendix E. 

Data analysis.  EFA was conducted to identify the underlying structure of the 

initial pool of the 13 potential brand attributes. In order to generate the second version of 

the brand attributes, data were subjected to a principal-components analysis with varimax 

rotations. Kaiser’s eigenvalue-greater-than-1 rule was used to extract potential 

components. In addition, item-to-total correlations were examined as a means of deleting 

and retaining items before CFA to confirm the scale’s structure (Netemeyer et al., 2003). 

Moreover, in order to examine the internal consistency of measured dimensions, 

Cronbach’s alpha for each dimension was examined. 

Results.  EFA indicated that a 4 factor-solution emerged. However, four (star 

player, fans, concessions, and rivalry) of the 13 brand attributes showed low loadings 
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(below .4) on the four factors or loaded bi-dimensionally. These four brand attributes 

were eliminated in the model. As a result, four factors containing nine brand attributes 

remained. The first factor is represented by two brand attributes having to do with team 

performance (success and team play); the second factor is represented by two brand 

attributes having to do with components constituting a team (team members and head 

coach); the third factor is represented by three brand attributes having to do with the 

external aspect of the core product that does not directly affect team performance, but 

affects overall team consumption (logo, tradition, and stadium); and the fourth factor is 

represented by two brand attributes having to do with the interactive aspect between a 

team and its fans (management and organizational attributes). In this regard, these four 

factors were named as performance-related, team-related, external, and fan-interactive 

factors, respectively.  

Factor loadings were good (cf. Comrey & Lee, 1992), ranging from .763 to .909 

for their respective factors. In addition, item-to-total correlations were good, ranging 

from .487 for logo) to .583 for team members and head coach (cf. Tian et al., 2001). 

Cronbach’s alpha coefficients were strong, ranging from .710 for fan-interactive factor 

to .732 for performance-related factor. The 4-component extraction accounted for 67% of 

total variance, implying that total variance close to 70% is considered very appropriate 

(Stevens, 1996). Factor loadings, Cronbach’s alpha coefficients, and item-to-total 

correlations are presented in Table 6.2. As shown in Table 6.3, the four factors are mildly 

correlated, with the highest correlation (r = .33) between performance-related factor and 
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external factor. 

 

Table 6.2  Factor Loadings and Reliability of the Brand Attribute Scale (EFA) 

  

1 

 

2 

 

3 

 

4 

Item-to-total 

correlation 

Cronbach’s 

alpha 

success .864    -.014 .268 .048 .578 .732 

team play .849 .314 .037 .056 .578  

team members .249 .848 .066 .045 .583 .726 

head coach .014 .890 .087 .081 .583  

logo .021 .117 .790    -.023 .487 .723 

tradition .195 .040 .787 .123 .579  

stadium .131 .020 .763 .221 .567  

management .093 .019 .331 .807 .551 .710 

org. attributes .013 .108   -.016 .909 .551  

Note. All loadings (in bold) were significant, p < .01; All item-to-total correlations were 

significant, p < .01. 

 

 

Table 6.3  Factor Correlation Matrix of the Brand Attribute Scale (EFA) 

 1 2 3 4 

Performance-related factor 1    

Team-related factor .309** 1   

External factor .326** .179** 1  

Fan-interactive factor     .162*     .162* .314** 1 

Note. *p < .05, **p < .01. 

 

 

 

CFA 

Sample and procedure.  A sample of 248 students was collected from several 

undergraduate classes at The University of Texas at Austin. Participants were provided a 

survey questionnaire that contains the nine brand attributes identified in the EFA phase. 

Each participant was assigned randomly to one of the two versions of the survey 

questionnaires with different orders of the brand attributes in order to reduce order effects. 
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Of the 248 surveys collected, 29 surveys were eliminated due to their incompleteness. 

Therefore, 219 utilizable surveys in total were analyzed for CFA.   Female participants 

made up 42.5% (n = 93) and males 57.5% (n = 126) of the total sample.  Participants 

ranged in age from 18 to 33 years (M = 20.8, SD = 2.0). The two versions of the survey 

questionnaires utilized in CFA are provided in Appendix F. 

Measure.  In order to confirm the dimensions of brand attributes identified in the 

EFA, the researcher utilized the second version of the survey questionnaire that contains 

the nine brand attributes reduced through EFA. Participants were first asked to write 

down the name of their favorite professional sport team and then were asked to rate each 

of the nine brand attributes on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (not associate at all) 

to 7 (strongly associate).  

In addition, in order to examine the validity of the brand attribute scale, the 

research employed two external variables, fanship and team loyalty. Three items for 

fanship were adopted from Trail and James’ (2001) scale: “I consider myself to be a 

“real” fan of my favorite team” “I would experience a loss if I had to stop being a fan of 

my favorite team” and “Being a fan of my favorite team is very important to me.” All 

three items were measured with a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) 

to 7 (strongly agree). 

Team loyalty was measured by Heere and Dickson’s (2008) four items: “I would 

still be committed to my favorite team regardless of the lack of any star players” “I could 

never switch my loyalty from my favorite team even if my close friends were fans of 
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another team” “I would still be committed to my favorite team regardless of the lack of 

physical skill among the players” and “It would be difficult to change my beliefs about 

my favorite team.” All four items were measured with a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 

1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Additionally, two demographic questions (i.e., 

gender and age) were included in the survey. 

Data analysis.  CFA was conducted to examine the factor structure of the first-

order model of the brand attribute scale in order to evaluate the fit of the identified 

models to the data. Several model fit indices, such as CFI, RMSEA, and SRMR were 

examined to evaluate model fit. The study examined the internal consistency of the brand 

attribute scale via Cronbach’s alpha. In addition, to assess convergent and discriminant 

validities, AVE and the square root of the AVE were tested. 

For scale validity, the criterion validity was tested to investigate the extent to 

which the four dimensions of the brand attribute scale perform in relation to the two 

external variables (fanship and team loyalty). In order to measure the effect of each of the 

four factors of brand attributes on the two external variables, two regressions were 

conducted for which the four dimensions of the brand attribute scale are the independent 

variables and the fanship and team loyalty are the dependant variables. 

Results.  As shown in Figure 6.1, all loadings of brand attributes on latent first-

order factors were statistically significant (p < .01). The loadings ranged from .55 for 

stadium to .92 for management. Overall, the model shows an acceptable fit to the data 

although CFI is slightly lower than the cut-off of .95 and RMSEA is slightly higher 
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(worse) than the cut-off of .06: CFI = .924; RMSEA = .063; SRMR = .066 (cf. Hu & 

Bentler, 1999). All correlations between all factors, but between team-related and fan-

interactive factor, were significant (see Table 6.4). 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1  Standardized loadings of the first-order-factor model for the brand attribute 

scale 
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The reliability of each factor was examined with its Cronbach’s α. Cronbach’s 

alphas ranged from .751 for external factor to .790 for performance-related factor, 

suggesting that all dimensions were considered reliable. As shown in Table 6.5, all 

dimensions have convergent validity by displaying that AVE ranged from .546 for 

external factor to .670 for performance-related factor (cf. Fornell & Larcker, 1981). In 

addition, the square root of the AVE for all dimensions was much greater than the 

absolute value of the correlation of the given construct with any other construct, implying 

that all the dimensions have discriminant validity (cf. Chin, 1998). The reliability and 

validity of the brand attribute scale are presented in Table 6.5. 

 

 

Table 6.4  Factor Correlation Matrix of the Brand Attribute Scale (CFA) 

Factors 1 2 3 4 

Performance-related factor 1    

Team-related factor .342** 1   

External factor .464** .226* 1  

Fan- interactive factor      .300**      .036 .319** 1 

Note. *p < .05. **p < .01. 

 

 

Table 6.5  Reliability and  Validity of the Brand Attribute Scale (CFA) 

 

Factors 

 

Cronbach’s α 

 

AVE 

Square root of 

AVE 

Performance-related factor .790 .670 .818 

Team-related factor .752 .634 .796 

External factor .751 .546 .739 

Fan- interactive factor  .753 .641 .801 

 

Table 6.6 and 6.7 exhibited that all four dimensions of the brand attributes were 

significantly related to both fanship and team loyalty. In both settings, the external factor 
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(logo, tradition, and stadium) was the most significant factor followed by the team-related 

factor (team members and head coach). However, the magnitude of relative effects of the 

performance-related factor (success and team play) and fan-interactive factor 

(management and organizational attributes) varied for the both contexts. Based on these 

findings, it is concluded that the brand attribute scale has a good validity.  

 

 

Table 6.6  Regression Analysis for Fanship 

Factors B SE B           ß 

Performance-related factor .36 .06 .29* 

Team-related factor .42 .06 .34* 

External factor .55 .06 .44* 

Fan- interactive factor  .27 .06 .22* 

Note. R
2 

= .45; *p < .01. 

 

 

Table 6.7  Regression Analysis for Team Loyalty 

Factors B SE B           ß 

Performance-related factor .28 .07 .22* 

Team-related factor .37 .07 .30* 

External factor .43 .07 .34* 

Fan- interactive factor  .36 .07 .28* 

Note. R
2 

= .34; *p < .01. 

 

Discussion 

Study 3 began with recognition that there have been inconsistent findings on the 

contents of brand attributes in sport and the lack of knowledge on their effects on 

consumer behavior, which provides valuable information to be used as cognitive inputs 

for further study. Through the content analysis of three empirical scales in sport brand 

literature (TAM, TBAS, and Bauer et al.’s scale), the study identified an initial pool of 14 
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brand attributes: success, star player, head coach, management, logo, stadium, product 

delivery, tradition, team members, team play, fans, rivalry, concessions, and 

organizational attributes. However, TAM’s product delivery was dropped in the initial 

pool because it seems to represent the emotional aspect of the consumption experience 

rather than the cognitive brand attribute of the team. As a result of EFA and CFA with the 

remaining 13 brand attributes, the study identified four distinctive psychometric 

dimensions of brand attributes that exist in consumer memory (performance-related, 

team-related, external, and fan-interactive factors). The performance-related factor 

consisted of success and team play. The team-related factor was composed of team 

members and head coach. The external factor was made up of logo, tradition, and stadium. 

The fan-interactive factor consisted of management and organizational attributes. The 

contents and structure of brand attributes identified in this study was quite different from 

those of the three existing scales widely used in the sport brand literature. The study 

identified four dimensions of brand attributes while both Gladden and Funk’s (2002) 

TAM and Bauer et al.’s (2008) model have two dimensions (product-related and non-

product-related attributes) and Ross et al.’s (2006) TBAS placed all nine brand attributes 

within one dimension (that is,  brand associations). Furthermore, while TAM and Bauer et 

al.’s scale have the same structure (two dimensions) of brand attributes, in fact, their 

components were different. The first two factors identified in this study are analogous to 

the product-related brand attributes of TAM and Bauer et al.’s scale whereas the last two 

factors are similar to their non-product-related brand attributes.  
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These differences in contents and structures between the four studies (including 

the current study) seem to be attributed to the results coming from using different 

measures in the four studies. For example, Gladden and Funk’s (2002) TAM used a 

combination of questions to measure respondents’ favorable attitudes toward brand 

attributes (e.g., I like the logo of my favorite team) and questions to measure their 

evaluative judgments about the specific features of brand attributes (e.g., My favorite 

team’s uniforms are attractive)  whereas Ross et al.’s (2006) TBAS measured only 

respondents’ evaluative judgments about the specific features of brand attributes (e.g., 

The symbol of the team is unique). In contrast, Bauer et al.’s (2008) scale measured the 

favorability, strength, and uniqueness of each brand attribute, respectively and combined 

them. Specifically, the authors asked three questions to measure a brand attribute: “If you 

heard or read about your favorite club, how strongly do you associate (e.g., the logo) with 

the club (strength),” “How do you feel about (e.g., the logo) of your favorite club 

(favorability),” and “In comparison with other clubs, how unique are (e.g., the logo) with 

respect to your favorite club.” Like TAM, the second and third item of this scale also 

measured respondents’ attitudinal and evaluative aspect toward brand attributes, 

respectively. 

Other than employing the traditional ways that measure consumers’ evaluative 

judgments about the specific characteristics of brand attributes or their favorable attitudes 

toward brand attributes, this study utilized the strength of connection of brand attributes 

to a brand node (a sport team) in order to unpack how those brand attributes are 
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psychometrically structured in the consumer mind. As a consequence, the study 

discovered a new psychometric structure of brand attributes that consists of four 

dimensions with nine individual brand attributes. The four dimensions from this study 

indicate how brand attributes are structured in consumer memory in terms of their 

strength. From a marketing point of view, understanding brand attributes in terms of their 

strength is useful in the sense that it can provide a basis for how marketing 

communications should be designed depending on consumers’ trace strength. 

Contrary to expectations, four (star player, concessions, rivalry, and other fans) of 

the initial 13 brand attributes identified through the content analysis of the three existing 

scales were dropped from the study. These brand attributes showed low loadings or bi-

dimensional loadings. Specifically, star player loaded on both team-related and external  

factors. This may imply that sport consumers recognize a star player not only as an 

element constituting a team, but also as an element constituting the external aspect of the 

core product such as stadium, logo, and tradition. This result seems to be reasonable in 

that star payers are obviously a part of the team-related factor, but they can also 

contribute to enhancing tradition and stadium atmosphere and play as a significant visual 

representative of brand mark (e.g., team color) in the eyes of spectators. In addition, the 

EFA indicated that the factor loading of team members on the team-related factor was 

greater than that of star player, suggesting that team members are a better brand attribute 

to capture overall team players, as well as star players. Rivalry and other fans loaded 

multiple-dimensionally with low loading values. It is interesting that concessions loaded 
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on fan-interactive factor (that includes management and organizational attributes), but 

showed a low loading value. Considering that management and concessions are similar in 

serving fans, but that management is a broader concept that includes more 

customer/community contact points beyond concessions, the grouping of management 

and organizational attributes (i.e., what the team does for its community or fans) as a 

factor seems to be reasonable. 

It is important to note here that although Keller’s (1993) work and his applied 

work in sport (i.e., Bauer et al., 2008) suggested that brand attributes should be 

understood in terms of their favorability, strength, and uniqueness, it may not be useful to 

explore how brand attributes of sport teams exist in consumer memory based on a 

combination of the favorability, strength, and uniqueness. First, whereas consumers may 

compare attributes or features of a brand with those of other brands in its uniqueness and 

then make a brand choice based on the uniqueness, it is not feasible for sport consumers 

to make a decision by evaluating how unique their team’s attributes are in comparison 

with other teams. Second, although consumers can change brands whenever they want 

based on their favorability of brand attributes by evaluating how they satisfy their needs 

and wants, the effect of the favorability of brand attributes may be much less salient in 

the context of sport teams because fans’ identification with or loyalty to their teams 

would mitigate such an effect. In this regard, inclusions of the favorability and 

uniqueness of brand attributes would not be a useful way to identify how brand attributes 

are structured in consumer memory in the context of sport team brands. Consequently, 
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measuring only the strength of brand attributes’ connections to a central brand node (a 

team) used in this study seems to be a more valid way to measure how they are structured 

in consumer memory, in particular, in terms of their accessibility and recall by spreading 

activation (cf. Loftus & Loftus, 1980), and the four dimensions of brand attributes in this 

study seem to appropriately reflect the structure that sport consumers link team attributes 

to the team based on the association strength.  

The study confirmed the validity of the structure of brand attributes by testing the 

relationships between its four dimensions and two external variables, fanship and team 

loyalty. All four factors were positively related to both fanship and team loyalty. Of the 

four factors, the external factor of brand attributes was the most influential factor in both 

fanship and team loyalty followed by the team-related factor. However, the effect of the 

performance-related factor on fanship was greater than that of the fan-interactive factor 

while the effect of the fan-interactive factor on team loyalty was greater than that of the 

performance-related factor. 

Although previous studies in sport brand literature have acknowledged the 

importance of both product-related and non-product-related brand attributes as key 

drivers of brand equity, their primary focus has lain on the product-related attributes that 

are conceptually believed to be of greater importance to consumer behavior. Furthermore, 

these works have not examined empirically the effect of brand attributes on consumer 

behavior because following Keller’s (1993) framework of brand equity, they have largely 

focused on identifying the structure of brand associations or brand image in team sport 
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rather than their effect. In a similar vein, other works in sport consumer behavior have 

paid more attention to the product-related brand attributes (e.g., star player, head coach) 

as a key predictor of sport consumer behavior in terms of points of attachment (Kim & 

Trail, 2010; Kwon, Trail, & Anderson, 2005, 2006; Robinson & Trail, 2005).  

However, the study found that both product-related (performance-related and 

team-related factors in this study) and non-product-related (external and fan-interactive 

factors in this study) brand attributes were positively related to fanship and team loyalty. 

It is interesting that the external factor (logo, tradition, and stadium) was the most 

powerful driver in both fanship and team loyalty and that the fan-interactive factor 

(management and organizational attributes) was a better driver in team loyalty than the 

performance-related factor (success and team play). However, considering that the 

performance-related and team-related factors are subject to variations in composition and 

quality (Bauer et al., 2008), the external and fan-interactive factors offer stability and 

continuity to fans and therefore, seem to be more relevant to sport consumers. This 

suggests that only competitive success and the team itself are no longer central drivers of 

sport consumers’ value perception. Nevertheless, the study found that all four dimensions 

together are significant drivers of fanship and team loyalty. In short, the 9-brand attribute, 

4- dimension scale is deemed as a reliable, valid measure of brand attributes associated 

with professional sport team brands. 
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Limitations and Future Research 

The 9-brand attribute, 4-factor scale identified from this study is a key initial step 

in probing how brand attributes of sport teams are structured in consumer memory in 

terms of the strength of brand attributes’ connection to a central brand node (a sport team). 

The brand attribute scale displays reliability, convergent and discriminant validities, and 

criterion validity. However, the scale also has its limitations. That is, since the study 

employed a specific sample (college students) and research target (professional sport 

teams), the structure and contents of brand attributes and their relationships with fanship 

and team loyalty identified from this study may not be generalized to other samples (e.g., 

non-college student samples) or other contexts (e.g., college sport teams). Therefore, the 

application of the findings of the study should be limited to the context of college 

students and professional sport teams. Accordingly, future research should confirm the 

findings (regarding the structure and contents of brand attributes and their relationships 

with fanship and team loyalty) of this study with adult samples across different levels of 

sport. 

Given the findings and discussions, further research is suggested. First, the study 

found that like product-related brand attributes (performance-related and team-related 

factors in this study), non-product-related brand attributes (external and fan-interactive 

factors in this study) – that have been viewed as a less important component of brand 

attributes in the past also provide a great deal of value to sport consumers. Although the 

study interpreted this finding as suggesting that the non-product-related brand attributes 
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are less subject to variations in composition and quality and that therefore, they offer 

stability and continuity to fans, we still know little about why this happens. 

Consequently, more research is needed to identify why the non-product-related brand 

attributes, particularly, external factor, are of greater importance to sport consumers. 
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Chapter 7: Study 4 

The purpose of Study 4 was to explore the associations between emotions and 

brand attributes. The previous study (Study 3) identified four distinctive dimensions of 

brand attributes in terms of their strength in relation to the sport teams. This finding 

shows a quite different psychometric mapping of sport consumers about brand attributes 

than the existing literature that has mainly relied on the dichotomy (product-related vs. 

non-product-related attributes) of brand attributes. Although this finding is valuable in 

that it extend the traditional dichotomy approach to brand attributes, we still know little 

about how brand attributes are associated with emotions. Thus, the relational nature 

between emotions and cognitive attributes of sport team brands remains largely 

unexplored. However, identifying the associations between brand attributes and emotions 

is important because it can provide a foundation for exploring the relative effectiveness of 

cognitive attributes and emotions in a variety of sport consumer behavior settings. In this 

regard, this study seeks to identify appropriate associations between brand attributes in 

sport and 24 emotions identified in the previous study. The emotions and brand attributes 

that are strongly associated with each other in this study would be used as emotional and 

rational components of experimental stimulus (i.e., emotional, rational, and combination 

advertising appeal) for the final study. 

Context 

 Studies 1, 2, and 3 were conducted to identify emotions and brand attributes 

associated with sport teams in the context of professional sports. However, since the 
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purpose of the final study (Study 5) is to experimentally test the relative effectiveness of 

emotions and brand attributes in the sport advertising context using one real sport team in 

order to obtain more specific and “accurate” data, the Texas Longhorns football team 

would be chosen as a research target. Therefore, in this study as a preliminary stage for 

Study 5, the associations between 24 emotions confirmed in Study 2 and 13 brand 

attributes identified through content analysis in Study 3 were examined in the context of 

the Texas Longhorns football team. 

Sample and Procedure   

A sample of 273 students was collected from undergraduate classes at The 

University of Texas at Austin. Participants were given a survey questionnaire that 

contained the 13 brand attributes and 24 emotions. Each participant was assigned 

randomly to one of the two versions of the survey questionnaires with different orders of 

the brand attributes in order to reduce order effects. Of the 273 surveys collected, 8 

responses were eliminated due to their incompleteness, 14 responses due to the lack of 

actual attendance of the Texas Longhorns football team’s home game(s), and 10 

responses because the Texas Longhorns football team was not the respondents’ favorite 

college football team. Therefore, 241 usable surveys in total were analyzed for the study.   

Female participants consisted of 47.7% (n = 115) and males 52.3% (n = 126) of the total 

sample.  Participants ranged in age from 17 to 38 years (M = 20.1, SD = 2.0). The two 

versions of the survey questionnaires used in this study are presented in Appendix G. 

Measure 
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Participants were first asked to indicate whether the Texas Longhorns football 

team is their favorite college football team because the study focuses on the associations 

between emotions and brand attributes of respondents’ favorite sport team. Like Study 3, 

a screening question, “Have you ever attended the Texas Longhorns football’s home 

game(s) before?” was asked to check whether they actually attended the Longhorns 

football team’s home games for the familiarity with concessions. As a result, as stated 

above, 24 surveys were dropped from the study through the two screening questions.  

To measure sport consumers’ perceptions about associations between 24 emotions 

and 13 cognitive attributes, participants were asked to choose three emotions from a 

given emotion list that they most associate with each of the 13 brand attributes and then 

rate the strength of those associations on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (not 

associate at all) to 7 (strongly associate). 

In order to assess the validity of the associations between emotions and brand 

attributes, the study used two external variables, fanship and team loyalty. Three items 

for fanship were adopted from Trail and James’ (2001) scale and were slightly modified 

to fit in the context of the Longhorns football:  “I consider myself to be a “real” fan of the 

Longhorns football team” “I would experience a loss if I had to stop being a fan of the 

Longhorns football team” and “Being a fan of the Longhorns football team is very 

important to me.” All three items were measured with a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 

1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). 

Four items for team loyalty were adopted from Heere and Dickson’s (2008) scale 
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and were slightly changed to be relevant to the Longhorn football setting: “I would still 

be committed to the Longhorns football team regardless of the lack of any star players” “I 

could never switch my loyalty from the Longhorns football team even if my close friends 

were fans of another team” “I would still be committed to the Longhorns football team 

regardless of the lack of physical skill among the players” and “It would be difficult to 

change my beliefs about the Longhorns football team.” All four items were measured 

with a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). 

Additionally, participants were given two demographic questions, gender and age. 

Data Analysis 

In order to identify the emotions and brand attributes that are relevantly associated 

with each other, frequency analysis was conducted. Frequencies of 24 emotions for each 

of the 13 brand attributes were calculated. In addition, based on the frequency analysis, 

three emotions that respondents chose most in relation to each of the 13 brand attributes 

were chosen for further analysis, and the strengths of the brand attribute-emotion 

associations were calculated. Lastly, the study investigated the correlations between the 

identified brand attribute-emotion associations and two external variables (fanship and 

team loyalty) in order to examine the validity of the identified associations.  

Results 

 Frequency analysis indicated that three emotions that respondents associated most 

with all brand attributes except rivalry were positive emotions. Of the positive emotions, 

three emotions, proud, supportive, and pleased were most salient in relation to brand 
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attributes. The frequency analysis is shown in Table 7.1.  

Based on the frequency analysis, the researcher chose two brand attributes for 

each of emotional and rational advertising for the final study. For this, the study summed 

the frequencies of three emotions that are most associated with each of the 13 brand 

attributes. The rationale behind this was that the higher sums of the three frequencies 

reflect that those three emotions are more saliently associated with each brand attribute. 

This implies that brand attributes with higher summed frequencies are more emotionally 

appealing whereas those with lower summed frequencies are more cognitively 

(rationally) appealing. As a result, brand mark was the highest in the combined 

frequencies of the most salient three emotions while team play was the lowest. The order 

of 13 brand attributes  based on the combined frequencies of the three salient emotions is: 

1) brand mark (437), 2) rivalry (356), 3) organizational attributes (355), 4) tradition (338), 

5) success (322), 6) management (316), 7) head coach (314), 8) star player (313), 9) 

concessions (287), 10) team members (277), 11) stadium (264), 12) fans (262), and 13)  

team play (227). 

Of the 13 brand attributes, brand mark and tradition were chosen as inputs for 

emotional advertising appeals for final study. The rationale to choose brand mark as an 

input for emotional advertising was that it was the highest in combined frequency. The 

rationale to select tradition as an input for emotional advertising was that it seems to be a 

more relevant brand attribute to evoke advertising viewers’ emotions although rivalry and 

organizational attributes were slightly higher in the combined frequency than tradition.  
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Table 7.1  Frequency Analysis for Associations between Emotions and Brand Attributes  
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Passion 57 16 45 42 39 131 61 85 56 23 28 8 24 

Nostalgia 16 4 13 4 5 35 50 64 4 5 4 11 3 

Supportive 92 119 119 105 71 71 44 67 78 120 11 30 106 

Connected 22 11 20 37 30 117 60 88 116 17 5 17 55 

Happy 51 43 45 24 30 47 41 56 37 50 1 95 90 

Excited 89 36 19 58 81 33 77 25 49 23 37 46 23 

Pleased 49 96 104 61 60 32 52 50 49 122 2 93 113 

Proud 141 65 91 111 75 189 122 165 68 52 10 16 136 

Optimistic 62 98 57 60 54 10 16 25 23 74 23 15 32 

Entertained 28 38 18 55 64 7 41 20 57 14 57 27 24 

Competitive 44 35 38 55 61 23 24 25 22 32 172 4 2 

Aggressive 5 9 20 15 24 3 4 5 12 14 118 7 3 

Amazed 12 21 35 23 22 9 68 26 25 30 6 21 31 

Surprised 8 53 10 17 26 0 2 5 14 27 2 23 33 

Astonished 3 9 13 7 7 2 28 8 8 19 3 18 9 

Annoyed 6 13 29 17 12 4 8 0 46 30 61 99 8 

Frustrated 12 14 18 9 23 3 8 3 21 31 18 77 5 

Rage 1 2 8 3 2 0 1 0 5 5 66 32 4 

Suffering 1 5 1 1 0 2 0 0 3 2 6 13 4 

Sad 3 2 5 2 2 2 7 1 12 3 10 32 8 

Regret 0 1 3 3 0 1 3 2 4 3 0 17 3 

Dejected 0 2 2 1 2 0 3 0 4 2 3 9 3 

Fearful 3 9 4 1 11 2 1 2 2 5 19 4 1 

Anxious 18 22 6 12 22 0 2 1 8 20 61 9 3 

Sum  322 313 314 277 227 437 264 338 262 316 356 287 355 

Note. The numbers in bold indicate the frequencies of three emotions that are most associated 

with each of the 13 brand attributes; Sum means sum of frequencies of the three salient emotions. 

 

Team play and stadium were chosen as inputs for rational advertising. Team play 

was the lowest in combined frequency. Rather than selecting fans that were the second 

lowest in the combined frequency, the rationale to choose the stadium (that is, the third 

lowest in the combined frequency) was that portraying the features of a stadium seems to 

be more rationally appealing in nature than portraying fans. 
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However, although two brand attributes for each of emotional and rational 

advertising appeals were selected based on their frequencies and contextual relevancies, 

they would not be useful unless they have validity that is able to explain some external 

variables considered to be meaningful criteria. Thus, concurrent validity of the 

associations between the four brand attributes and their responding three emotions was 

tested by measuring the correlations between the brand attribute-emotion associations and 

two external variables, fanship and team loyalty. As shown in Table 7.2, all 12 brand 

attribute-emotion associations were significantly correlated with fanship and team loyalty, 

proving their concurrent validity. In addition, the frequencies of the three salient 

associations between 13 brand attributes and 24 emotions and their validity are provided 

in Table 7.3. 

 

Table 7.2  Frequencies of Brand Attribute-Emotion Associations Chosen for Developing 

Emotional and Rational Advertising and Their Validity  

 

Ad type 

Brand attribute-emotion 

Associations 

 

Frequency 

 

Fanship 

Team 

loyalty 

Emotional  Brand mark-passion 131 .397* .508* 

 Brand mark-connected 117 .559* .522* 

 Brand mark-proud 189 .541* .584* 

 Tradition-passion 85 .475* .508* 

 Tradition-connected 88 .462* .520* 

 Tradition-proud 165 .515* .549* 

Rational Stadium-excited 77 .730* .685* 

 Stadium-proud 122 .470* .528* 

 Stadium-amazed 68 .517* .486* 

 Team play-supportive 71 .567* .566* 

 Team play-excited 81 .600* .544* 

 Team play-proud 75 .496* .529* 

*p < .01 
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Table 7.3  Frequencies of the Three Salient Associations Between Brand Attributes and 

Emotions and Their Validity  

Brand attribute-emotion associations Frequency Fanship Team loyalty 

Success-supportive 92 .406* .349* 

Success-excited 89 .484* .535* 

Success-proud 141 .497* .553* 

Star player-supportive 119 .573* .617* 

Star player-pleased 96 .642* .561* 

Star player-optimistic 98 .571* .510* 

Head coach-supportive 119 .516* .579* 

Head coach-pleased 104 .645* .569* 

Head coach-proud 91 .559* .614* 

Team members-supportive 105 .476* .589* 

Team members-pleased 61 .452* .491* 

Team members-proud 111 .538* .717* 

Team play-supportive 71 .567* .566* 

Team play-excited 81 .600* .544* 

Team play-proud 75 .496* .529* 

Brand mark-passion 131 .397* .508* 

Brand mark-connected 117 .559* .522* 

Brand mark-proud 189 .541* .584* 

Stadium-excited 77 .730* .685* 

Stadium-proud 122 .470* .528* 

Stadium-amazed 68 .517* .486* 

Tradition-passion 85 .475* .508* 

Tradition-connected 88 .462* .520* 

Tradition-proud 165 .515* .549* 

Fans-supportive 78 .508* .518* 

Fans-connected 116 .534* .510* 

Fans-proud 68 .651* .718* 

Management-supportive 120 .558* .551* 

Management-pleased 122 .498* .497* 

Management-optimistic 74 .430* .481* 

Rivalry-competitive 172 .524* .633* 

Rivalry-aggressive 118 .489* .517* 

Rivalry-rage 66 .181 .160 

Concessions-happy 95 .342* .323* 

Concessions-pleased 93 .344* .312* 

Concessions-annoyed 99 .098 .149 

Organizational attributes-supportive 106 .383* .325* 

Organizational attributes-pleased 113 .406* .388* 

Organizational attributes-proud 136 .399* .410* 

*p < .01 
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Discussion 

The previous study (Study 3) identified the four dimensions of brand attributes 

that psychometrically differ from the existing studies in sport brand literature. Although it 

provides some insight into how brand attributes are structured in the consumer mind in 

terms of the strength of connections between sport teams and their attributes, four (star 

player, rivalry, concessions, and other fans) of the initial pool of 13 potential brand 

attributes were dropped from the study through EFA.  The study was originally designed 

to identify brand attributes that will be used as inputs for the final study (sport advertising 

study) with an expectation that all the 13 potential brand attributes will remain in the 

model, regardless of how they are structured. Moreover, the study did not directly 

examine the potential associations between emotions and brand attributes, which can 

provide better information about emotional and cognitive contents for emotional and 

rational advertising appeals. In this sense, this study was designed to discover what 

emotions are strongly associated with each of the 13 brand attributes, thereby using the 

potential brand attribute-emotion associations for an experimental study to examine the 

relative effectiveness of emotional, rational and combination advertising appeals on sport 

consumer behavior. 

The study revealed that all the 13 brand attributes, except rivalry, were strongly 

associated with positive emotions, particularly three emotions, proud, supportive, and 

pleased. Proud was strongly connected to nine of 13 brand attributes (success, head coach, 

team members, team play, brand mark, stadium, tradition, fans, and organizational 
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attributes). Supportive was strongly related to eight of 13 brand attributes (success, star 

player, head coach, team members, team play, fans, management, and organizational 

attributes). Pleased was strongly linked to six of 13 brand attributes (star player, head 

coach, team members, management, concessions, and organizational attributes). In 

addition to the three dominant emotions, passion was strongly associated with brand 

mark and tradition. Connected was strongly related to brand mark, tradition, and other 

fans. Happy was strongly connected to concessions. Excited was strongly related to 

success, team play and stadium. Optimistic was strongly associated with star player and 

management. These findings suggest that the associations between three emotions (proud, 

supportive, and pleased) and brand attributes saliently exist in consumer memory.  

It is interesting that two emotions, nostalgia and entertained were not strongly 

associated with brand attributes. In the case of nostalgia, this may be because students, 

the sample of this study, are less likely to have nostalgic feelings about their college sport 

team, due to their young age and the relatively short period of being fans. In the case of 

entertained, it is not clear why entertained was not strongly associated with brand 

attributes. Perhaps, while the emotion scale was developed in the context of professional 

sports, the emotion, entertained, may be less salient in the context of college sports, due 

to the provision of a more entertaining atmosphere and a variety of add-on activities and 

services of professional sports. 

Interestingly, amazed was strongly linked to stadium while annoyed was strongly 

related to concessions. These results seem to reflect that the huge scale of the stadium and 
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overwhelming stadium atmosphere make respondents feel amazed while the limited food 

menu, the prohibition of alcohol sales, and poor quality of concessions in the college 

sport setting make them feel annoyed. Finally, rivalry was strongly associated with 

competitive, aggressive, and rage. This is not surprising that generally sport fans tend to 

become more competitive against rival opponents or to feel rage when their teams are 

defeated by the rivals. 

Although all 13 brand attributes were associated with certain emotions of 24 

emotions identified in Study 2, the magnitude of the associations in their frequencies 

varied. That is, when considering the frequencies of the three emotions most associated 

with each of 13 brand attributes, respondents reported the most salient emotional 

association with brand mark followed by rivalry, organizational attributes, tradition, 

success, management, head coach, star player, concessions, team members, stadium, fans, 

and team play in order. In terms of the traditional dichotomy of product-related and non-

product-related brand attributes, the first four brand attributes (brand mark, rivalry, 

organizational attributes, and tradition) in order were non-product-related brand attributes. 

This finding suggests that sport consumers have stronger emotional attachments to non-

product-related attributes than product-related attributes. Similar to the previous finding 

on the significant role of non-product-related brand attributes in fanship and team loyalty, 

this implies that non-product-related brand attributes plays a central role in sport 

consumers’ emotional value. 

In addition, this study examined the validity of the brand attribute-emotion 
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associations by testing concurrent validity with fanship and team loyalty. The results of 

the concurrent validity revealed that all of the most salient three associations between 

each of the 24 emotions and each of the 13 brand attributes (except two associations, 

rivalry-rage and concessions-annoyed) were significantly correlated to fanship and team 

loyalty.  

The findings discussed so far provide the first empirical evidence of how brand 

attributes and emotions are associated with each other and whether such associations can 

predict sport consumer behavior. In order for sport marketers to maximize team identity 

and team loyalty, they can develop specific marketing strategies that appropriately match 

brand attributes and emotions using the brand attribute-emotion association identified 

from this study. This is important because consumers’ schemas are very robust, and the 

schemas help the consumers to filter information (Anderson, 1983; Bartlett, 1932; Fiske 

& Linville, 1980). For example, Till and Busler (2000) found that the high level of the 

perceived match between a brand and its spokesperson lead to a more positive brand 

attitude, which is described as the match-up hypothesis. Extending the match-up 

hypothesis in the context of brand-attribute association, if a consumer’s schema for a 

brand attribute were inconsistent with his or her schema for emotion(s) then the 

association would be filtered out. Conversely, if there was congruence between the brand 

attribute and the emotion, one would reinforce the other. In this regard, sport marketers 

should consider the match between brand attributes and emotions for developing 

marketing communications when using those two factors together. 
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Limitations and Future Research 

Although this study is the first empirical step in exploring how brand attributes 

and emotions are associated with each other, it has a primary limitation in terms of 

sampling and research target. In order to identify the appropriate and strong associations 

between emotions and brand attributes, the study utilized a specific sample (college 

students) and a specific research target (the Texas Longhorns football team). This narrow 

scope of research sample and target could restrict the generalizability of the study 

findings in other contexts (different samples and research targets). Therefore, the findings 

of the study needs to be applied carefully only for the brand attribute-emotion 

associations for college student fans and college sport teams. For instance, the 

respondents (college students) in this study showed a strong association between annoyed 

and concessions, but this association may not be salient in the context of professional 

sport teams, due to its wider range of food and beverage offering of concessions. In this 

sense, in order to obtain the generalizability of the identified brand attribute-emotion 

associations in this study, future research should test and confirm such associations across 

different contexts (e.g., adult sample, levels of sport).  
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Chapter 8: Study 5 

The purpose of Study 5 was to examine the relative effectiveness of emotions 

over cognition on sport consumer behavior in the sport advertising setting. Specifically, 

the study tested the relative effectiveness of emotional, rational, and combination 

advertising appeals on sport consumer behavior. For this, brand attribute-emotion 

associations identified in Study 4 were used as contents for three types of advertising 

appeals. 

Research Design  

To test the relative effectiveness of emotional, rational, and combination 

advertising appeals on sport consumer behaviors, a 2 (emotion) × 2 (cognition) 

incomplete block design was employed. The incomplete block design enables testing of 

the main effects for each factor (Kirk, 1968).  The two levels of emotion were high and 

low. The two levels of cognition were high and low. Since the cell described by low 

emotion and low cognition does not represent any one of the emotional, rational, and 

combination advertising, it was not presented in subsequent analyses. Therefore, three 

advertisements needed to be developed for each of the three experimental conditions. 

However, an additional advertisement for each of the three experimental conditions was 

developed just in case the original three advertisements failed their manipulation checks. 

If the six advertisements passed the manipulation check, three advertisements that better 

represent each of the three types of advertising appeals would be selected for further 

analysis. In total, six advertisements were developed for the three experimental 
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conditions. 

Stimuli  

 The six advertisements were designed to stimulate respondents’ emotion, or 

thinking, or both. Study 4 identified that brand mark and tradition were more emotionally 

appealing brand attributes whereas stadium and team play were less emotionally (more 

cognitively) appealing brand attributes.  Based on these findings, two emotional 

advertisements consisted of images of brand mark and tradition and associated 

advertising slogans that evoke respondents’ emotions. Study 4 found that both brand 

mark and tradition were most strongly associated with an emotion, proud (see Table 7.2). 

Accordingly, the first emotional advertisement for brand mark contained the UT 

longhorns logo image with an emotion-evoking advertising slogan, “Hook ‘em Horns! 

Make Us Proud.” The second emotional advertisement for tradition included the image of 

Vince Young holding the Rose Bowl trophy (that can evoke a feeling of history of 

success) with an emotion-evoking slogan, “Tradition of Excellence.” Both emotional 

slogans were designed to make respondents feel “proud.” 

On the other hand, two rational advertisements consisted of the images of stadium 

and team play and the descriptions of their features. The first rational advertisement for 

stadium contained an image of the Longhorns football stadium with a description of the 

features of the upgraded facility. The second rational advertisement for team play 

included an image of the Longhorns football team’s team play with a description of its 

offensive and defensive records.  The descriptions of the features of the Longhorns 
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football stadium and the Longhorns football team’s team play were designed to stimulate 

respondents’ cognitive thinking. 

Since combination advertisements are advertising appeals that combine emotional 

and rational contents, the study used the same emotional advertisements described above, 

but added the descriptions of histories of the Longhorns logo and the information about 

other past national championships in the advertisements. Therefore, the first combination 

advertisement included both emotional content (the same ad used for the first emotional 

ad) and rational content (the description of the histories of Longhorns logo). Similarly, 

the second combination advertisement contained both emotional content (the same ad 

used for the second emotional ad) and a description of other past national championships 

as a rational input. Both the same formats used in the emotional advertisements and the 

information about the logo and other past national championships were designed to 

appeal to respondents’ emotion and thinking.  

Sample and Procedure  

Sixty participants for each of the six advertisements were recruited, for a total of 6 

× 60 participants, from undergraduate classes at The University of Texas at Austin. Along 

with receiving the survey questionnaires, each participant was assigned randomly to one 

of the three experimental conditions (one of the six advertisements). Participants were 

first asked to carefully read an advertisement, and then be asked to provide answers to 

each question on the basis of the advertisement. The survey questionnaires that include 

the six advertisements are presented in Appendix H. 
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Measure 

After exposure to the advertisements, participants were asked to indicate their 

ratings of manipulation check, attitudes toward the advertisements, attitudes toward the 

Longhorns football team, purchase intention, merchandise consumption, and fanship. A 

manipulation check was measured using Ruiz and Sicilia’s (2004) two items: “The 

advertisement is emotional” and “The advertisement is informational.” The two 

manipulation check items were assessed with a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 

(strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly disagree).  

Attitude toward the ad (Aad) and brand attribute (Abrand) were measured using Ang 

and Lim’s (2006) 7-point semantic-differential items: not appealing/very appealing, not 

interesting/very interesting, dislike/like, and bad/good. 

Purchase intention was measured with a single item: “How likely do you think it 

is that you would attend the Texas Longhorns football team’s game(s) in the future?” with 

a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 7 (very likely). Team-related 

merchandise consumption was measured with a single item: “How likely do you think it 

is that you would purchase the Texas Longhorns merchandise?” with a 7-point Likert 

scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 7 (very likely).  

The measure for fanship was adopted from Trail and James’ (2001) scale and was 

slightly changed to fit in the context of Longhorns football:  “I consider myself to be a 

“real” fan of the Longhorns football team” “I would experience a loss if I had to stop 

being a fan of the Longhorns football team” and “Being a fan of the Longhorns football 
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team is very important to me.” All three items were measured with a 7-point Likert scale 

ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Demographic questions such as 

gender and age were included in the survey.  

Data Analysis 

To test the relative effectiveness of types of advertising appeals on consumer 

behaviors, a MANCOVA with three experimental conditions (emotional ad: high 

emotion/low cognition vs. rational ad: low emotion/high cognition vs. combination ad: 

high emotion/high cognition) was conducted for each of the four dependent variables: 

attitudes toward the ads, brand attitudes, purchase intention, and merchandise 

consumption. Fanship was included as a covariate in order to control for a pre-existing 

characteristic that has been shown to affect sport consumer behavior (Fisher & Wakefield, 

1998; Wakefield & Sloan, 1995; Wann & Branscombe, 1990). 

Results 

Manipulation check. To test the manipulation effects of three types of 

advertising appeals (emotional, rational, and combination advertising), respondents were 

asked to rate the extent to which the given advertisements were emotional or 

informational. As shown in Table 8.1, t-test analyses indicated that only four of the six 

advertisements (emotional ad for brand mark, emotional ad for tradition, rational ad for 

stadium, and combination ad for tradition) were significant in both emotion and 

information. That is, respondents’ perceptions about manipulations in emotion and 

information for the four advertisements were effective. All mean scores for four 
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advertisements differed significantly with respect to the medium point of the scale (4). 

However, the emotional advertisement for brand mark was dropped because its pair for 

combination advertisement (i.e., combination ad for brand mark) failed the manipulation 

check. Accordingly, only three advertisements, an emotional ad (tradition), rational ad 

(stadium), and combination ad (tradition) were chosen for further analysis. 

 

Table 8.1  Information and Emotions Transmitted by the Ads 

Ad type Emotion transmission Information transmission 

Emotional ad (brand mark)                4.45* 2.35** 

Emotional ad (tradition) 5.35** 2.67** 

Rational ad (stadium) 2.88** 5.70** 

Rational ad (team play)                4.22 4.60** 

Combination ad (brand mark)                3.97 5.45** 

Combination ad (tradition) 5.42** 5.63** 

Asterisk represents significance of difference with respect to the medium point of the 

scale (4).  

**p < .01; *p < .05. 

 

Reliability.  Cronbach’s alpha was calculated to check internal reliability of the 

two dependent variables (attitude toward the ad and brand attitude) and covariate 

(fanship) for each of the three advertisements. Since purchase intention and merchandise 

consumption were measured using a single item, their reliability was not tested.  As 

shown in Table 8.2, all Cronbach’s alphas for the three scales across the three advertising 

settings were higher than the cut-off of .70 (cf. Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). Therefore, 

all three scales are deemed as reliable.  
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Table 8.2  Reliability of Dependent Measures and Covariate  

Ad type DVs and Covariate Cronbach’s α 

Emotional ad Attitude toward the ad .896 

 Attitude toward the brand .936 

 Fanship  .826 

Rational ad Attitude toward the ad .905 

 Attitude toward the brand .936 

 Fanship  .897 

Combination ad Attitude toward the ad .911 

 Attitude toward the brand .853 

 Fanship  .929 

 

Effects of three types of advertising appeals on consumer behavior. To test 

the relative effectiveness of emotional, rational, and combinational ads on consumer 

behavior, a MANCOVA with three conditions was performed for the four dependent 

variables: Aad, Abrand , purchase intention, and merchandise consumption. Fanship was the 

covariate. 

With the use of the Wilks’ Lambda, the MANCOVA procedure for Aad, Abrand , 

purchase intention, and merchandise consumption indicated that the main effects of the 

ad type and fanship were statistically significant: for ad type, F(8,346) = 4.536, p = .001; 

for fanship, F(4,173) = 33.659, p = .001. 

Univariate tests were then conducted to further understand any significant 

differences for each of the four dependent variables. Univariate tests showed the main 

effects of ad type on the four dependent variables: for Aad, F(2,176) = 10.421, p = .001; 

for Abrand, F(2,176) = 4.028, p = .019; for purchase intention, F(2,176) = 4.087, p = .018; 

for merchandise consumption, F(2,176) = 4.807, p = .009. The covariate, fanship, was 
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significant for all four dependent measures: for Aad, F(1,176) = 6.939, p = .009; for 

Abrand, F(1,176) = 101,435, p = .001; for purchase intention, F(1,176) = 72.283, p = .001; 

for merchandise consumption, F(1,176) = 35.424, p = .001. 

 

 

Table 8.3  Estimated Marginal Means of DVs after Controlling for the Effect of Fanship 

DVs Ad type Mean S.E 

Ad attitude 

  

Emotional  5.38 .17 

Rational 4.31 .16 

Combination  4.94 .17 

Brand attitude 

 

Emotional  5.88 .13 

Rational 5.36 .13 

Combination  5.66 .13 

Purchase intention Emotional  6.22 .18 

Rational 5.69 .18 

Combination  5.52 .18 

Merchandise 

consumption 

Emotional  6.09 .19 

Rational 5.25 .19 

Combination  5.71 .19 

 

 

However, because ad type as an independent variable has three levels (emotional, 

rational, and combination ads), pairwise comparisons tests were conducted to examine 

whether there are significant differences between the advertisements in the four 

dependent variables. As shown in Table 8.4, for Aad, both emotional and combination ads 

were greater than rational ad while there was no significant difference between emotional 

and combination ads. For Abrand, the emotional ad was greater than the rational ad while 

there were no significant differences between emotional and combination ads and 

between rational and combination ads. For purchase intention, the emotional ad was 

greater than both the rational and combination ads while there was no significant 
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difference between the rational and combination ads. For merchandise consumption, the 

emotional ad was greater than the rational ad while there were no significant differences 

between emotional and combination ads and between rational and combination ads. The 

results of pairwise comparisons tests for the three advertisements is presented in Table 

8.4. 

 

 

Table 8.4  Pairwise Comparisons Tests for Three Advertisements 

 

DVs 

 

(1) Ad type 

 

(2) Ad type 

Mean 

Diff. 

 

p-value 

Differences between three ads 

at the p = .05 level 

Ad attitude Emotional Rational 1.07 .001 Emotional and Combination 

> Rational  Combination .44 .070 

Rational Emotional -1.07 .001 

 Combination -.63 .007 

Combination Emotional -.44 .070 

 Rational .63 .007 

Brand 

attitude 

Emotional Rational .52 .005 Emotional > Rational 

 Combination .22 .237 

Rational Emotional -.52 .005 

 Combination -.30 .103 

Combination Emotional -.22 .237 

 Rational .30 .103 

Purchase 

intention 

Emotional Rational .53 .036 Emotional > Rational and 

Combination  Combination .71 .007 

Rational Emotional -.53 .036 

 Combination .17 .486 

Combination Emotional -.71 .007 

 Rational -.17 .486 

Merchandise 

consumption 

Emotional Rational .84 .002 Emotional > Rational 

 Combination .39 .165 

Rational Emotional -.84 .002 

 Combination -.46 .091 

Combination Emotional -.39 .165 

 Rational .45 .091 
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In summary, emotional advertising led to  a stronger attitude toward the ad, brand 

attitude, purchase intention, and merchandise consumption than rational advertising. 

Combination advertising also led to a stronger attitude toward the ad than rational 

advertising. Finally, emotional advertising led to greater purchase intention than 

combination advertising. 

Discussion 

This study was the final stage of five sequential studies, and the study design was 

the reflection of all findings through Studies 1, 2, 3, and 4. As stated earlier, a key 

purpose of this dissertation was to identify key emotions associated with sport team 

brands and to develop a reliable, valid scale to measure these emotions. By extension, 

another key purpose was to test the effect of such emotions over cognitive brand 

attributes on consumer behavior in the sport advertising setting. In order to achieve this 

purpose, a 2 (emotion) × 2 (cognition) experimental design was conducted, which created 

three experimental conditions for three types of advertising appeals (emotional, rational, 

and combination advertisements). 

The study found that the effect of an emotional advertising appeal on overall sport 

consumer behavior was greater than that of a rational advertising appeal. This finding is 

in line with the prior studies in advertising suggesting the primacy of emotional ads over 

rational ads (Choi & Thorson, 1983; Goldberg & Gorn, 1987; Page et al., 1990). More 

importantly, this finding supports the argument of a contingency approach that the 

relative effectiveness of rational and emotional advertising depends on the type of 
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product (Holbrook & O’Shaughnessy, 1984; Johar & Sirgy, 1991). That is, emotional 

advertising work best for symbolic products. According to Armstrong (2007), sport teams 

are a symbolic product in terms of their visibility in use, variability in purchase, and 

personalizability. As symbolic products are primarily consumed for self-expressive and 

affective purposes (Mano & Oliver, 1993), it is not surprising that emotional advertising 

that appeals to sport consumers’ emotional arousal and self-expressive needs (here, 

successful by attaching to tradition of success)  had a greater effect on attitude toward the 

ad, brand attitude, purchase intention, and merchandise consumption than rational 

advertising. Furthermore, this is consistent with the FCB grid model developed by an 

advertising agency, Foote Cone & Belding (Vaughan, 1980). According to the FCB grid 

model, emotional appeals work best for high involvement/feeling products, such as 

clothes, cosmetics, and jewelry. Considering the experiential and hedonic nature of sport 

team consumption and the high importance of the sport team to sport consumers, 

emotional advertising can work best for sport teams.  

In addition, this finding supports the recent neuroscience approach in advertising 

that suggested that emotions (rather than cognition) are the clue to much of consumer 

behavior and therefore should be regarded as the most vital factor in the advertising 

process (Ambler & Bume, 1999; Du Plessis, 2005; Hall, 2002). In fact, in the realm of 

advertising, the traditional AIDA (Attention-Interest-Desire-Action) model or hierarchy 

of effects model has been the foremost model for quite some time (Strong, 1925).  

According to this approach, desire (here emotions) took place only after consumers 
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engaged in cognitive processing (interest). In this model, the role of emotions is limited 

in the sense that it can generate behavior (action) only on the basis of how cognition 

works. However, neuroscience has found a scientific basis for why the emotional content 

of advertising is more influential than any rational information. According to LeDoux 

(1996), the direct link between thalamus and the emotional brain (amygdale) enables the 

brain to respond emotionally, before conscious awareness of stimuli. Furthermore, 

Damasio (1994, 1999) suggested that when emotion and cognition enter into conflict, 

emotions win. A neurologist Calne (2000) clearly states the essential role of emotion in 

decision-making, “The essential difference between emotion and reason is that emotion 

leads to action while reason leads to conclusions” (p. 14). The evidence of the dominant 

effectiveness of emotional advertising over rational advertising in sport consumer 

behavior suggests that the traditional AIDA model’s idea about the dependent role of 

emotions does not seem to be applicable to the context of symbolic consumption where 

sport team brands are consumed. 

Interestingly, the study exhibited that the effect of combination advertising on 

consumer behavior was not the weakest among the three types of advertisements. As 

shown in Table 8.4, the effect of combination advising on consumer behavior was at least 

equal to or greater than that of rational advertising.  This is contrary to prior works 

suggesting that either a rational or emotional appeal is more effective for consumer 

responses than a combination appeal because emotional and rational contents of 
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combination advertising can interfere with each other (e.g., Armstrong, 2010; Elpers et 

al., 2003; Mehta & Purvis, 2006; Stewart& Furse, 1986). 

This unexpected outcome may be accounted for by the symbolic nature prevailing 

in sport team consumption. Previous work in sport brand literature suggested that sport 

team consumption is symbolic in nature (Bauer et al., 2008; Gladden & Funk, 2002). This 

perspective posits that sport consumers tend to consume their team due to symbolic 

reasons rather than functional reasons, which can meet sport consumers’ underlying 

needs such as self-enhancement and self expression. Of course, as confirmed in this 

study, emotional advertising works best to satisfy these symbolic needs of sport 

consumers. However, the emotional content of combination advertising also seems to 

work to meet symbolic needs. When sport consumers are exposed to combination 

advertising, its emotional component might be more important to them than its rational 

component, but the trade-off between the two components might be more influential than 

rational advertising. 

Another interpretation is possible. According to recent research conducted by a 

market research company, Millward Brown (2009), emotional advertising appeals led to 

greater consumer involvement with the ads than rational advertising appeals while 

combination appeals fell in between the two appeals. The more involvements with the ads 

positively affect attitudes toward the ads and brands (Buchholz  & Smith, 1991; Petty, 

Cacioppo, & Schumann, 1983; Muehling & Laczniak, 1988). Considering these two 

findings that consumers’ involvement with combination advertising fell in between 
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emotional and rational advertising and that the subsequent effects of those involvements 

with the ads on consumer behavior, by extension, our finding that combination 

advertising was the second most powerful factor in sport consumer behavior seems to be 

reasonable.  

In summary, in the context of sport team advertising, emotional advertising is the 

most powerful advertising appeal in sport consumer behavior followed by combination 

advertising while rational advertising is the weakest one. These findings provide sport 

marketers with critical insight into how marketing communications should be developed 

and designed in terms of emotion-cognition relation. 

Limitations and Future Research  

This study is a vital first step in examining the relative advertising effectiveness 

of three different types of advertising appeals (emotional, rational, and combination 

advertising) in sport consumer behavior. The study confirmed the primacy of emotional 

advertising over rational advertising in the context of sport teams as symbolic products, 

but also discovered an unexpected outcome that rational advertising is less effective for 

sport consumers than combination advertising. Although the study findings provide sport 

marketers with some insight into how they can design advertising campaigns for their 

fans, these findings should be carefully applied to marketing practice with some 

limitations. First, since the study tested the effectiveness of emotional, rational, and 

combination advertising only in a college football setting (i.e., the Texas Longhorns 

football team), the results of the study mentioned above may have a limitation for 
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generalization to other contexts (e.g., professional sports, other sports). Accordingly, 

future research should seek to test and confirm the relative effectiveness of the three 

advertising appeals identified in this study across different contexts (e.g., sports, levels of 

sport, other college football teams). Second, the study tested sport fans’ evolutions about 

advertising appeals for their teams. Therefore, sport teams may be able to use the study 

findings when targeting only current fans rather than potential fans. However, as sport 

teams have increasingly endeavored to attract new fans and convert potential fans (i.e., 

simple spectators) to loyal fans (Shank, 2002), future research should examine whether 

emotional advertising works for the potential fans, and if not, which advertising appeal 

among three types of advertising appeals work best for them.  

The study showed that the relative effectiveness of combination advertising on 

consumer behavior was at least equal to or greater than that of rational advertising, 

implying that these results are contrary to previous work in consumer behavior that 

suggested that rational advertising is a better choice for marketing communications than 

combination advertising. It is reasonable to attribute this result to an interpretation that 

the trade-off between emotional and rational components of combination advertising may 

outperform rational advertising, due to the symbolic nature of sport team consumption. 

While this suggests that combination advertising can be a more effective marketing 

communication than rational advertising, the reason why combination advertising that 

has been considered as the worst type of advertising appeal in persuading consumers was 

a better persuasive tool for sport consumer behavior remains largely unclear. Thus, future 
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research armed with more elaborate theories should be conducted to explore why 

emotional and rational elements of combination advertising do not interfere with each 

other, thereby working better for sport consumers than rational advertising. 
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Chapter 9: Overall Discussion 

Based on the findings of the studies conducted in the dissertation, this chapter 

discusses how the study findings contribute to our understanding of emotions in the sport 

consumer behavior discipline, particularly in the context of brand context, and suggests 

subsequent, practical implications.  

Contributions of the Study Findings to the Understanding of Emotions in Sport 

Consumer Behavior 

Past studies on emotions in sport consumer behavior have primarily endeavored 

to understand how sport consumers feel during or after watching sporting events (e.g., 

Kerr et al., 2005; Sloan, 1979; Svebak, 1993; Wann et al., 1994). Within this traditional 

approach, sport consumers’ emotions are fundamentally dependent of game outcomes in 

that how sport consumers feel is a great deal affected by game outcomes. The popularity 

of the game outcome-based approach on emotions may be attributed to its strong 

theoretical backgrounds (e.g., entertainment, eustress, self-esteem) suggesting that one of 

the most important motives for spectatorship is emotional; sport consumers are likely to 

watch sports because they anticipate positive emotional rewards from their viewing 

(Gantz, 1981). By understating sport consumers’ emotions within the motivation 

framework of spectatorship, the conventional game outcome-based approach on emotions 

has been the foremost model for quite some time in explaining the affective aspect of 

sport consumers (Raney, 2006).  

However, sport consumers’ emotions in relation to their teams encompasses far 
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more than receiving emotional rewards from viewing the teams’ outcomes; there are 

meanings that result from all aspects of sport teams that sport consumers experience 

beyond just watching the game outcomes. In order to explore sport consumers’ emotional 

attachments to their teams rather than emotional responses to game outcomes, the study 

examined what kinds of emotions sport consumers feel when they think about their 

favorite teams. As a result, the study identified seven key dimensions of emotions that 

sport consumers attach to their teams: connectedness (passion, nostalgia, supportive, and 

connected), elation (happy, excited, pleased, proud, optimistic, and entertained), 

competitive aggressiveness (competitive and aggressive), surprise (amazed, surprised, 

and astonished), anger (annoyed, frustrated, and rage), unhappiness (suffering, sad, regret, 

and dejected), and worry (fearful and anxious).  

Compared to the past two representative emotion studies in sport consumer 

behavior based on the game outcome approach, the contents and structure of emotions 

identified from this study are more abundant. That is, Sloan (1979) and Svebak (1993) 

developed 16 emotions, respectively, that are affected by teams’ performance whereas 

this study identified 24 emotions as emotional attachments to favorite sport teams. 

Furthermore, those two studies took the simple dichotomous (positive vs. negative) 

approach of emotions, but this study identified the seven dimensions that can more 

deeply enrich the dimensional repertories of emotions in sport. Consequently, the study 

extends the scope of our understanding of emotions in sport consumer behavior by 

understanding sport consumers’ emotions as meanings that they attach to their teams 
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rather than as passive emotional reactions to the game outcomes. 

In addition, the findings of the study deepen our understanding of the role of 

emotions in sport consumer identity. As fanship has been recognized as one of the most 

powerful drivers in sport consumer behavior, it is the most widely studied topic in the 

sport consumer literature (Gladden & Funk, 2002). Based on the social identity theory, 

sport consumer researchers view fanship as sport spectators or fans’ tendency to connect 

to their teams and as experiencing the teams’ successes and failures as their own 

(Ashforth & Mael, 1989; Madrigal, 2000; Wann & Branscombe, 1993; Wann et al., 2001). 

They have suggested a fan’s need for affiliation with others (Gwinner & Swanson, 2003; 

Underwood, Bond, & Baer, 2001; Wann, 1997) and his or her desire to feel part of 

distinctive groups (Ashforth & Mael, 1989, Branscombe, Ellemers, Spears, & Doosje, 

1999) as two key psychological factors that facilitate fanship. Although these works tell 

us what fanship is and what functions it has, their primary focus is on the cognitive 

component of fanship; they have been mainly interested in the degree to which 

individuals see themselves as fans of particular teams, the extent to which their 

significant others (e.g., friends) view themselves as fans, or how closely the individuals 

follow the progress of the teams. Some works on fanship pointed out the importance of 

the affective aspect of fanship by acknowledging that fanship is composed of cognitive, 

affective, and behavioral components (e.g., Gantz & Wenner, 1995; Sloan, 1989). 

However, these works did not clarify how fanship is manifested in terms of emotional 

expression. 
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 As discussed earlier, cognitive and emotional processes in human memory 

interact with each other in order to deal with highly significant stimuli (Damasio, 1994; 

LeDoux, 1996). In the context of fanship, even when sport consumers form a 

psychological connection with a particular team and feel like they are part of the team, 

emotions are involved in fanship processing (cf. LeDoux, 1996; McLean, 1990) because 

fanship as personal meaning and value comes from a socially significant stimulus (here, 

sport teams) among sport fans. As a result, fanship could be regarded as a product of the 

interactions between cognitive and emotional processes and should reflect both 

components. In this sense, the structure and contents of emotions identified from this 

study may help to complete fanship as a combination of cognitive and emotional 

processes to significant, social stimuli (sport teams). For example, four individual 

emotions, passion, nostalgia, supportive, and connected, of the connectedness dimension 

seem to represent the emotional expressions of the relational aspects to sport teams in 

fanship while the competitiveness dimension seems to reflect the emotional expression of 

the group distinctiveness in fanship with fans’ wish that they want to be members of more 

competitive teams against their opponents. Other emotional dimensions such as elation, 

anger, sadness, and worry seem to represent the emotional expressions of a common 

destiny associated with the rise and fall of their teams or further intensify overall brand 

experience with all aspects of the teams. Accordingly, emotions associated with sport 

team brands seem to highlight the affective denotation that completes and enriches the 

cognitive component (i.e., psychological connection to sport teams, belongingness with 
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other fans, the sense of common destiny with the teams, and overall brand experience) of 

fanship. 

 As fanship has a great impact on a variety of consumer behaviors (e.g., game 

attendance, merchandise consumption, becoming a loyal fan), a number of sport 

consumer researchers have explored how strong fanship is built. In searching for an 

answer for how to build strong fanship, they have attempted to understand fanship within 

the brand perspective because it provides how fanship as a brand association (a brand 

benefit) exists in consumer memory based on relations with other brand associations (e.g., 

brand attributes) and therefore, provides sport marketers with a basis for marketing 

communication strategies with regard to how brand attributes should be leveraged in 

order to create, maintain, or enhance fanship (Bauer et al., 2008; Gladden & Funk, 2002; 

Ross et al., 2006). In this regard, past studies on sport branding have paid close attention 

to only cognitive brand attributes as key drivers of sport consumer behavior such as 

fanship. Accordingly, in the sport brand model, the role of emotions is limited in the 

sense that emotions are viewed as a consequence of utility that derives from consumers’ 

cognitive evaluation of brand attributes (cf. Aaker, 1996; Keller, 1993).  

 However, as the neuroscience approach suggested, the dependent role of emotions 

no longer seems to be valid in explaining consumer behavior. This is the case in sport 

team consumption. That is, whenever sport consumers encounter the brand attributes (e.g., 

players, stadium, tradition) of sport teams, the experiences with them could be coded in 

sport consumer memory on a cognitive and emotional basis (Gordon, 2002). For instance, 
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if sport consumers experience the high quality of players, the rational evaluation of the 

players’ quality and associated emotions would be intertwined and coded together in 

consumer memory. From the standpoint of brand meaning, to consume a sport team as a 

brand is to consume a cluster of meanings, and these meanings are grounded in both 

brand attributes and associated emotions (cf. Batey, 2008). The associated emotions add 

color and meaning to the cognitive brand attributes, and this is how brand meaning is 

imprinted in consumer memory. This may imply that brand attributes themselves are no 

longer sole key drivers of sport consumer behavior and that associated emotions also play 

a vital role in sport consumer behavior.  

 In line with the neuroscience approach regarding brand, the study empirically 

tested how emotions and cognitive brand attributes are intertwined and their effect on 

sport consumer behavior. The study found that certain emotions (e.g., proud, supportive, 

pleased) of the connected and elation dimensions were strongly associated with brand 

attributes while other emotions (e.g., suffering, sad, regret, dejected) of the sad dimension 

were weakly associated with brand attributes. Furthermore, the strong brand attribute-

emotion associations showed a significant, positive relationship with sport consumer 

behavior, such as fanship and team loyalty. These findings indicate that when sport 

consumers encounter a sport team, their cognitive and emotional components mingle in 

their memory and that the integrated brand meaning is involved in their behavior. From 

these findings, now we know that sport consumers not only seek the high quality of brand 

attributes but also anticipate experiencing personally meaningful emotions in their team 
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consumption. By identifying the appropriate brand attribute-emotion associations, the 

study extends the role of emotions in the context of sport team brands that has received 

scant attention in the past. 

 Although the study found the integrated effect of the two components (brand 

attributes and emotions) of brand meaning in the context of sport teams, the relative 

contribution of each of those components on sport consumer behavior remains unclear. 

However, identifying their relative effectiveness is important in that it can provide sport 

marketers with some insight into how the two components of brand meaning are designed 

when implementing marketing communication strategies. In order to answer this inquiry, 

the study examined the relative contribution of each of the brand attributes and emotions 

on consumer behavior in a sport advertising setting and revealed that emotional 

advertising (with low cognition/high emotion) works better for sport consumers than 

rational advertising (with high cognition/low emotion). This finding suggests that sport 

consumers tend to rely more on emotions in their sport team consumption (as symbolic 

consumption) than rational evaluation.  

 The studies utilized in the dissertation are the first steps in exploring what kind of 

emotions are associated with sport team brands, what role emotions play in relation to 

cognitive brand attributes in consumer behavior, and what the relative contribution of 

emotions over cognitive brand attributes on consumer behavior is. The messages from the 

findings of the studies are clear. At the micro-level, sport consumers experience brand 

attributes, and associated emotions add personal meaning to the brand attribute 
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experiences. At the macro-level, emotions associated with sport team brands would be an 

amalgamation of emotions associated with each brand attribute in the sense that they are 

formed, enhanced, or even changed through ongoing experiences with cognitive brand 

attributes. Emotions that are robustly linked to the teams in consumer memory will more 

effectively guide sport consumer behavior than cognitive brand attributes. Once again, 

the neurologist Calne’s (2002) claim that emotion leads to action whereas reason leads to 

conclusions echoes in the realm of sport consumer behavior. 

Managerial Implications 

The findings from throughout this dissertation have many practical implications 

for the sport marketing practice. Through Study 1 and 2, the seven dimensions of 

emotions associated with sport team brand were identified. The emotion scale is a 

psychometrically sound tool for sport marketers interested in better understanding the 

affective aspects of sport fans. Study 2 revealed that connectedness, elation, and 

competitiveness were positively related to sport consumer behavior whereas surprise, 

unhappiness, and worry were negatively related to it. Interestingly, anger had a dual 

(positive and negative) relationship with sport consumer behavior. These results provide 

some insight into how sport marketers maximize (minimize) positive (negative) 

consumer behavior by fostering (controlling) the identified emotions as part of an 

integrated marketing communications strategy to build a loyal fan base. First of all, since 

brand emotions are a product of repeated experiences with the brand (Batey, 2008), sport 

teams should provide sport consumers with positive brand experiences over time that can 
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be leveraged to create positive emotional connections to the team (i.e., connectedness, 

elation, or competitiveness). Considering sport marketers’ fate that even though sport 

team consumption primarily occurs within stadia/arenas, but they have the inability to 

control the core product, a key way to create a positive brand experience is to provide a 

positive stadium experience by offering high quality service. In this regard, the 

sportscape’s recommendations are useful (Wakefield, Blodgett, & Sloan, 1996); sport 

teams should provide better stadium services (e.g., stadium access, parking, facility 

cleanliness, lack of crowding, and fan control) in order to create a positive stadium 

experience as a basis for positive brand experiences and associated emotions. However, 

such a basis for creating positive brand emotions is not necessarily limited to the physical 

surroundings suggested by the sportscape, because the affective aspect of brand 

experience is often grounded in sensory experiences (cf.  Brakus et al., 2009)  Lee, Heere, 

and Chung (in press) and Lee, Lee, Seo, and Green (2012) found that sensory experiences 

of sport consumers at stadia positively affected their behavior, such as overall stadium 

experience, fanship, and team loyalty.  In this regard, in addition to the high quality of the 

physical surroundings where their key focuses are only on sight (e.g., facility 

aesthetics/parking) and touch (e.g., seating comfort), sport teams can enhance consumers’ 

brand experiences and associated emotions by more holistically leveraging stadium 

experience through their five senses (e.g., a stadium’s architecture, sightlines, sound of 

cheering, stadium music, stadium’s unique smells, food smells, a full range of food and 

beverage services, and good tasting food).  
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Yet, brand experience as a basis for brand emotion is necessarily restricted to the 

sport venues; rather sport consumers may develop emotions about their teams based on 

all aspects of sport teams that they experience beyond the on-field experience. In this 

regard, promoting the community service of star player, team members, head coach, or 

sport organization itself can be another good marketing communication strategy in order 

to create positive emotions associated with sport teams, especially connectedness. Further, 

this suggestion is empirically grounded in a finding of this study about brand attribute-

emotion associations that demonstrated that star player, team members, head coach, and 

organizational attributes were strongly associated with an emotion, supportive, of 

connectedness dimension. By making these brand attributes engage in community service, 

sport teams can enhance the supportive emotion and behavior from their fans. 

Considering its positive relationship with consumer behavior, eliciting 

competitiveness can also be a good marketing communication strategy. For instance, 

advertising that can stimulate sport consumers’ competitiveness would work well for 

important matches, particularly matches against main rivals. 

Unlike the positive brand emotions mentioned above, sport teams should 

minimize the possibility for consumers to experience surprise, unhappiness, and worry in 

consuming sport teams as brands. Similar to the suggestions to create the positive brand 

emotions, sport teams should provide positive stadium experiences, regardless of their 

physical or sensory aspects, in order to minimize negative emotional experiences. If 

consumers have a negative emotional experience within sport venues, providing 
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meaningful community services beyond the physical territories is a good strategy to trade 

off the negative stadium experiences. 

In the case of surprise, participants reported its negative relationship with their 

behavior. Although the study did not clarify which valence (positive versus negative) the 

surprise has, (unpleasant) surprise tends to be largely associated with fluctuating and 

unpredictable service quality (cf. Berry, Parasuraman, & Zeithaml, 1994; Derbaix & 

Vanhamme, 2003; Westbrook & Oliver, 1991). In this regard, sport teams should pay 

closer attention to providing more stable service quality. 

The study found that anger had a positive effect on overall consumer behavior 

except brand attribute. In interpreting this result, the study suggested that like happiness, 

anger tends to enable consumers to make decisions on the basis of optimism (Lerner & 

Keltner, 2001) and therefore, anger may not mitigate or even enhance their relationships 

with the teams in terms of team commitment and subsequent behaviors. Nevertheless, 

sport teams should not make their fans experience anger. In fact, in spite of the positive 

relationships between anger and sport consumer behavior identified from this study, the 

majority of consumer behavior suggested that anger is an important indicator of 

compliant behavior, negative WOM, and switching (e.g., Bougie, Pieters, & Zeelenberg, 

2003). However, effective service recovery is likely to reduce a customer’s negative 

emotions (e.g. anger) and even turn angry customers into loyal customers (Boshoff, 1997; 

Gustafsson, 2009). Therefore, it is critical that effective service recovery efforts should be 

given a priority in developing customer services and that service staff need to be trained 
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to recognize and cope with anger in customers. 

The study also identified four psychometrically distinctive dimensions of brand 

attributes (performance-related, team-related, external, and fan-interactive factors), but 

the magnitude of their effects on consumer behavior varied. At the practical level, sport 

marketers can develop marketing communication strategies using the identified 

dimensions either in aggregate or independently. When developing and implementing 

marketing communications, however, more elaborate efforts should be given to external 

(logo, tradition, and stadium) and fan-interactive (management and organizational 

attributes) dimensions of brand attributes than before. In fact, the study identified the 

external factor as the most powerful indicator for fanship and team loyalty among the 

identified four factors. Furthermore, although the performance-related and team-related 

factors are subject to variations in composition and quality, the external and fan-

interactive factors enable sport teams to have more stability and continuity. In this sense, 

the importance of the non-product-related attributes (in this study, external and fan-

interactive factors) should be more recognized than in the past. Consequently, sport teams 

aiming to increase fanship and team loyalty should build, cultivate, and enhance the 

external and fan-interactive aspects of brand attributes.  

In terms of the congruence between cognition and emotions, sport teams can also 

develop marketing communications that appropriately match brand attributes and 

associated emotions in order to maximize team identity and team loyalty. The study 

empirically identified the psychometric matches between brand attributes and associated 
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emotions of sport teams. For instance, an emotion, proud, was most associated with brand 

mark. Consequently, sport teams should develop and use marketing communications, for 

example, advertising that reflects the proud-brand mark association to better appeal to 

sport consumers’ existing schemas through the match-up process. This is not to suggest 

that the marketing communications, particularly advertising, should balance both 

cognitive and emotional contents in composition; rather, they should be appropriately 

matched-up.  

Based on all findings identified in the previous studies, the final study tested the 

relative effectiveness of emotional advertising on sport consumer behavior over rational 

and combination advertising and found that emotional advertising appealed more to sport 

consumers than rational advertising and combination advertising. Based on this finding, 

sport teams should use emotional advertising that can generate a strong emotional 

response rather than rational and combination advertising. Since as shown in Study 2, 

three positive emotional dimensions (i.e., connectedness, elation, and competitiveness) 

positively affected sport consumer behavior, thus, sport teams can use these emotions in 

developing and designing emotional advertising appeals for the teams. In addition, sport 

teams can also use the matches between brand attributes and associated emotions 

identified in Study 4 in order to develop emotional advertising. For instance, as shown in 

Appendix H, tradition can be used as a visual image for emotional advertising while 

proud can be used as an emotion-evoking slogan for it. In addition, it is important to note 

that since emotional advertising can help the ad-evoked emotions transfer to the brand, 
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emotional advertising  should be designed to result in a positive emotional takeout. 

It is important to note here that the managerial implications suggested in this 

section need to be carefully applied to only the college student fan segment of 

professional or college sport teams at this time because the studies throughout the 

dissertation utilized college student samples in both professional and college sport team 

settings. Accordingly, follow-up studies to confirm the study findings in other contexts or 

samples can help to generalize the managerial implications. 

Concluding Thoughts  

This study was the first step towards the exploration of emotions that sport 

consumers (i.e., college students) have with their favorite sport teams and the test of its 

relative effectiveness over cognition in a sport advertising setting (i.e., college football 

team advertising). The challenge is to identify the means to capitalize on positive 

emotions and to minimize negative emotions that sport consumers experience in their 

sport team consumption. The seven dimensions of emotions that sport fans have about 

their teams identified in this study are the other side that completes sport consumer 

psychology combined with cognitive brand attributes and serve as a significant 

foundation to the understanding of consumer experience with the teams. The study 

suggests that providing positive brand experiences in and outside sport venues is a 

potentially valuable means upon which to build that foundation. The study also proposes 

that emotional advertising, the incarnation of emotions associated with sport teams, is a 

vital means to foster sport consumers’ approach behavior. 
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 Consuming sport teams as brands is more than merely consuming sporting events; 

it involves meanings that sport consumers attach to their teams. Positive emotional 

attachments are at the heart of the consumer meanings. By cultivating the positive 

emotional experiences, sport teams can make the sport consumers more enjoyable and 

more emotionally connected to them, thus increasing their approach behavior. This more 

emotional approach to understanding sport consumer behavior offers a vital 

counterbalance to an overreliance on team performance in building a staunchly loyal fan 

base.  
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Survey Form Using Stimulus-bound Associations (Study 1) 

 

THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SURVEY  

 

The purpose of this survey is to indentify how you perceive emotions associated with a 

sport team.  This survey will take approximately 10 minutes to complete.  There are no 

risks, benefits, and any other costs for your participation.  There are also no 

compensations for your participation.  Your participation in this survey is voluntary, and 

not participating in the survey will not have an effect on your grade in the class. You may 

choose not to participate and/or to withdraw from the survey at any time.  The 

questionnaire is anonymous.   

 

The results of the survey may be published but neither your name nor your individual 

answers will be known.  If you have any questions concerning the survey, please contact 

Seunghwan Lee at tonylee71@mail.utexas.edu. 

 

This study has been reviewed and approved by The University of Texas at Austin 

Institutional Review Board.   If you have questions about your rights as a study 

participant, or are dissatisfied at any time with any aspect of this study, you may contact - 

anonymously, if you wish - the Institutional Review Board by phone at (512) 471-8871 or 

email at orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu.  

   

Completion of the questionnaire means that you have given your consent to participate. 

 

 

1.  What is your favorite professional sport team? _______________________________ 

 

 

2. Please write down as many one-emotion words of whatever comes to your mind when 

you think about your favorite team. It is important you do not write the same word more 

than once. 

 

favorite team ___________________          favorite team ___________________ 

 

favorite team ___________________          favorite team ___________________ 

 

favorite team ___________________          favorite team ___________________ 

 

favorite team ___________________          favorite team ___________________ 
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favorite team ___________________          favorite team ___________________ 

 

favorite team ___________________          favorite team ___________________ 

 

favorite team ___________________          favorite team ___________________ 

 

favorite team ___________________          favorite team ___________________ 

 

favorite team ___________________          favorite team ___________________ 

 

favorite team ___________________          favorite team ___________________ 

 

favorite team ___________________          favorite team ___________________ 

 

favorite team ___________________          favorite team ___________________ 

 

favorite team ___________________          favorite team ___________________ 

 

favorite team ___________________          favorite team ___________________ 

 

favorite team ___________________          favorite team ___________________ 

 

favorite team ___________________          favorite team ___________________ 

 

favorite team ___________________          favorite team ___________________ 

 

favorite team ___________________          favorite team ___________________ 

 

favorite team ___________________          favorite team ___________________ 

 

favorite team ___________________          favorite team ___________________ 

 

 

3. I am a: Male (     )       Female (     ) 

 

4. I was born in 19_____. 

 

Thank You 
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Appendix B: Eight Versions of Survey Checklists for Frequency Analysis (Study 1) 

 

THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SURVEY (1-1) 

 

The purpose of this survey is to examine your perceptions of emotions associated with a 

sport team.  This survey will take approximately 3 minutes to complete.  There are no 

risks, benefits, and any other costs for your participation.  There are also no 

compensations for your participation.  Your participation in this survey is voluntary, and 

not participating in the survey will not have an effect on your grade in the class. You may 

choose not to participate and/or to withdraw from the survey at any time.  The 

questionnaire is anonymous.   

  

The results of the survey may be published but neither your name nor your individual 

answers will be known.  If you have any questions concerning the survey, please contact 

Seunghwan Lee at tonylee71@mail.utexas.edu. 

 

This study has been reviewed and approved by The University of Texas at Austin 

Institutional Review Board.   If you have questions about your rights as a study 

participant, or are dissatisfied at any time with any aspect of this study, you may contact - 

anonymously, if you wish - the Institutional Review Board by phone at (512) 471-8871 or 

email at orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu.  

   

Completion of the questionnaire means that you have given your consent to participate. 

 

 

1. What is your favorite professional sport team? ________________________________ 

 

2. When you think about the team that you named above, what emotions do you feel? 

    Please, put a check mark beside any word below that describes how you feel when 

you think about the team.   Check all that apply.   There are no right or wrong answers.   

 

When I think about the team that I named above, 

 

I feel accepted (      )  I feel awed (      )  I feel controlled (      ) 

I feel dominated (      ) I feel free (      )  I feel hysteria (      ) 

I feel liking (      )  I feel playful (      )  I feel scared (      ) 

I feel terror (      )  I feel worthy (      )  I feel adoration (      ) 

I feel being valued (      ) I feel community (      ) I feel dread (      ) 

I feel frightened (      ) I feel impulsive (      )  I feel love (      ) 

I feel positive (      )  I feel sentimental (      ) I feel tired (      ) 

I feel aggravated (      ) I feel betrayed (      )  I feel curious (      ) 
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I feel dutiful (      )  I feel wishful (      )  I feel independent (      ) 

I feel mad (      )  I feel pretty (      )  I feel shock (      ) 

I feel transgressed (      ) I feel alarmed (      )  I feel blissful (      ) 

I feel delighted (      )  I feel embarrassed (      ) I feel gloomy (      ) 

I feel infatuation (      ) I feel miserable (      )  I feel puzzled (      ) 

I feel sluggish (      )  I feel unaroused (      ) I feel altruistic (      ) 

I feel calm (      )  I feel determined (      ) I feel energetic (      ) 

I feel grateful (      )  I feel innocent (      )  I feel mortified (      ) 

I feel rapture (      )  I feel sorrowful (      )  I feel unfulfilled (      ) 

I feel angry (      )  I feel challenged (      ) I feel discontented (      ) 

I feel enthrallment (      ) I feel grumpy (      )  I feel interested (      ) 

I feel neglected (      )  I feel rejection (      )  I feel spite (      ) 

I feel unpleasant (      ) I feel anxious (      )  I feel compassion (      ) 

I feel disinterested (      ) I feel exasperated (      ) I feel harmonious (      ) 

I feel isolation (      )  I feel optimistic (      )  I feel repentant (      ) 

I feel strong (      )  I feel vengeful (      )  I feel arrogant (      ) 

I feel concerned (      ) I feel disregarded (      ) I feel fanatical (      ) 

I feel homesick (      )  I feel jovial (      )  I feel panicky (      ) 

I feel reverent (      )  I feel sullen (      )  I feel warm (      ) 

I feel at rest (      )  I feel connected (      ) I feel distracted (      ) 

I feel ferocity (      )  I feel hostile (      )  I feel knowledgeable (      ) 

I feel peppy (      )  I feel rich (      )  I feel suspicious (      )  

  

 

3. I am a: Male (     )       Female (     ) 

 

4. I was born in 19_____. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank You 
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THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SURVEY (1-2) 

 

The purpose of this survey is to examine your perceptions of emotions associated with a 

sport team.  This survey will take approximately 3 minutes to complete.  There are no 

risks, benefits, and any other costs for your participation.  There are also no 

compensations for your participation.  Your participation in this survey is voluntary, and 

not participating in the survey will not have an effect on your grade in the class. You may 

choose not to participate and/or to withdraw from the survey at any time.  The 

questionnaire is anonymous.   

  

The results of the survey may be published but neither your name nor your individual 

answers will be known.  If you have any questions concerning the survey, please contact 

Seunghwan Lee at tonylee71@mail.utexas.edu. 

 

This study has been reviewed and approved by The University of Texas at Austin 

Institutional Review Board.   If you have questions about your rights as a study 

participant, or are dissatisfied at any time with any aspect of this study, you may contact - 

anonymously, if you wish - the Institutional Review Board by phone at (512) 471-8871 or 

email at orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu.  

   

Completion of the questionnaire means that you have given your consent to participate. 

 

 

1. What is your favorite professional sport team? ________________________________ 

 

2. When you think about the team that you named above, what emotions do you feel? 

    Please, put a check mark beside any word below that describes how you feel when   

    you think about the team.   Check all that apply.   There are no right or wrong answers.   

 

When I think about the team that I named above, 

 

I feel at rest (      )  I feel connected (      ) I feel distracted (      ) 

I feel ferocity (      )  I feel hostile (      )  I feel knowledgeable (      ) 

I feel peppy (      )  I feel rich (      )  I feel suspicious (      ) 

I feel wishful (      )  I feel arrogant (      )  I feel concerned (      ) 

I feel disregarded (      ) I feel fanatical (      )  I feel homesick (      ) 

I feel jovial (      )  I feel panicky (      )  I feel reverent (      ) 

I feel sullen (      )  I feel warm (      )  I feel anxious (      ) 

I feel compassion (      ) I feel disinterested (      ) I feel exasperated (      ) 

I feel harmonious (      ) I feel isolation (      )  I feel optimistic (      ) 

I feel repentant (      )  I feel strong (      )  I feel vengeful (      ) 
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I feel angry (      )  I feel challenged (      ) I feel discontented (      ) 

I feel enthrallment (      ) I feel grumpy (      )  I feel interested (      ) 

I feel neglected (      )  I feel rejection (      )  I feel spite (      ) 

I feel unpleasant (      ) I feel altruistic (      )  I feel calm (      ) 

I feel determined (      ) I feel energetic (      )  I feel grateful (      ) 

I feel innocent (      )  I feel mortified (      )  I feel rapture (      ) 

I feel sorrowful (      )  I feel unfulfilled (      ) I feel alarmed (      ) 

I feel blissful (      )  I feel delighted (      )  I feel embarrassed (      ) 

I feel gloomy (      )  I feel infatuation (      ) I feel miserable (      ) 

I feel puzzled (      )  I feel sluggish (      )  I feel unaroused (      ) 

I feel aggravated (      ) I feel betrayed (      )  I feel curious (      ) 

I feel dutiful (      )  I feel community (      ) I feel independent (      ) 

I feel mad (      )  I feel pretty (      )  I feel shock (      ) 

I feel transgressed (      ) I feel adoration (      )  I feel being valued (      ) 

I feel worthy (      )  I feel dread (      )  I feel frightened (      ) 

I feel impulsive (      )  I feel love (      )  I feel positive (      ) 

I feel sentimental (      ) I feel tired (      )  I feel accepted (      ) 

I feel awed (      )  I feel controlled (      ) I feel dominated (      ) 

I feel free (      )  I feel hysteria (      )  I feel liking (      ) 

I feel playful (      )  I feel scared (      )  I feel terror (      )   

  

 

3. I am a: Male (     )       Female (     ) 

 

4. I was born in 19_____. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank You 
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THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SURVEY (2-1) 

 

The purpose of this survey is to examine your perceptions of emotions associated with a 

sport team.  This survey will take approximately 3 minutes to complete.  There are no 

risks, benefits, and any other costs for your participation.  There are also no 

compensations for your participation.  Your participation in this survey is voluntary, and 

not participating in the survey will not have an effect on your grade in the class. You may 

choose not to participate and/or to withdraw from the survey at any time.  The 

questionnaire is anonymous.   

  

The results of the survey may be published but neither your name nor your individual 

answers will be known.  If you have any questions concerning the survey, please contact 

Seunghwan Lee at tonylee71@mail.utexas.edu. 

 

This study has been reviewed and approved by The University of Texas at Austin 

Institutional Review Board.   If you have questions about your rights as a study 

participant, or are dissatisfied at any time with any aspect of this study, you may contact - 

anonymously, if you wish - the Institutional Review Board by phone at (512) 471-8871 or 

email at orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu.  

   

Completion of the questionnaire means that you have given your consent to participate. 

 

 

1. What is your favorite professional sport team? ________________________________ 

 

2. When you think about the team that you named above, what emotions do you feel? 

    Please, put a check mark beside any word below that describes how you feel when   

    you think about the team.   Check all that apply.   There are no right or wrong answers.   

 

When I think about the team that I named above, 

 

I feel accomplished (      ) I feel bad (      )  I feel controlling (      ) 

I feel doubtful (      )  I feel frenzied (      )  I feel imaginative (      ) 

I feel loathing (      )  I feel pleasant surprise (      )I feel scornful (      ) 

I feel thankful (      )  I feel wrathful (      )  I feel adventurous (      ) 

I feel belonging (      )  I feel creative (      )  I feel droopy (      ) 

I feel frustrated (      ) I feel in a bad mood (      ) I feel loved (      ) 

I feel powerful (      )  I feel serene (      )  I feel tormented (      ) 

I feel aggressive (      ) I feel bitterness (      )  I feel defeated (      ) 

I feel eager (      )  I feel woeful (      )  I feel indifferent (      ) 

I feel marginalized (      ) I feel proud (      )  I feel shy (      ) 
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I feel triumph (      )  I feel alert (      )  I feel blue (      ) 

I feel depressed (      )  I feel emotional (      )  I feel glorious (      ) 

I feel influenced (      ) I feel modesty (      )  I feel quiescent (      ) 

I feel smart (      )  I feel uncertain (      )  I feel amazed (      ) 

I feel cared-for (      )  I feel devoted (      )  I feel enlightened (      ) 

I feel great (      )  I feel insecure (      )  I feel moved (      ) 

I feel rebellious (      )  I feel sorry (      )  I feel unhappy (      ) 

I feel anguish (      )  I feel cheerful (      )  I feel discouraged (      ) 

I feel enthusiastic (      ) I feel guided (      )  I feel intimidated (      ) 

I feel nervous (      )  I feel relaxed (      )  I feel startled (      ) 

I feel appreciative (      ) I feel unpleasant surprise (      )I feel competent (      ) 

I feel dislike (      )  I feel excited (      )  I feel hatred (      ) 

I feel jealousy (      )  I feel out of control (      ) I feel resentment (      ) 

I feel submissive (      ) I feel victorious (      )  I feel ashamed (      ) 

I feel confident (      )  I feel disrespected (      ) I feel fantastic (      ) 

I feel hopeful (      )  I feel joyful (      )  I feel passion (      ) 

I feel revitalized (      ) I feel superior (      )  I feel warmhearted (      ) 

I feel attentive (      )  I feel contemplative (      ) I feel distressed (      ) 

I feel festive (      )  I feel humiliated (      ) I feel lighthearted (      ) 

I feel pessimistic (      ) I feel romantic (      )  I feel sympathy (      ) 

 

 

3. I am a: Male (     )       Female (     ) 

 

4. I was born in 19_____. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank You 
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THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SURVEY (2-2) 

 

The purpose of this survey is to examine your perceptions of emotions associated with a 

sport team.  This survey will take approximately 3 minutes to complete.  There are no 

risks, benefits, and any other costs for your participation.  There are also no 

compensations for your participation.  Your participation in this survey is voluntary, and 

not participating in the survey will not have an effect on your grade in the class. You may 

choose not to participate and/or to withdraw from the survey at any time.  The 

questionnaire is anonymous.   

  

The results of the survey may be published but neither your name nor your individual 

answers will be known.  If you have any questions concerning the survey, please contact 

Seunghwan Lee at tonylee71@mail.utexas.edu. 

 

This study has been reviewed and approved by The University of Texas at Austin 

Institutional Review Board.   If you have questions about your rights as a study 

participant, or are dissatisfied at any time with any aspect of this study, you may contact - 

anonymously, if you wish - the Institutional Review Board by phone at (512) 471-8871 or 

email at orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu.  

   

Completion of the questionnaire means that you have given your consent to participate. 

 

 

1. What is your favorite professional sport team? ________________________________ 

 

2. When you think about the team that you named above, what emotions do you feel? 

    Please, put a check mark beside any word below that describes how you feel when   

    you think about the team.   Check all that apply.   There are no right or wrong answers.   

 

When I think about the team that I named above, 

 

I feel attentive (      )  I feel contemplative (      ) I feel distressed (      ) 

I feel festive (      )  I feel humiliated (      ) I feel lighthearted (      ) 

I feel pessimistic (      ) I feel romantic (      )  I feel sympathy (      ) 

I feel woeful (      )  I feel ashamed (      )  I feel confident (      ) 

I feel disrespected (      ) I feel fantastic (      )  I feel hopeful (      ) 

I feel joyful (      )  I feel passion (      )  I feel revitalized (      ) 

I feel superior (      )  I feel warmhearted (      ) I feel appreciative (      ) 

I feel competent (      ) I feel dislike (      )  I feel excited (      ) 

I feel hatred (      )  I feel jealousy (      )  I feel out of control (      ) 

I feel resentment (      ) I feel submissive (      ) I feel victorious (      ) 
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I feel anguish (      )  I feel cheerful (      )  I feel discouraged (      ) 

I feel enthusiastic (      ) I feel guided (      )  I feel intimidated (      ) 

I feel nervous (      )  I feel relaxed (      )  I feel startled (      ) 

I feel amazed (      )  I feel unpleasant surprise (      )I feel cared-for (      ) 

I feel devoted (      )  I feel enlightened (      ) I feel great (      ) 

I feel insecure (      )  I feel moved (      )  I feel rebellious (      ) 

I feel sorry (      )  I feel unhappy (      )  I feel alert (      ) 

I feel blue (      )  I feel depressed (      )  I feel emotional (      ) 

I feel glorious (      )  I feel influenced (      ) I feel modesty (      ) 

I feel quiescent (      )  I feel smart (      )  I feel uncertain (      ) 

I feel aggressive (      ) I feel bitterness (      )  I feel defeated (      ) 

I feel eager (      )  I feel wrathful (      )  I feel indifferent (      ) 

I feel marginalized (      ) I feel proud (      )  I feel shy (      ) 

I feel triumph (      )  I feel adventurous (      ) I feel belonging (      ) 

I feel creative (      )  I feel droopy (      )  I feel frustrated (      ) 

I feel in a bad mood (      ) I feel loved (      )  I feel powerful (      ) 

I feel serene (      )  I feel tormented (      ) I feel accomplished (      ) 

I feel bad (      )  I feel controlling (      ) I feel doubtful (      ) 

I feel frenzied (      )  I feel imaginative (      ) I feel loathing (      ) 

I feel scornful (      )  I feel pleasant surprise (      )I feel thankful (      ) 

 

 

3. I am a: Male (     )       Female (     ) 

 

4. I was born in 19_____. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank You 
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THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SURVEY (3-1) 

 

The purpose of this survey is to examine your perceptions of emotions associated with a 

sport team.  This survey will take approximately 3 minutes to complete.  There are no 

risks, benefits, and any other costs for your participation.  There are also no 

compensations for your participation.  Your participation in this survey is voluntary, and 

not participating in the survey will not have an effect on your grade in the class. You may 

choose not to participate and/or to withdraw from the survey at any time.  The 

questionnaire is anonymous.   

  

The results of the survey may be published but neither your name nor your individual 

answers will be known.  If you have any questions concerning the survey, please contact 

Seunghwan Lee at tonylee71@mail.utexas.edu. 

 

This study has been reviewed and approved by The University of Texas at Austin 

Institutional Review Board.   If you have questions about your rights as a study 

participant, or are dissatisfied at any time with any aspect of this study, you may contact - 

anonymously, if you wish - the Institutional Review Board by phone at (512) 471-8871 or 

email at orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu.  

   

Completion of the questionnaire means that you have given your consent to participate. 

 

 

1. What is your favorite professional sport team? ________________________________ 

 

2. When you think about the team that you named above, what emotions do you feel? 

    Please, put a check mark beside any word below that describes how you feel when   

    you think about the team.   Check all that apply.   There are no right or wrong answers.   

 

When I think about the team that I named above, 

 

I feel active (      )  I feel bashful (      )  I feel convenient (      ) 

I feel downhearted (      ) I feel fresh (      )  I feel impatient (      ) 

I feel lonely (      )  I feel pleasantly stressed (      )I feel self-expressed (      ) 

I feel threatened (      ) I feel zeal (      )  I feel affection (      ) 

I feel benefited (      )  I feel critical (      )  I feel drowsy (      ) 

I feel fulfilled (      )  I feel in control (      )  I feel loyal (      ) 

I feel powerless (      )  I feel sexy (      )  I feel tough (      ) 

I feel agitated (      )  I feel blameless (      )  I feel defiant (      ) 

I feel ecstasy (      )  I feel glad (      )  I feel indignation (      ) 

I feel mature (      )  I feel provocative (      ) I feel skeptical (      ) 
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I feel trusting (      )  I feel alienated (      )  I feel bored (      ) 

I feel desire (      )  I feel empathetic (      ) I feel glum (      ) 

I feel influential (      ) I feel mollified (      )  I feel quiet (      ) 

I feel social (      )  I feel uneasy (      )  I feel ambitious (      ) 

I feel carefree (      )  I feel disagreeable (      ) I feel enraged (      ) 

I feel grief (      )  I feel inspired (      )  I feel mysterious (      ) 

I feel refreshed (      )  I feel spirited (      )  I feel unimpressed (      ) 

I feel annoyed (      )  I feel comfortable (      ) I feel disdainful (      ) 

I feel envious (      )  I feel guilty (      )  I feel involved (      ) 

I feel nostalgia (      )  I feel relieved (      )  I feel still (      ) 

I feel unsatisfied (      ) I feel apprehensive (      ) I feel competitive (      ) 

I feel dismay (      )  I feel exhilarated (      ) I feel helped (      ) 

I feel jittery (      )  I feel outrage (      )  I feel respected (      ) 

I feel successful (      )  I feel vigorous (      )  I feel astonished (      ) 

I feel conflicted (      )  I feel dissatisfaction (      ) I feel fascinated (      ) 

I feel hopeless (      )  I feel jubilation (      )  I feel peaceful (      ) 

I feel revolted (      )  I feel supportive (      ) I feel welcomed (      ) 

I feel attracted (      )  I feel contemptuous (      ) I feel distrust (      ) 

I feel fine (      )  I feel humorous (      ) I feel like celebrating (      ) 

I feel pity (      )  I feel sad (      )  I feel tenderness (      ) 

I feel worried (      )   I feel craving (      )  I feel gaiety (      ) 

 

 

 

3. I am a: Male (     )       Female (     ) 

 

4. I was born in 19_____. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank You 
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THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SURVEY (3-2) 

 

The purpose of this survey is to examine your perceptions of emotions associated with a 

sport team.  This survey will take approximately 3 minutes to complete.  There are no 

risks, benefits, and any other costs for your participation.  There are also no 

compensations for your participation.  Your participation in this survey is voluntary, and 

not participating in the survey will not have an effect on your grade in the class. You may 

choose not to participate and/or to withdraw from the survey at any time.  The 

questionnaire is anonymous.   

  

The results of the survey may be published but neither your name nor your individual 

answers will be known.  If you have any questions concerning the survey, please contact 

Seunghwan Lee at tonylee71@mail.utexas.edu. 

 

This study has been reviewed and approved by The University of Texas at Austin 

Institutional Review Board.   If you have questions about your rights as a study 

participant, or are dissatisfied at any time with any aspect of this study, you may contact - 

anonymously, if you wish - the Institutional Review Board by phone at (512) 471-8871 or 

email at orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu.  

   

Completion of the questionnaire means that you have given your consent to participate. 

 

 

1. What is your favorite professional sport team? ________________________________ 

 

2. When you think about the team that you named above, what emotions do you feel? 

    Please, put a check mark beside any word below that describes how you feel when   

    you think about the team.   Check all that apply.   There are no right or wrong answers.   

 

When I think about the team that I named above, 

 

I feel attracted (      )  I feel contemptuous (      ) I feel distrust (      ) 

I feel fine (      )  I feel humorous (      ) I feel like celebrating (      ) 

I feel pity (      )  I feel sad (      )  I feel tenderness (      ) 

I feel worried (      )  I feel astonished (      ) I feel conflicted (      ) 

I feel dissatisfaction (      ) I feel fascinated (      ) I feel hopeless (      ) 

I feel jubilation (      )  I feel peaceful (      )  I feel revolted (      ) 

I feel supportive (      ) I feel welcomed (      )  I feel apprehensive (      ) 

I feel competitive (      ) I feel dismay (      )  I feel exhilarated (      ) 

I feel helped (      )  I feel jittery (      )  I feel outrage (      ) 

I feel respected (      )  I feel successful (      )  I feel vigorous (      ) 
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I feel annoyed (      )  I feel comfortable (      ) I feel disdainful (      ) 

I feel envious (      )  I feel guilty (      )  I feel involved (      ) 

I feel nostalgia (      )  I feel relieved (      )  I feel still (      ) 

I feel unsatisfied (      ) I feel ambitious (      )  I feel carefree (      ) 

I feel disagreeable (      ) I feel enraged (      )  I feel grief (      ) 

I feel inspired (      )  I feel mysterious (      ) I feel refreshed (      ) 

I feel spirited (      )  I feel unimpressed (      ) I feel alienated (      ) 

I feel bored (      )  I feel desire (      )  I feel empathetic (      ) 

I feel glum (      )  I feel influential (      ) I feel mollified (      ) 

I feel quiet (      )  I feel social (      )  I feel uneasy (      ) 

I feel agitated (      )  I feel blameless (      )  I feel defiant (      ) 

I feel ecstasy (      )  I feel glad (      )  I feel indignation (      ) 

I feel mature (      )  I feel provocative (      ) I feel skeptical (      ) 

I feel trusting (      )  I feel affection (      )  I feel benefited (      ) 

I feel critical (      )  I feel drowsy (      )  I feel fulfilled (      ) 

I feel in control (      )  I feel loyal (      )  I feel powerless (      ) 

I feel sexy (      )  I feel tough (      )  I feel active (      ) 

I feel bashful (      )  I feel convenient (      ) I feel downhearted (      ) 

I feel fresh (      )  I feel impatient (      )  I feel lonely (      ) 

I feel self-expressed (      ) I feel pleasantly stressed (      )I feel threatened (      ) 

I feel craving (      )  I feel gaiety (      )  I feel zeal (      ) 

 

 

3. I am a: Male (     )       Female (     ) 

 

4. I was born in 19_____. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank You 
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THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SURVEY (4-1) 

 

The purpose of this survey is to examine your perceptions of emotions associated with a 

sport team.  This survey will take approximately 3 minutes to complete.  There are no 

risks, benefits, and any other costs for your participation.  There are also no 

compensations for your participation.  Your participation in this survey is voluntary, and 

not participating in the survey will not have an effect on your grade in the class. You may 

choose not to participate and/or to withdraw from the survey at any time.  The 

questionnaire is anonymous.   

  

The results of the survey may be published but neither your name nor your individual 

answers will be known.  If you have any questions concerning the survey, please contact 

Seunghwan Lee at tonylee71@mail.utexas.edu. 

 

This study has been reviewed and approved by The University of Texas at Austin 

Institutional Review Board.   If you have questions about your rights as a study 

participant, or are dissatisfied at any time with any aspect of this study, you may contact - 

anonymously, if you wish - the Institutional Review Board by phone at (512) 471-8871 or 

email at orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu.  

   

Completion of the questionnaire means that you have given your consent to participate. 

 

1. What is your favorite professional sport team? ________________________________ 

 

2. When you think about the team that you named above, what emotions do you feel? 

    Please, put a check mark beside any word below that describes how you feel when   

    you think about the team.   Check all that apply.   There are no right or wrong answers.   

 

When I think about the team that I named above, 

 

I feel admiration (      ) I feel beautiful (      )  I feel cool (      ) 

I feel dramatic (      )  I feel friendly (      )  I feel important (      ) 

I feel longing (      )  I feel pleased (      )  I feel self-respect (      ) 

I feel thrilled (      )  I feel zest (      )  I feel afraid (      ) 

I feel benevolent (      ) I feel crowded (      )  I feel dull (      ) 

I feel fury (      )  I feel inattentive (      ) I feel lust (      ) 

I feel preoccupied (      ) I feel sheepish (      )  I feel traditional (      ) 

I feel agony (      )  I feel blameworthy (      ) I feel dejected (      ) 

I feel elated (      )  I feel glee (      )  I feel industrious (      ) 

I feel melancholy (      ) I feel pure (      )  I feel sleepy (      ) 

I feel ugly (      )  I feel alive (      )  I feel brave (      ) 
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I feel despair (      )  I feel encouraged (      ) I feel good (      ) 

I feel informed (      )  I feel moral (      )  I feel rage (      ) 

I feel soothed (      )  I feel unexcited (      )  I feel amused (      ) 

I feel caring (      )  I feel disappointed (      ) I feel entertained (      ) 

I feel grouchy (      )  I feel insulted (      )  I feel negative (      ) 

I feel regret (      )  I feel spiritual (      )  I feel uninformed (      ) 

I feel anticipation (      ) I feel committed (      ) I feel disgusted (      ) 

I feel euphoria (      )  I feel happy (      )  I feel irritated (      ) 

I feel offended (      )  I feel remorseful (      ) I feel stimulated (      ) 

I feel upset (      )  I feel aroused (      )  I feel concentrating (      ) 

I feel displeasure (      ) I feel expectant (      )  I feel helpless (      ) 

I feel jolly (      )  I feel overstimulated (      ) I feel rested (      ) 

I feel suffering (      )  I feel virtuous (      )  I feel at ease (      ) 

I feel confused (      )  I feel distaste (      )  I feel fearful (      ) 

I feel horror (      )  I feel kind (      )  I feel pensive (      ) 

I feel revulsion (      )  I feel surprised (      )  I feel wide-awake (      ) 

I feel autonomous (      ) I feel contented (      )  I feel dominant (      ) 

I feel fondness (      )  I feel hurt (      )             I feel placid (      )  

I feel satisfied (      )  I feel tense (      )                    I feel worshipful (      ) 

I feel gay (      )  I feel like we are a family (      ) 

 

 

3. I am a: Male (     )       Female (     ) 

 

4. I was born in 19_____. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank You 
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THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SURVEY (4-2) 

 

The purpose of this survey is to examine your perceptions of emotions associated with a 

sport team.  This survey will take approximately 3 minutes to complete.  There are no 

risks, benefits, and any other costs for your participation.  There are also no 

compensations for your participation.  Your participation in this survey is voluntary, and 

not participating in the survey will not have an effect on your grade in the class. You may 

choose not to participate and/or to withdraw from the survey at any time.  The 

questionnaire is anonymous.   

  

The results of the survey may be published but neither your name nor your individual 

answers will be known.  If you have any questions concerning the survey, please contact 

Seunghwan Lee at tonylee71@mail.utexas.edu. 

 

This study has been reviewed and approved by The University of Texas at Austin 

Institutional Review Board.   If you have questions about your rights as a study 

participant, or are dissatisfied at any time with any aspect of this study, you may contact - 

anonymously, if you wish - the Institutional Review Board by phone at (512) 471-8871 or 

email at orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu.  

   

Completion of the questionnaire means that you have given your consent to participate. 

 

 

1. What is your favorite professional sport team? ________________________________ 

 

2. When you think about the team that you named above, what emotions do you feel? 

    Please, put a check mark beside any word below that describes how you feel when   

    you think about the team.   Check all that apply.   There are no right or wrong answers.   

 

When I think about the team that I named above, 

 

I feel autonomous (      ) I feel contented (      )  I feel dominant (      ) 

I feel fondness (      )  I feel hurt (      )       I feel like we are a family (      ) 

I feel placid (      )  I feel satisfied (      )  I feel tense (      ) 

I feel worshipful (      ) I feel at ease (      )  I feel confused (      ) 

I feel distaste (      )  I feel fearful (      )  I feel horror (      ) 

I feel kind (      )  I feel pensive (      )  I feel revulsion (      ) 

I feel surprised (      )  I feel wide-awake (      ) I feel aroused (      ) 

I feel concentrating (      ) I feel displeasure (      ) I feel expectant (      ) 

I feel helpless (      )  I feel jolly (      )  I feel overstimulated (      ) 

I feel rested (      )  I feel suffering (      )  I feel virtuous (      ) 
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I feel anticipation (      ) I feel committed (      ) I feel disgusted (      ) 

I feel euphoria (      )  I feel happy (      )  I feel irritated (      ) 

I feel offended (      )  I feel remorseful (      ) I feel stimulated (      ) 

I feel upset (      )  I feel amused (      )  I feel caring (      ) 

I feel disappointed (      ) I feel entertained (      ) I feel grouchy (      ) 

I feel insulted (      )  I feel negative (      )  I feel regret (      ) 

I feel spiritual (      )  I feel uninformed (      ) I feel alive (      ) 

I feel brave (      )  I feel despair (      )  I feel encouraged (      ) 

I feel good (      )  I feel informed (      )  I feel moral (      ) 

I feel rage (      )  I feel soothed (      )  I feel unexcited (      ) 

I feel agony (      )  I feel blameworthy (      ) I feel dejected (      ) 

I feel elated (      )  I feel glee (      )  I feel industrious (      ) 

I feel melancholy (      ) I feel pure (      )  I feel sleepy (      ) 

I feel ugly (      )  I feel afraid (      )  I feel benevolent (      ) 

I feel crowded (      )  I feel dull (      )  I feel fury (      ) 

I feel inattentive (      ) I feel lust (      )  I feel preoccupied (      ) 

I feel sheepish (      )  I feel traditional (      ) I feel admiration (      ) 

I feel beautiful (      )  I feel cool (      )  I feel dramatic (      ) 

I feel friendly (      )  I feel important (      ) I feel longing (      ) 

I feel pleased (      )  I feel self-respect (      ) I feel thrilled (      ) 

I feel zest (      )   I feel gay (      ) 

  

 

3. I am a: Male (     )       Female (     ) 

 

4. I was born in 19_____. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank You 
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Appendix C: Two Versions of Survey Questionnaire for EFA (Study 2) 

 

THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SURVEY (1) 

 

The purpose of this survey is to examine your perceptions of emotions associated with a 

sport team. Participants must be 18 years old or older to participate in the study. This 

survey will take approximately 5 minutes to complete.  There are no risks, benefits, and 

any other costs for your participation.  There are also no compensations for your 

participation.  Your participation in this survey is voluntary, and not participating in the 

survey will not have an effect on your grade in the class. You may choose not to 

participate and/or to withdraw from the survey at any time.  The questionnaire is 

anonymous.   

 

The results of the survey may be published but neither your name nor your individual 

answers will be known.  If you have any questions concerning the survey, please contact 

Seunghwan Lee at tonylee71@utexas.edu. 

 

This study has been processed by the Office of Research Support. If you have questions 

about your rights as a study participant, or are dissatisfied at any time with any aspect of 

this study, you may contact – anonymously, it you wish – the Office of Research Support 

by phone at (512) 471-8871 or email at orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu. 

   

Completion of the questionnaire means that you have given your consent to participate. 

 

 

1. What is your favorite professional sport team?_________________________ 

 

 

2. The following questions require you to think about and rate your level of agreement 

with various aspects of your favorite team.  Please mark your rating in the parentheses 

beside the survey questions.   

 

 

When I think about the team that I named above, 

 

I feel admiration (     ) I feel proud (     ) I feel frustrated (     ) I feel sad (     ) 

I feel passion (      ) I feel optimistic (      ) I feel rage (      )           I feel disappointed (      ) 

I feel nostalgia (      ) I feel entertained (      ) I feel disgusted (      ) I feel regret (      ) 

I feel supportive (      ) I feel envious (      ) I feel dejected (      )  I feel sympathy (      ) 

   Strongly disagree      Disagree      Somewhat disagree      Neutral      Somewhat agree      Agree      Strongly agree           

             1                           2                           3                         4                        5                      6                    7 
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I feel connected (      ) I feel amazed (      ) I feel tormented (      ) I feel fearful (      ) 

I feel happy (      ) I feel surprised (      ) I feel competitive (      ) I feel anxious (      ) 

I feel excited (      ) I feel astonished (      )  I feel suffering (      ) I feel pleased (      )  

I feel annoyed (      ) I feel aggressive (      )  

 

 

 

4. I am a: Male (     )       Female (     ) 

5. I was born in 19_____. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank You 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Strongly disagree      Disagree      Somewhat disagree      Neutral      Somewhat agree      Agree      Strongly agree           

             1                           2                           3                         4                        5                      6                    7 
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THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SURVEY (2) 

 

The purpose of this survey is to examine your perceptions of emotions associated with a 

sport team. Participants must be 18 years old or older to participate in the study. This 

survey will take approximately 5 minutes to complete.  There are no risks, benefits, and 

any other costs for your participation.  There are also no compensations for your 

participation.  Your participation in this survey is voluntary, and not participating in the 

survey will not have an effect on your grade in the class. You may choose not to 

participate and/or to withdraw from the survey at any time.  The questionnaire is 

anonymous.   

 

The results of the survey may be published but neither your name nor your individual 

answers will be known.  If you have any questions concerning the survey, please contact 

Seunghwan Lee at tonylee71@utexas.edu. 

 

This study has been processed by the Office of Research Support. If you have questions 

about your rights as a study participant, or are dissatisfied at any time with any aspect of 

this study, you may contact – anonymously, it you wish – the Office of Research Support 

by phone at (512) 471-8871 or email at orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu. 

   

Completion of the questionnaire means that you have given your consent to participate. 

 

 

1. What is your favorite professional sport team?_________________________ 

 

 

2. The following questions require you to think about and rate your level of agreement 

with various aspects of your favorite team.  Please mark your rating in the parentheses 

beside the survey questions.   

 

When I think about the team that I named above, 

 

 

I feel disappointed (      )I feel nostalgia (      ) I feel disgusted (      ) I feel regret (      ) 

I feel supportive (      ) I feel envious (      ) I feel dejected (      )  I feel sympathy (      ) 

I feel tormented (      ) I feel fearful (      ) I feel happy (      )  I feel connected (      )  

I feel admiration (     ) I feel amazed (      ) I feel anxious (      ) I feel surprised (      ) 

 

  Strongly disagree      Disagree      Somewhat disagree      Neutral      Somewhat agree      Agree      Strongly agree           

             1                           2                           3                         4                        5                      6                    7 
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I feel entertained (      ) I feel sad (     )  I feel proud (     ) I feel frustrated (     ) 

I feel passion (      ) I feel optimistic (      ) I feel rage (      ) I feel annoyed (      ) 

I feel competitive (      ) I feel excited (      ) I feel astonished (      )  I feel suffering (      ) 

I feel aggressive (      ) I feel pleased (      ) 

 

 

 

 

4. I am a: Male (     )       Female (     ) 

5. I was born in 19_____. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank You 

 

 

  Strongly disagree      Disagree      Somewhat disagree      Neutral      Somewhat agree      Agree      Strongly agree           

             1                           2                           3                         4                        5                      6                    7 
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Appendix D: Two Versions of Survey Questionnaire for CFA (Study 2) 

 

THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SURVEY (1) 

 

The purpose of this survey is to examine your perceptions of emotions associated with a 

sport team. Participants must be 18 years old or older to participate in the study. This 

survey will take approximately 5 minutes to complete.  There are no risks, benefits, and 

any other costs for your participation.  There are also no compensations for your 

participation.  Your participation in this survey is voluntary, and not participating in the 

survey will not have an effect on your grade in the class. You may choose not to 

participate and/or to withdraw from the survey at any time.  The questionnaire is 

anonymous.   

 

The results of the survey may be published but neither your name nor your individual 

answers will be known.  If you have any questions concerning the survey, please contact 

Seunghwan Lee at tonylee71@utexas.edu. 

 

This study has been processed by the Office of Research Support. If you have questions 

about your rights as a study participant, or are dissatisfied at any time with any aspect of 

this study, you may contact – anonymously, it you wish – the Office of Research Support 

by phone at (512) 471-8871 or email at orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu. 

   

Completion of the questionnaire means that you have given your consent to participate. 

 

 

1. What is your favorite professional sport team?_________________________ 

 

 

2. The following questions require you to think about and rate your level of agreement 

with various aspects of your favorite team.  Please mark your rating in the parentheses 

beside the survey questions.   

 

 

When I think about the team that I named above, 

 

I feel proud (     ) I feel frustrated (     ) I feel sad (     )  I feel passion (      ) 

I feel optimistic (      ) I feel rage (      )           I feel nostalgia (      ) I feel entertained (      ) 

I feel regret (      )  I feel supportive (      ) I feel dejected (      )  I feel connected (      ) 

   Strongly disagree      Disagree      Somewhat disagree      Neutral      Somewhat agree      Agree      Strongly agree           

             1                           2                           3                         4                        5                      6                    7 
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I feel amazed (      ) I feel fearful (      ) I feel happy (      ) I feel surprised (      ) 

I feel competitive (      ) I feel anxious (      ) I feel excited (      ) I feel astonished (      ) 

I feel suffering (      ) I feel pleased (      ) I feel annoyed (      ) I feel aggressive (      )  

 

 

 

I consider myself to be a “real” fan of my favorite team (      ).  

I would still be committed to my favorite team regardless of the lack of any star players 

(      ). 

I could never switch my loyalty from my favorite team even if my close friends were fans 

of another team (      ). 

I would still be committed to my favorite team regardless of the lack of physical skill 

among the players (      ). 

I would experience a loss if I had to stop being a fan of my favorite team (      ).   

It would be difficult to change my beliefs about my favorite team (      ). 

Being a fan of my favorite team is very important to me (      ). 

 

 

 

 

                                       Less than                 About once                   About once                Every day or 

     Never                    once a month           or twice a month            or twice a week         almost every day 

          1                                 2                                3                                     4                                 5                     

 

How often do you watch your favorite team’s games on TV? (      ) 

How often do you watch sports news related to your favorite team on TV? (      ) 

How often do you search for information related to your favorite team through the 

Internet? (      ) 

How often do you talk about your favorite team with others? (      ) 

How often do you purchase sports merchandise with your favorite team logo? (      ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Strongly disagree      Disagree      Somewhat disagree      Neutral      Somewhat agree      Agree      Strongly agree           

             1                           2                           3                         4                        5                      6                    7  
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3. Please check the box that most appropriately expresses your opinion. 

 

How likely do you think it is that you would attend your favorite team’s game(s) in the 

future? 

          Not at all              Neutral                                   Extremely likely 

�             �             �             �             �             �             � 

 

When I think about my favorite team, I feel…… 

         

     Unpleasant  �   �   �   �   �   �   �     Pleasant 

     Unfavorable �   �   �   �   �   �   �     Favorable 

     Bad   �   �   �   �   �   �   �     Good 

 

 

4. I am a: Male (     )       Female (     ) 

5. I was born in 19_____. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank You 
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THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SURVEY (2) 

 

The purpose of this survey is to examine your perceptions of emotions associated with a 

sport team. Participants must be 18 years old or older to participate in the study. This 

survey will take approximately 5 minutes to complete.  There are no risks, benefits, and 

any other costs for your participation.  There are also no compensations for your 

participation.  Your participation in this survey is voluntary, and not participating in the 

survey will not have an effect on your grade in the class. You may choose not to 

participate and/or to withdraw from the survey at any time.  The questionnaire is 

anonymous.   

 

The results of the survey may be published but neither your name nor your individual 

answers will be known.  If you have any questions concerning the survey, please contact 

Seunghwan Lee at tonylee71@utexas.edu. 

 

This study has been processed by the Office of Research Support. If you have questions 

about your rights as a study participant, or are dissatisfied at any time with any aspect of 

this study, you may contact – anonymously, it you wish – the Office of Research Support 

by phone at (512) 471-8871 or email at orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu. 

   

Completion of the questionnaire means that you have given your consent to participate. 

 

 

1. What is your favorite professional sport team?_________________________ 

 

 

2. The following questions require you to think about and rate your level of agreement 

with various aspects of your favorite team.  Please mark your rating in the parentheses 

beside the survey questions.   

 

When I think about the team that I named above, 

 

 

I feel nostalgia (      ) I feel regret (      ) I feel supportive (      ) I feel dejected (      )  

I feel fearful (      ) I feel happy (      )  I feel connected (      ) I feel amazed (      ) 

I feel anxious (      ) I feel surprised (      )  I feel entertained (      ) I feel sad (     )  

 

 

  Strongly disagree      Disagree      Somewhat disagree      Neutral      Somewhat agree      Agree      Strongly agree           

             1                           2                           3                         4                        5                      6                    7 

mailto:tonylee71@utexas.edu
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I feel proud (     ) I feel frustrated (     ) I feel passion (      ) I feel optimistic (      ) 

I feel rage (      ) I feel annoyed (      ) I feel competitive (      ) I feel excited (      ) 

I feel astonished (      )  I feel suffering (      ) I feel aggressive (      ) I feel pleased (      ) 

 

 

 

I consider myself to be a “real” fan of my favorite team (      ).  

I would still be committed to my favorite team regardless of the lack of any star players 

(      ). 

I could never switch my loyalty from my favorite team even if my close friends were fans 

of another team (      ). 

I would still be committed to my favorite team regardless of the lack of physical skill 

among the players (      ). 

I would experience a loss if I had to stop being a fan of my favorite team (      ).   

It would be difficult to change my beliefs about my favorite team (      ). 

Being a fan of my favorite team is very important to me (      ). 

 

 

 

 

 

                                       Less than                 About once                   About once                Every day or 

     Never                    once a month           or twice a month            or twice a week         almost every day 

         1                                 2                                3                                     4                                 5                     

 

 

How often do you watch your favorite team’s games on TV? (      ) 

How often do you watch sports news related to your favorite team on TV? (      ) 

How often do you search for information related to your favorite team through the 

Internet? (      ) 

How often do you talk about your favorite team with others? (      ) 

How often do you purchase sports merchandise with your favorite team logo? (      ) 

 

 

 

 

 

  Strongly disagree      Disagree      Somewhat disagree      Neutral      Somewhat agree      Agree      Strongly agree           

             1                           2                           3                         4                        5                      6                    7 
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3. Please check the box that most appropriately expresses your opinion. 

 

How likely do you think it is that you would attend your favorite team’s game(s) in the 

future? 

          Not at all              Neutral                                   Extremely likely 

�             �             �             �             �             �             � 

 

When I think about my favorite team, I feel…… 

         

     Unpleasant  �   �   �   �   �   �   �     Pleasant 

     Unfavorable �   �   �   �   �   �   �     Favorable 

     Bad   �   �   �   �   �   �   �     Good 

 

4. I am a: Male (     )       Female (     ) 

5. I was born in 19_____. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank You 
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Appendix E: Two Versions of Survey Questionnaire for EFA (Study 3) 

 

 

THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SURVEY (1) 

 

The purpose of this survey is to examine your perceptions of brand attributes associated 

with a sport team. Participants must be 18 years old or older to participate in the study. 

This survey will take approximately 5 minutes to complete.  There are no risks, benefits, 

and any other costs for your participation.  There are also no compensations for your 

participation.  Your participation in this survey is voluntary, and not participating in the 

survey will not have an effect on your grade in the class. You may choose not to 

participate and/or to withdraw from the survey at any time.  The questionnaire is 

anonymous.   

 

The results of the survey may be published but neither your name nor your individual 

answers will be known.  If you have any questions concerning the survey, please contact 

Seunghwan Lee at tonylee71@utexas.edu. 

 

This study has been processed by the Office of Research Support. If you have questions 

about your rights as a study participant, or are dissatisfied at any time with any aspect of 

this study, you may contact – anonymously, it you wish – the Office of Research Support 

by phone at (512) 471-8871 or email at orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu. 

   

Completion of the questionnaire means that you have given your consent to participate. 

 

 

1. What is your favorite professional sport team?_________________________ 

 

2. Have you ever attended your favorite professional sport team’s home game(s) before?          

                                                                                                      YES (     )  NO (      ) 

 

 

The following questions require you to think about and rate your level of agreement with 

various aspects of your favorite team.  Please rate with the scale below in the parentheses 

beside the survey questions.   

 

Not associate at all                                               Neutral                                                     Strongly associate  

               1                      2                    3                    4                    5                     6                           7 

 

3. Your favorite team may have a star player(s). When you think about your favorite 

team, how strongly do you associate the star player(s) with the team? (       ) 

mailto:tonylee71@utexas.edu
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Not associate at all                                               Neutral                                                     Strongly associate  

               1                      2                    3                    4                    5                     6                           7 

 

4. Your favorite team has a head coach/manager. When you think about your favorite 

team, how strongly do you associate the head coach/manager with the team? (       ) 

 

5. Your favorite team may have various team members. When you think about your 

favorite team, how strongly do you associate the team members with the team? (       ) 

 

6. Your favorite team’s play may have some characteristics (e.g., hard work, dedicated, 

trusted, responsive, intensity, commitment, respectable, perseverant, etc.). When you 

think about your favorite team, how strongly do you associate the team play with the 

team? (       ) 

 

7. Your favorite team may (or may not) be successful this season. When you think about 

your favorite team, how strongly do you associate the success with the team? (       ) 

 

8. Your favorite team may have a rich history or a history of winning in the past. 

When you think about your favorite team, how strongly do you associate the 

history/tradition with the team? (       ) 

 

9. Your favorite team’s stadium/facility may have some characteristics. When you think 

about your favorite team, how strongly do you associate the stadium/facility with the 

team? (       ) 

 

10. You may face other fans when you attend the games of your favorite team. When you 

think about your favorite team, how strongly do you associate the fans with the team? 

(       ) 

 

11. Your favorite team has its own logo and color. When you think about your favorite 

team, how strongly do you associate the team’s logo or color with the team? (       ) 

 

12. Your favorite team’s personnel/management may (or may not) do an outstanding job 

of running the team. When you think about your favorite team, how strongly do you 

associate the team’s personnel/management with the team? (       ) 

 

13. Your favorite team may be in a tough division/conference. When you think about 

your favorite team, how strongly do you associate the team’s major rivals in the 

division/conference with the team? (       ) 
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Not associate at all                                               Neutral                                                     Strongly associate  

               1                      2                    3                    4                    5                     6                           7 

 

14. The concessions at the stadium of your favorite team may (or may not) be excellent. 

When you think about your favorite team, how strongly do you associate the team’s 

concessions with the team? (       ) 

 

15. Your favorite team may be committed or loyal to its fans and community. When 

you think about your favorite team, how strongly do you associate the team’s 

commitment or devotions to the fans/community with the team? (       ) 

 

 

 

 

16. I am a: Male (     )       Female (     ) 

17. I was born in 19_____. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THANK YOU 
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THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SURVEY (2) 

 

The purpose of this survey is to examine your perceptions of brand attributes associated 

with a sport team. Participants must be 18 years old or older to participate in the study. 

This survey will take approximately 5 minutes to complete.  There are no risks, benefits, 

and any other costs for your participation.  There are also no compensations for your 

participation.  Your participation in this survey is voluntary, and not participating in the 

survey will not have an effect on your grade in the class. You may choose not to 

participate and/or to withdraw from the survey at any time.  The questionnaire is 

anonymous.   

 

The results of the survey may be published but neither your name nor your individual 

answers will be known.  If you have any questions concerning the survey, please contact 

Seunghwan Lee at tonylee71@utexas.edu. 

 

This study has been processed by the Office of Research Support. If you have questions 

about your rights as a study participant, or are dissatisfied at any time with any aspect of 

this study, you may contact – anonymously, it you wish – the Office of Research Support 

by phone at (512) 471-8871 or email at orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu. 

   

Completion of the questionnaire means that you have given your consent to participate. 

 

 

1. What is your favorite professional sport team?_________________________ 

 

2. Have you ever attended your favorite professional sport team’s home game(s) before?          

                                                                                                      YES (     )  NO (      ) 

 

 

The following questions require you to think about and rate your level of agreement with 

various aspects of your favorite team.  Please rate with the scale below in the parentheses 

beside the survey questions.   

 

Not associate at all                                               Neutral                                                     Strongly associate  

               1                      2                    3                    4                    5                     6                           7  

 

3. Your favorite team may be committed or loyal to its fans and community. When you 

think about your favorite team, how strongly do you associate the team’s commitment or 

devotions to the fans/community with the team? (       ) 
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Not associate at all                                               Neutral                                                     Strongly associate  

               1                      2                    3                    4                    5                     6                           7 

 

4. Your favorite team’s personnel/management may (or may not) do an outstanding job 

of running the team. When you think about your favorite team, how strongly do you 

associate the team’s personnel/management with the team? (       ) 

 

5. You may face other fans when you attend the games of your favorite team. When you 

think about your favorite team, how strongly do you associate the fans with the team? 

(       ) 

 

6. Your favorite team may (or may not) be successful this season. When you think about 

your favorite team, how strongly do you associate the success with the team? (       ) 

 

7. Your favorite team may be in a tough division/conference. When you think about 

your favorite team, how strongly do you associate the team’s major rivals in the 

division/conference with the team? (       ) 

 

8. The concessions at the stadium of your favorite team may (or may not) be excellent. 

When you think about your favorite team, how strongly do you associate the team’s 

concessions with the team? (       ) 

 

9. Your favorite team may have a rich history or a history of winning in the past. 

When you think about your favorite team, how strongly do you associate the 

history/tradition with the team? (       ) 

 

10. Your favorite team has its own logo and color. When you think about your favorite 

team, how strongly do you associate the team’s logo or color with the team? (       ) 

 

11. Your favorite team may have various team members. When you think about your 

favorite team, how strongly do you associate the team members with the team? (       ) 

 

12. Your favorite team’s play may have some characteristics (e.g., hard work, dedicated, 

trusted, responsive, intensity, commitment, respectable, perseverant, etc.). When you 

think about your favorite team, how strongly do you associate the team play with the 

team? (       ) 

 

13. Your favorite team may have a star player(s). When you think about your favorite 

team, how strongly do you associate the star player(s) with the team? (       ) 
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Not associate at all                                               Neutral                                                     Strongly associate  

               1                      2                    3                    4                    5                     6                           7  

 

14. Your favorite team’s stadium/facility may have some characteristics. When you think 

about your favorite team, how strongly do you associate the stadium/facility with the 

team? (       ) 

 

15. Your favorite team has a head coach/manager. When you think about your favorite 

team, how strongly do you associate the head coach/manager with the team? (       ) 

 

 

 

16. I am a: Male (     )       Female (     ) 

17. I was born in 19_____. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THANK YOU 
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Appendix F: Two Versions of Survey Questionnaire for CFA (Study 3) 

 

 

THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SURVEY (1) 

 

The purpose of this survey is to examine your perceptions of brand attributes associated 

with a sport team. Participants must be 18 years old or older to participate in the study. 

This survey will take approximately 5 minutes to complete.  There are no risks, benefits, 

and any other costs for your participation.  There are also no compensations for your 

participation.  Your participation in this survey is voluntary, and not participating in the 

survey will not have an effect on your grade in the class. You may choose not to 

participate and/or to withdraw from the survey at any time.  The questionnaire is 

anonymous.   

 

The results of the survey may be published but neither your name nor your individual 

answers will be known.  If you have any questions concerning the survey, please contact 

Seunghwan Lee at tonylee71@utexas.edu. 

 

This study has been processed by the Office of Research Support. If you have questions 

about your rights as a study participant, or are dissatisfied at any time with any aspect of 

this study, you may contact – anonymously, it you wish – the Office of Research Support 

by phone at (512) 471-8871 or email at orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu. 

   

Completion of the questionnaire means that you have given your consent to participate. 

 

 

1. What is your favorite professional sport team?_________________________ 

 

 

The following questions require you to think about and rate your level of agreement with 

various aspects of your favorite team.  Please rate with the scale below in the parentheses 

beside the survey questions.   

 

Not associate at all                                               Neutral                                                     Strongly associate  

               1                      2                    3                    4                    5                     6                           7 

 

2. Your favorite team has a head coach/manager. When you think about your favorite 

team, how strongly do you associate the head coach/manager with the team? (       ) 
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Not associate at all                                               Neutral                                                     Strongly associate  

               1                      2                    3                    4                    5                     6                           7 

 

 

3. Your favorite team may have various team members. When you think about your 

favorite team, how strongly do you associate the team members with the team? (       ) 

 

 

4. Your favorite team’s play may have some characteristics (e.g., hard work, dedicated, 

trusted, responsive, intensity, commitment, respectable, perseverant, etc.). When you 

think about your favorite team, how strongly do you associate the team play with the 

team? (       ) 

 

 

5. Your favorite team may (or may not) be successful this season. When you think about 

your favorite team, how strongly do you associate the success with the team? (       ) 

 

 

6. Your favorite team may have a rich history or a history of winning in the past. 

When you think about your favorite team, how strongly do you associate the 

history/tradition with the team? (       ) 

 

 

7. Your favorite team’s stadium/facility may have some characteristics. When you think 

about your favorite team, how strongly do you associate the stadium/facility with the 

team? (       ) 

 

 

8. Your favorite team has its own logo and color. When you think about your favorite 

team, how strongly do you associate the team’s logo or color with the team? (       ) 

 

 

9. Your favorite team’s personnel/management may (or may not) do an outstanding job 

of running the team. When you think about your favorite team, how strongly do you 

associate the team’s personnel/management with the team? (       ) 

 

 

10. Your favorite team may be committed or loyal to its fans and community. When 

you think about your favorite team, how strongly do you associate the team’s 

commitment or devotions to the fans/community with the team? (       ) 
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Please rate with the scale below in the parentheses beside the survey questions.   

 

Strongly disagree       Disagree      Somewhat disagree        Neutral       Somewhat agree           Agree           Strongly agree           

             1                          2                           3                            4                         5                          6                         7 

 

11. I consider myself to be a “real” fan of my favorite team (       ).  

12. I would still be committed to my favorite team regardless of the lack of any star 

players (       ). 

13. I could never switch my loyalty from my favorite team even if my close friends were 

fans of another team (       ). 

14. I would still be committed to my favorite team regardless of the lack of physical skill 

among the players (       ). 

15. I would experience a loss if I had to stop being a fan of my favorite team (       ).   

16. It would be difficult to change my beliefs about my favorite team (       ). 

17. Being a fan of my favorite team is very important to me (       ). 

 

 

 

18. I am a: Male (     )       Female (     ) 

19. I was born in 19_____. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THANK YOU 
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THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SURVEY (2) 

 

The purpose of this survey is to examine your perceptions of brand attributes associated 

with a sport team. Participants must be 18 years old or older to participate in the study. 

This survey will take approximately 5 minutes to complete.  There are no risks, benefits, 

and any other costs for your participation.  There are also no compensations for your 

participation.  Your participation in this survey is voluntary, and not participating in the 

survey will not have an effect on your grade in the class. You may choose not to 

participate and/or to withdraw from the survey at any time.  The questionnaire is 

anonymous.   

 

The results of the survey may be published but neither your name nor your individual 

answers will be known.  If you have any questions concerning the survey, please contact 

Seunghwan Lee at tonylee71@utexas.edu. 

 

This study has been processed by the Office of Research Support. If you have questions 

about your rights as a study participant, or are dissatisfied at any time with any aspect of 

this study, you may contact – anonymously, it you wish – the Office of Research Support 

by phone at (512) 471-8871 or email at orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu. 

   

Completion of the questionnaire means that you have given your consent to participate. 

 

 

1. What is your favorite professional sport team?_________________________ 

 

 

 

The following questions require you to think about and rate your level of agreement with 

various aspects of your favorite team.  Please rate with the scale below in the parentheses 

beside the survey questions.   

 

Not associate at all                                               Neutral                                                     Strongly associa te  

               1                      2                    3                    4                    5                     6                           7 

 

 

2. Your favorite team may be committed or loyal to its fans and community. When you 

think about your favorite team, how strongly do you associate the team’s commitment or 

devotions to the fans/community with the team? (       ) 
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Not associate at all                                               Neutral                                                     Strongly associate  

               1                      2                    3                    4                    5                     6                           7 

 

3. Your favorite team’s personnel/management may (or may not) do an outstanding job 

of running the team. When you think about your favorite team, how strongly do you 

associate the team’s personnel/management with the team? (       ) 

 

 

4. Your favorite team may (or may not) be successful this season. When you think about 

your favorite team, how strongly do you associate the success with the team? (       ) 

 

 

5. Your favorite team may have a rich history or a history of winning in the past. 

When you think about your favorite team, how strongly do you associate the 

history/tradition with the team? (       ) 

 

 

6. Your favorite team has its own logo and color. When you think about your favorite 

team, how strongly do you associate the team’s logo or color with the team? (       ) 

 

 

7. Your favorite team may have various team members. When you think about your 

favorite team, how strongly do you associate the team members with the team? (       ) 

 

 

8. Your favorite team’s play may have some characteristics (e.g., hard work, dedicated, 

trusted, responsive, intensity, commitment, respectable, perseverant, etc.). When you 

think about your favorite team, how strongly do you associate the team play with the 

team? (       ) 

 

 

9. Your favorite team’s stadium/facility may have some characteristics. When you think 

about your favorite team, how strongly do you associate the stadium/facility with the 

team? (       ) 

 

 

10. Your favorite team has a head coach/manager. When you think about your favorite 

team, how strongly do you associate the head coach/manager with the team? (       ) 
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Please rate with the scale below in the parentheses beside the survey questions.   

 

Strongly disagree       Disagree      Somewhat disagree        Neutral        Somewhat agree          Agree           Strongly agree           

             1                          2                           3                            4                         5                          6                         7 

 

11. I consider myself to be a “real” fan of my favorite team (       ).  

12. I would still be committed to my favorite team regardless of the lack of any star 

players (       ). 

13. I could never switch my loyalty from my favorite team even if my close friends were 

fans of another team (       ). 

14. I would still be committed to my favorite team regardless of the lack of physical skill 

among the players (       ). 

15. I would experience a loss if I had to stop being a fan of my favorite team (       ).   

16. It would be difficult to change my beliefs about my favorite team (       ). 

17. Being a fan of my favorite team is very important to me (       ). 

 

 

 

 

18. I am a: Male (     )       Female (     ) 

19. I was born in 19_____. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THANK YOU 
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Appendix G: Two Versions of Survey Questionnaire (Study 4) 

 

THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SURVEY (1) 

 

The purpose of this survey is to examine your perceptions of emotions and brand 

attributes associated with the Texas Longhorns football team.  Participants must be 18 

years old or older to participate in the study. This survey will take longer than 5 minutes 

to complete.  There are no risks, benefits, and any other costs for your participation.  

There are also no compensations for your participation.  Your participation in this survey 

is voluntary, and not participating in the survey will not have an effect on your grade in 

the class. You may choose not to participate and/or to withdraw from the survey at any 

time.  The questionnaire is anonymous.   

 

The results of the survey may be published but neither your name nor your individual 

answers will be known.  If you have any questions concerning the survey, please contact 

Seunghwan Lee at tonylee71@utexas.edu. 

 

This study has been processed by the Office of Research Support. If you have questions 

about your rights as a study participant, or are dissatisfied at any time with any aspect of 

this study, you may contact – anonymously, it you wish – the Office of Research Support 

by phone at (512) 471-8871 or email at orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu. 

 

Completion of the questionnaire means that you have given your consent to participate. 

 

 

 

1. Is the Texas Longhorns football team your favorite college football team?  

                                                                                                            YES (      )  NO (      ) 

 

2. Have you ever attended the Longhorns football team’s home game(s) before?  

                                                                                                            YES (      )  NO (      ) 
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The emotions in the box below are those that you may have when you think about the 

Longhorns football team. 

1. Passion                6. Excited                 11. Competitive          16. Annoyed           21. Regret 

2. Nostalgia             7. Pleased                 12. Aggressive            17. Frustrated         22. Dejected 

3. Supportive           8. Proud                    13. Amazed                18. Rage                 23. Fearful 

4. Connected            9. Optimistic            14. Surprised              19. Suffering          24. Anxious 

5. Happy                 10. Entertained          15. Astonished            20. Sad     

 

3. When you think about the success of the Longhorns football team, what emotions do you feel?  

Please choose from the list above three emotions you associate most with the success of the 

Longhorns football team. You can refer to them by their number. Place each of the three numbers 

in the box, and then evaluate the strength of this emotion below it.  

● EMOTION 1    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the success? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

● EMOTION 2    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the success? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

     iated 

● EMOTION 3  

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the success? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

     at all                               

 

4. When you think about the Longhorns football team’s quarterback, David Ash, what emotions 

do you feel?  Please choose from the list above three emotions you associate most with the 

player of the Longhorns football team. You can refer to them by their number. Place each of the 

three numbers in the box, and then evaluate the strength of this emotion below it.  

● EMOTION 1    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the player? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

       associated 

● EMOTION 2    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the player? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

     at all                               

● EMOTION 3  

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the player? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               
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1. Passion                6. Excited                 11. Competitive          16. Annoyed           21. Regret 

2. Nostalgia             7. Pleased                 12. Aggressive            17. Frustrated         22. Dejected 

3. Supportive           8. Proud                    13. Amazed                18. Rage                 23. Fearful  

4. Connected            9. Optimistic            14. Surprised              19. Suffering          24. Anxious 

5. Happy                 10. Entertained          15. Astonished            20. Sad     

 

5. When you think about the Longhorns football team’s head coach, Mack Brown, what 

emotions do you feel? Please choose from the list above three emotions you associate most with 

the head coach of the Longhorns football team. You can refer to them by their number. Place 

each of the three numbers in the box, and then evaluate the strength of this emotion below it.  

 

● EMOTION 1    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the head coach? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

     at all                               

● EMOTION 2    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the head coach? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

● EMOTION 3  

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the head coach? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

 

6. When you think about all the players on the Longhorns football team, what emotions do you 

feel?  Please choose from the list above three emotions you associate most with the team players 

of the Longhorns football team. You can refer to them by their number. Place each of the three 

numbers in the box, and then evaluate the strength of this emotion below it.  

 

● EMOTION 1    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the team players? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

     at all                               

● EMOTION 2    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the team players? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

● EMOTION 3  

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the team players? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               
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1. Passion                6. Excited                 11. Competitive          16. Annoyed           21. Regret 

2. Nostalgia             7. Pleased                 12. Aggressive            17. Frustrated         22. Dejected 

3. Supportive           8. Proud                    13. Amazed                18. Rage                 23. Fearful 

4. Connected            9. Optimistic            14. Surprised              19. Suffering          24. Anxious 

5. Happy                 10. Entertained          15. Astonished            20. Sad     

 

7. When you think about the team play (i.e., how the team scores its points, specific 

characteristics that the team has) of the Longhorns football team, what emotions do you feel? 

Please choose from the list above three emotions you associate most with the team play of the 

Longhorns football team. You can refer to them by their number. Place each of the three numbers 

in the box, and then evaluate the strength of this emotion below it.  

● EMOTION 1    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the team play? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

     at all                               

● EMOTION 2    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the team play? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

● EMOTION 3  

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the team play? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

 

8. When you think about the brand mark (i.e., longhorn, burnt orange) of the Longhorn football 

team, what emotions do you feel?  Please choose from the list above three emotions you 

associate most with the brand mark of the Longhorns football team. You can refer to them by 

their number. Place each of the three numbers in the box, and then evaluate the strength of this 

emotion below it.  

● EMOTION 1    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the brand mark? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

     at all                               

● EMOTION 2    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the brand mark? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

● EMOTION 3  

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the brand mark? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               
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1. Passion                6. Excited                 11. Competitive          16. Annoyed           21. Regret 

2. Nostalgia             7. Pleased                 12. Aggressive            17. Frustrated         22. Dejected 

3. Supportive           8. Proud                    13. Amazed                18. Rage                 23. Fearful 

4. Connected            9. Optimistic            14. Surprised              19. Suffering          24. Anxious 

5. Happy                 10. Entertained          15. Astonished            20. Sad     

9. When you think about Darrell K Royal-Texas Memorial Stadium, the home of Longhorns 

football team, what emotions do you feel?  Please choose from the list above three emotions 

you associate most with the sport facility of the Longhorns football team. You can refer to them 

by their number. Place each of the three numbers in the box, and then evaluate the strength of 

this emotion below it. 

● EMOTION 1    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the sport facility? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

     at all                               

● EMOTION 2    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the sport facility? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

● EMOTION 3  

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the sport facility? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

 

10. When you think about the tradition and history of the Longhorns football team, what 

emotions do you feel?  Please choose from the list above three emotions you associate most with 

the tradition and history of the Longhorns football team. You can refer to them by their number. 

Place each of the three numbers in the box, and then evaluate the strength of this emotion below it. 

● EMOTION 1    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the tradition and 

history? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

     at al  

● EMOTION 2    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the tradition and 

history? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

● EMOTION 3  

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the tradition and 

history? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

              associated 
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1. Passion                6. Excited                 11. Competitive          16. Annoyed           21. Regret 

2. Nostalgia             7. Pleased                 12. Aggressive            17. Frustrated         22. Dejected 

3. Supportive           8. Proud                    13. Amazed                18. Rage                 23. Fearful 

4. Connected            9. Optimistic            14. Surprised              19. Suffering          24. Anxious 

5. Happy                 10. Entertained          15. Astonished            20. Sad     

 

11. When you think about other fans of the Longhorns football team, what emotions do you feel?  

Please choose from the list above three emotions you associate most with the fans of the 

Longhorns football team. You can refer to them by their number. Place each of the three numbers 

in the box, and then evaluate the strength of this emotion below it. 

 

● EMOTION 1    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the fans? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

     at all                               

● EMOTION 2    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the fans? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

● EMOTION 3  

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the fans? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

 

12. When you think about the management of the Longhorns football team, what emotions do 

you feel?  Please choose from the list above three emotions you associate most with the 

management of the Longhorns football team. You can refer to them by their number. Place each 

of the three numbers in the box, and then evaluate the strength of this emotion below it. 

 

● EMOTION 1    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the management? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

     at all                               

● EMOTION 2    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the management? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

● EMOTION 3  

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the management? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               
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1. Passion                6. Excited                 11. Competitive          16. Annoyed           21. Regret 

2. Nostalgia             7. Pleased                 12. Aggressive            17. Frustrated         22. Dejected 

3. Supportive           8. Proud                    13. Amazed                18. Rage                 23. Fearful 

4. Connected            9. Optimistic            14. Surprised              19. Suffering          24. Anxious 

5. Happy                 10. Entertained          15. Astonished            20. Sad     

 

13. When you think about the main rivals of the Longhorns football team, what emotions do you 

feel?  Please choose from the list above three emotions you associate most with the main rivals 

of the Longhorns football team. You can refer to them by their number. Place each of the three 

numbers in the box, and then evaluate the strength of this emotion below it. 

 

● EMOTION 1    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the main rivals? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

     at all                               

● EMOTION 2    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the main rivals? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

● EMOTION 3  

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the main rivals? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

 

14. When you think about the concessions of Darrell K Royal-Texas Memorial Stadium, what 

emotions do you feel?  Please choose from the list above three emotions you associate most with 

the concessions of Darrell K Royal-Texas Memorial Stadium. You can refer to them by their 

number. Place each of the three numbers in the box, and then evaluate the strength of this 

emotion below it. 

 

● EMOTION 1    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the concessions? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

     at all                               

● EMOTION 2    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the concessions? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

● EMOTION 3  

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the concessions? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               
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1. Passion                6. Excited                 11. Competitive          16. Annoyed           21. Regret 

2. Nostalgia             7. Pleased                 12. Aggressive            17. Frustrated         22. Dejected 

3. Supportive           8. Proud                    13. Amazed                18. Rage                 23. Fearful 

4. Connected            9. Optimistic            14. Surprised              19. Suffering          24. Anxious 

5. Happy                 10. Entertained          15. Astonished            20. Sad     

15. When you think about what the Longhorns football team does for its community, what 

emotions do you feel? Please choose from the list above three emotions you associate most with 

what the Longhorns football team does for its community. You can refer to them by their number. 

Place each of the three numbers in the box, and then evaluate the strength of this emotion below it. 

● EMOTION 1    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with what the team does for 

its community? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

● EMOTION 2    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with what the team does for 

its community? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

● EMOTION 3  

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with what the team does for 

its community? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

 

Please mark your ratings in the parentheses beside the survey questions. 

Strongly disagree       Disagree      Somewhat disagree        Neutral        Somewhat agree          Agree           Strongly agree           

             1                          2                           3                            4                         5                          6                         7 

16. I consider myself to be a “real” fan of the Longhorns football team (        ).  

17. I would still be committed to the Longhorns football team regardless of the lack of any star 

players (        ). 

18. I could never switch my loyalty from the Longhorns football team even if my close friends 

were fans of another team (        ). 

19. I would still be committed to the Longhorns football team regardless of the lack of physical 

skill among the players (        ). 

20. I would experience a loss if I had to stop being a fan of the Longhorns football team (        ).   

21. It would be difficult to change my beliefs about the Longhorns football team (        ). 

22. Being a fan of the Longhorns football team is very important to me (        ). 

 

23. I am a: Male (     )       Female (     ) 

24. I was born in 19_____. 

THANK YOU 
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THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SURVEY (2) 

 

The purpose of this survey is to examine your perceptions of emotions and brand 

attributes associated with the Texas Longhorns football team.  Participants must be 18 

years old or older to participate in the study. This survey will take longer than 5 minutes 

to complete.  There are no risks, benefits, and any other costs for your participation.  

There are also no compensations for your participation.  Your participation in this survey 

is voluntary, and not participating in the survey will not have an effect on your grade in 

the class. You may choose not to participate and/or to withdraw from the survey at any 

time.  The questionnaire is anonymous.   

 

The results of the survey may be published but neither your name nor your individual 

answers will be known.  If you have any questions concerning the survey, please contact 

Seunghwan Lee at tonylee71@utexas.edu. 

 

This study has been processed by the Office of Research Support. If you have questions 

about your rights as a study participant, or are dissatisfied at any time with any aspect of 

this study, you may contact – anonymously, it you wish – the Office of Research Support 

by phone at (512) 471-8871 or email at orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu. 

 

Completion of the questionnaire means that you have given your consent to participate. 

 

 

 

1. Is the Texas Longhorns football team your favorite college football team?  

                                                                                                            YES (      )  NO (      ) 

 

2. Have you ever attended the Longhorns football team’s home game(s) before?  

                                                                                                            YES (      )  NO (      ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:tonylee71@utexas.edu
mailto:orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu
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The emotions in the box below are those that you may have when you think about the 

Longhorns football team. 

1. Passion                6. Excited                 11. Competitive          16. Annoyed           21. Regret 

2. Nostalgia             7. Pleased                 12. Aggressive            17. Frustrated         22. Dejected 

3. Supportive           8. Proud                    13. Amazed                18. Rage                 23. Fearful 

4. Connected            9. Optimistic            14. Surprised              19. Suffering          24. Anxious 

5. Happy                 10. Entertained          15. Astonished            20. Sad     

 

3. When you think about other fans of the Longhorns football team, what emotions do you feel?  

Please choose from the list above three emotions you associate most with the fans of the 

Longhorns football team. You can refer to them by their number. Place each of the three numbers 

in the box, and then evaluate the strength of this emotion below it. 

● EMOTION 1    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the fans? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

     at all                               

● EMOTION 2    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the fans? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

● EMOTION 3  

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the fans? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

 

4. When you think about the management of the Longhorns football team, what emotions do you 

feel?  Please choose from the list above three emotions you associate most with the management 

of the Longhorns football team. You can refer to them by their number. Place each of the three 

numbers in the box, and then evaluate the strength of this emotion below it. 

● EMOTION 1    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the management? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

     at all                               

● EMOTION 2    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the management? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

● EMOTION 3  

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the management? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               
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1. Passion                6. Excited                 11. Competitive          16. Annoyed           21. Regret 

2. Nostalgia             7. Pleased                 12. Aggressive            17. Frustrated         22. Dejected 

3. Supportive           8. Proud                    13. Amazed                18. Rage                 23. Fearful 

4. Connected            9. Optimistic            14. Surprised              19. Suffering          24. Anxious 

5. Happy                 10. Entertained          15. Astonished            20. Sad     

 

5. When you think about the concessions of Darrell K Royal-Texas Memorial Stadium, what 

emotions do you feel?  Please choose from the list above three emotions you associate most with 

the concessions of Darrell K Royal-Texas Memorial Stadium. You can refer to them by their 

number. Place each of the three numbers in the box, and then evaluate the strength of this 

emotion below it. 

 

● EMOTION 1    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the concessions? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

     at all                               

● EMOTION 2    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the concessions? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

● EMOTION 3  

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the concessions? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

        

 

6. When you think about the main rivals of the Longhorns football team, what emotions do you 

feel?  Please choose from the list above three emotions you associate most with the main rivals 

of the Longhorns football team. You can refer to them by their number. Place each of the three 

numbers in the box, and then evaluate the strength of this emotion below it. 

 

● EMOTION 1    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the main rivals? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

     at all                               

● EMOTION 2    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the main rivals? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

● EMOTION 3  

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the main rivals? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly     
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1. Passion                6. Excited                 11. Competitive          16. Annoyed           21. Regret 

2. Nostalgia             7. Pleased                 12. Aggressive            17. Frustrated         22. Dejected 

3. Supportive           8. Proud                    13. Amazed                18. Rage                 23. Fearful 

4. Connected            9. Optimistic            14. Surprised              19. Suffering          24. Anxious 

5. Happy                 10. Entertained          15. Astonished            20. Sad     

7. When you think about what the Longhorns football team does for its community, what 

emotions do you feel? Please choose from the list above three emotions you associate most with 

what the Longhorns football team does for its community. You can refer to them by their number. 

Place each of the three numbers in the box, and then evaluate the strength of this emotion below it. 

● EMOTION 1    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with what the team does for 

its community? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

● EMOTION 2    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with what the team does for 

its community? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

● EMOTION 3  

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with what the team does for 

its community? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

          

 

8. When you think about Darrell K Royal-Texas Memorial Stadium, the home of Longhorns 

football team, what emotions do you feel?  Please choose from the list above three emotions 

you associate most with the sport facility of the Longhorns football team. You can refer to them 

by their number. Place each of the three numbers in the box, and then evaluate the strength of 

this emotion below it. 

● EMOTION 1    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the sport facility? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

● EMOTION 2    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the sport facility? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

● EMOTION 3  

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the sport facility? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               
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1. Passion                6. Excited                 11. Competitive          16. Annoyed           21. Regret 

2. Nostalgia             7. Pleased                 12. Aggressive            17. Frustrated         22. Dejected 

3. Supportive           8. Proud                    13. Amazed                18. Rage                 23. Fearful 

4. Connected            9. Optimistic            14. Surprised              19. Suffering          24. Anxious 

5. Happy                 10. Entertained          15. Astonished            20. Sad     

 

9. When you think about the brand mark (i.e., longhorn, burnt orange) of the Longhorn football 

team, what emotions do you feel?  Please choose from the list above three emotions you 

associate most with the brand mark of the Longhorns football team. You can refer to them by 

their number. Place each of the three numbers in the box, and then evaluate the strength of this 

emotion below it.  

● EMOTION 1    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the brand mark? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

     at all                               

● EMOTION 2    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the brand mark? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

● EMOTION 3  

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the brand mark? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

 

10. When you think about the team play (i.e., how the team scores its points, specific 

characteristics that the team has) of the Longhorns football team, what emotions do you feel? 

Please choose from the list above three emotions you associate most with the team play of the 

Longhorns football team. You can refer to them by their number. Place each of the three numbers 

in the box, and then evaluate the strength of this emotion below it.  

● EMOTION 1    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the team play? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

     at all                               

● EMOTION 2    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the team play? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

● EMOTION 3  

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the team play? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               
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1. Passion                6. Excited                 11. Competitive          16. Annoyed           21. Regret 

2. Nostalgia             7. Pleased                 12. Aggressive            17. Frustrated         22. Dejected 

3. Supportive           8. Proud                    13. Amazed                18. Rage                 23. Fearful 

4. Connected            9. Optimistic            14. Surprised              19. Suffering          24. Anxious 

5. Happy                 10. Entertained          15. Astonished            20. Sad     

11. When you think about the Longhorns football team’s head coach, Mack Brown, what 

emotions do you feel? Please choose from the list above three emotions you associate most with 

the head coach of the Longhorns football team. You can refer to them by their number. Place 

each of the three numbers in the box, and then evaluate the strength of this emotion below it.  

● EMOTION 1    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the head coach? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

     at all                               

● EMOTION 2    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the head coach? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

● EMOTION 3  

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the head coach? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

 

12. When you think about the tradition and history of the Longhorns football team, what 

emotions do you feel?  Please choose from the list above three emotions you associate most with 

the tradition and history of the Longhorns football team. You can refer to them by their number. 

Place each of the three numbers in the box, and then evaluate the strength of this emotion below it. 

● EMOTION 1    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the tradition and 

history? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

     at al  

● EMOTION 2    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the tradition and 

history? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

● EMOTION 3  

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the tradition and 

history? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

              associated 
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1. Passion                6. Excited                 11. Competitive          16. Annoyed           21. Regret 

2. Nostalgia             7. Pleased                 12. Aggressive            17. Frustrated         22. Dejected 

3. Supportive           8. Proud                    13. Amazed                18. Rage                 23. Fearful 

4. Connected            9. Optimistic            14. Surprised              19. Suffering          24. Anxious 

5. Happy                 10. Entertained          15. Astonished            20. Sad     

 

13. When you think about the success of the Longhorns football team, what emotions do you 

feel?  Please choose from the list above three emotions you associate most with the success of 

the Longhorns football team. You can refer to them by their number. Place each of the three 

numbers in the box, and then evaluate the strength of this emotion below it.  

 

● EMOTION 1    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the success? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

     at all                               

● EMOTION 2    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the success? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

● EMOTION 3  

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the success? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

 

14. When you think about all the players on the Longhorns football team, what emotions do you 

feel?  Please choose from the list above three emotions you associate most with the team players 

of the Longhorns football team. You can refer to them by their number. Place each of the three 

numbers in the box, and then evaluate the strength of this emotion below it.  

 

● EMOTION 1    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the team players? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

     at all                               

● EMOTION 2    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the team players? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

● EMOTION 3  

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the team players? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               
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1. Passion                6. Excited                 11. Competitive          16. Annoyed           21. Regret 

2. Nostalgia             7. Pleased                 12. Aggressive            17. Frustrated         22. Dejected 

3. Supportive           8. Proud                    13. Amazed                18. Rage                 23. Fearful 

4. Connected            9. Optimistic            14. Surprised              19. Suffering          24. Anxious 

5. Happy                 10. Entertained          15. Astonished            20. Sad     

 

15. When you think about the Longhorns football team’s quarterback, David Ash, what 

emotions do you feel?  Please choose from the list above three emotions you associate most with 

the player of the Longhorns football team. You can refer to them by their number. Place each of 

the three numbers in the box, and then evaluate the strength of this emotion below it.  

● EMOTION 1    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the player? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

     at all                               

● EMOTION 2    

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the player? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

● EMOTION 3  

● How strongly is the emotion that you indicated above associated with the player? 

     Not associated      ←     1          2          3          4          5          6          7    →      Strongly               

      

 

Please mark your ratings in the parentheses beside the survey questions. 

Strongly disagree       Disagree      Somewhat disagree        Neutral        Somewhat agree          Agree           Strongly agree           

             1                          2                           3                            4                         5                          6                         7 

 

16. I consider myself to be a “real” fan of the Longhorns football team (        ).  

17. I would still be committed to the Longhorns football team regardless of the lack of any star 

players (        ). 

18. I could never switch my loyalty from the Longhorns football team even if my close friends 

were fans of another team (        ). 

19. I would still be committed to the Longhorns football team regardless of the lack of physical 

skill among the players (        ). 

20. I would experience a loss if I had to stop being a fan of the Longhorns football team (        ).   

21. It would be difficult to change my beliefs about the Longhorns football team (        ). 

22. Being a fan of the Longhorns football team is very important to me (        ). 

 

23. I am a: Male (     )       Female (     ) 

24. I was born in 19_____. 

 

THANK YOU 
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Appendix H: Six Survey Questionnaires for Sport Advertising Study (Study 5) 

 

THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SURVEY (1) 

 

The purpose of this survey is to examine your perceptions of an advertisement associated 

with the Texas Longhorns football team. Participants must be 18 years old or older to 

participate in the study. This survey will take approximately 5 minutes to complete. There 

are no risks, benefits, or any other costs for your participation. Risks in this study are no 

greater than everyday life. There are also no compensations for your participation.  Your 

participation in this survey is voluntary, and not participating in the survey will not have 

an effect on your grade in the class. You may choose not to participate and/or to withdraw 

from the survey at any time. The questionnaire is anonymous. The collected data set will 

be kept in a locked drawer within a locked office for 3 years under the researchers’ 

control and only researchers will have access to the data. 

 

The results of the survey may be published but neither your name nor your individual 

answers will be known.  If you have any questions concerning the survey, please contact 

Seunghwan Lee at tonylee71@utexas.edu. 

 

This study has been processed by the Office of Research Support. If you have questions 

about your rights as a study participant, or are dissatisfied at any time with any aspect of 

this study, you may contact – anonymously, it you wish – the Office of Research Support 

by phone at (512) 471-8871 or email at orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu. 

   

Completion of the questionnaire means that you have given your consent to participate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:tonylee71@utexas.edu
mailto:orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu
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Please see and consider the advertisement below 
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On the basis of the advertisement on the previous page, provide answers to each 

question below.  Please check the box that most appropriately expresses your opinion. 

  

1. The advertisement is emotional. 

 

     Strongly disagree �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Strongly agree 

 

 

2. The advertisement is informational. 

 

  Strongly disagree �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Strongly agree 

 

 

3. When I think about the advertisement, I consider it…… 

       

     Not appealing �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very appealing 

     Not interesting �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very interesting 

     Dislike  �   �   �   �   �   �     �   Like 

     Bad   �   �   �   �   �   �     �   Good 

 

 

4. When I think about the Texas Longhorns football team, I consider it…… 

         

     Not appealing �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very appealing 

     Not interesting �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very interesting 

     Dislike  �   �   �   �   �   �     �   Like 

     Bad   �   �   �   �   �   �     �   Good 

 

 

5. How likely do you think it is that you would attend the Texas Longhorns football 

team’s game(s) in the future? 

 

    Not at all  �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very likely 

 

 

6. How likely do you think it is that you would purchase the Texas Longhorns 

merchandise? 

 

    Not at all  �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very likely 
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The following questions require you to think about and rate your level of agreement 

with various aspects of the Texas Longhorns football team.  Please indicate your rating 

beside the survey questions based on the scale below that ranges from 1 (Strongly 

disagree) to 7 (Strongly agree). 

 

 

 

7.  I consider myself to be a “real” fan of the Texas Longhorns  

     football team. 

1       2      3      4      5      6      7 

8. I would experience a loss if I had to stop being a fan of  

      the Texas Longhorns football team. 

1       2      3      4      5      6      7 

9. Being a fan of the Texas Longhorns football team is very   

      important to me. 

1       2      3      4      5      6      7 

 

 

10. I am a: Male (      )       Female (      ) 

 

11. My age is _____. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank You 

 

Strongly disagree      Disagree      Somewhat disagree      Neutral      Somewhat agree      Agree      Strongly agree           

            1                           2                           3                         4                        5                      6                    7 
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THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SURVEY (2) 

 

The purpose of this survey is to examine your perceptions of an advertisement associated 

with the Texas Longhorns football team. Participants must be 18 years old or older to 

participate in the study. This survey will take approximately 5 minutes to complete. There 

are no risks, benefits, or any other costs for your participation. Risks in this study are no 

greater than everyday life. There are also no compensations for your participation.  Your 

participation in this survey is voluntary, and not participating in the survey will not have 

an effect on your grade in the class. You may choose not to participate and/or to withdraw 

from the survey at any time. The questionnaire is anonymous. The collected data set will 

be kept in a locked drawer within a locked office for 3 years under the researchers’ 

control and only researchers will have access to the data. 

 

The results of the survey may be published but neither your name nor your individual 

answers will be known.  If you have any questions concerning the survey, please contact 

Seunghwan Lee at tonylee71@utexas.edu. 

 

This study has been processed by the Office of Research Support. If you have questions 

about your rights as a study participant, or are dissatisfied at any time with any aspect of 

this study, you may contact – anonymously, it you wish – the Office of Research Support 

by phone at (512) 471-8871 or email at orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu. 

   

Completion of the questionnaire means that you have given your consent to participate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:tonylee71@utexas.edu
mailto:orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu
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Please see and consider the advertisement below 
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On the basis of the advertisement on the previous page, provide answers to each 

question below.  Please check the box that most appropriately expresses your opinion. 

  

1. The advertisement is emotional. 

 

     Strongly disagree �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Strongly agree 

 

 

2. The advertisement is informational. 

 

  Strongly disagree �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Strongly agree 

 

 

3. When I think about the advertisement, I consider it…… 

       

     Not appealing �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very appealing 

     Not interesting �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very interesting 

     Dislike  �   �   �   �   �   �     �   Like 

     Bad   �   �   �   �   �   �     �   Good 

 

 

4. When I think about the Texas Longhorns football team, I consider it…… 

         

     Not appealing �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very appealing 

     Not interesting �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very interesting 

     Dislike  �   �   �   �   �   �     �   Like 

     Bad   �   �   �   �   �   �     �   Good 

 

 

5. How likely do you think it is that you would attend the Texas Longhorns football 

team’s game(s) in the future? 

 

    Not at all  �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very likely 

 

 

6. How likely do you think it is that you would purchase the Texas Longhorns 

merchandise? 

 

    Not at all  �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very likely 
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The following questions require you to think about and rate your level of agreement 

with various aspects of the Texas Longhorns football team.  Please indicate your rating 

beside the survey questions based on the scale below that ranges from 1 (Strongly 

disagree) to 7 (Strongly agree). 

 

 

 

7.  I consider myself to be a “real” fan of the Texas Longhorns  

     football team. 

1       2      3      4      5      6      7 

8. I would experience a loss if I had to stop being a fan of  

      the Texas Longhorns football team. 

1       2      3      4      5      6      7 

9. Being a fan of the Texas Longhorns football team is very   

      important to me. 

1       2      3      4      5      6      7 

 

 

10. I am a: Male (      )       Female (      ) 

 

11. My age is _____. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank You 

 

Strongly disagree      Disagree      Somewhat disagree      Neutral      Somewhat agree      Agree      Strongly agree           

            1                           2                           3                         4                        5                      6                    7 
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THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SURVEY (3) 

 

The purpose of this survey is to examine your perceptions of an advertisement associated 

with the Texas Longhorns football team. Participants must be 18 years old or older to 

participate in the study. This survey will take approximately 5 minutes to complete. There 

are no risks, benefits, or any other costs for your participation. Risks in this study are no 

greater than everyday life. There are also no compensations for your participation.  Your 

participation in this survey is voluntary, and not participating in the survey will not have 

an effect on your grade in the class. You may choose not to participate and/or to withdraw 

from the survey at any time. The questionnaire is anonymous. The collected data set will 

be kept in a locked drawer within a locked office for 3 years under the researchers’ 

control and only researchers will have access to the data. 

 

The results of the survey may be published but neither your name nor your individual 

answers will be known.  If you have any questions concerning the survey, please contact 

Seunghwan Lee at tonylee71@utexas.edu. 

 

This study has been processed by the Office of Research Support. If you have questions 

about your rights as a study participant, or are dissatisfied at any time with any aspect of 

this study, you may contact – anonymously, it you wish – the Office of Research Support 

by phone at (512) 471-8871 or email at orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu. 

   

Completion of the questionnaire means that you have given your consent to participate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:tonylee71@utexas.edu
mailto:orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu
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Please see and consider the advertisement below 
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On the basis of the advertisement on the previous page, provide answers to each 

question below.  Please check the box that most appropriately expresses your opinion. 

  

1. The advertisement is emotional. 

 

     Strongly disagree �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Strongly agree 

 

 

2. The advertisement is informational. 

 

  Strongly disagree �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Strongly agree 

 

 

3. When I think about the advertisement, I consider it…… 

       

     Not appealing �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very appealing 

     Not interesting �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very interesting 

     Dislike  �   �   �   �   �   �     �   Like 

     Bad   �   �   �   �   �   �     �   Good 

 

 

4. When I think about the Texas Longhorns football team, I consider it…… 

         

     Not appealing �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very appealing 

     Not interesting �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very interesting 

     Dislike  �   �   �   �   �   �     �   Like 

     Bad   �   �   �   �   �   �     �   Good 

 

 

5. How likely do you think it is that you would attend the Texas Longhorns football 

team’s game(s) in the future? 

 

    Not at all  �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very likely 

 

 

6. How likely do you think it is that you would purchase the Texas Longhorns 

merchandise? 

 

    Not at all  �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very likely 
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The following questions require you to think about and rate your level of agreement 

with various aspects of the Texas Longhorns football team.  Please indicate your rating 

beside the survey questions based on the scale below that ranges from 1 (Strongly 

disagree) to 7 (Strongly agree). 

 

 

 

7.  I consider myself to be a “real” fan of the Texas Longhorns  

     football team. 

1       2      3      4      5      6      7 

8. I would experience a loss if I had to stop being a fan of  

      the Texas Longhorns football team. 

1       2      3      4      5      6      7 

9. Being a fan of the Texas Longhorns football team is very   

      important to me. 

1       2      3      4      5      6      7 

 

 

10. I am a: Male (      )       Female (      ) 

 

11. My age is _____. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank You 

 

Strongly disagree      Disagree      Somewhat disagree      Neutral      Somewhat agree      Agree      Strongly agree           

            1                           2                           3                         4                        5                      6                    7 
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THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SURVEY (4) 

 

The purpose of this survey is to examine your perceptions of an advertisement associated 

with the Texas Longhorns football team. Participants must be 18 years old or older to 

participate in the study. This survey will take approximately 5 minutes to complete. There 

are no risks, benefits, or any other costs for your participation. Risks in this study are no 

greater than everyday life. There are also no compensations for your participation.  Your 

participation in this survey is voluntary, and not participating in the survey will not have 

an effect on your grade in the class. You may choose not to participate and/or to withdraw 

from the survey at any time. The questionnaire is anonymous. The collected data set will 

be kept in a locked drawer within a locked office for 3 years under the researchers’ 

control and only researchers will have access to the data. 

 

The results of the survey may be published but neither your name nor your individual 

answers will be known.  If you have any questions concerning the survey, please contact 

Seunghwan Lee at tonylee71@utexas.edu. 

 

This study has been processed by the Office of Research Support. If you have questions 

about your rights as a study participant, or are dissatisfied at any time with any aspect of 

this study, you may contact – anonymously, it you wish – the Office of Research Support 

by phone at (512) 471-8871 or email at orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu. 

   

Completion of the questionnaire means that you have given your consent to participate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:tonylee71@utexas.edu
mailto:orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu
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Please see and consider the advertisement below 
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On the basis of the advertisement on the previous page, provide answers to each 

question below.  Please check the box that most appropriately expresses your opinion. 

  

1. The advertisement is emotional. 

 

     Strongly disagree �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Strongly agree 

 

 

2. The advertisement is informational. 

 

  Strongly disagree �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Strongly agree 

 

 

3. When I think about the advertisement, I consider it…… 

       

     Not appealing �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very appealing 

     Not interesting �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very interesting 

     Dislike  �   �   �   �   �   �     �   Like 

     Bad   �   �   �   �   �   �     �   Good 

 

 

4. When I think about the Texas Longhorns football team, I consider it…… 

         

     Not appealing �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very appealing 

     Not interesting �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very interesting 

     Dislike  �   �   �   �   �   �     �   Like 

     Bad   �   �   �   �   �   �     �   Good 

 

 

5. How likely do you think it is that you would attend the Texas Longhorns football 

team’s game(s) in the future? 

 

    Not at all  �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very likely 

 

 

6. How likely do you think it is that you would purchase the Texas Longhorns 

merchandise? 

 

    Not at all  �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very likely 
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The following questions require you to think about and rate your level of agreement 

with various aspects of the Texas Longhorns football team.  Please indicate your rating 

beside the survey questions based on the scale below that ranges from 1 (Strongly 

disagree) to 7 (Strongly agree). 

 

 

 

7.  I consider myself to be a “real” fan of the Texas Longhorns  

     football team. 

1       2      3      4      5      6      7 

8. I would experience a loss if I had to stop being a fan of  

      the Texas Longhorns football team. 

1       2      3      4      5      6      7 

9. Being a fan of the Texas Longhorns football team is very   

      important to me. 

1       2      3      4      5      6      7 

 

 

10. I am a: Male (      )       Female (      ) 

 

11. My age is _____. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank You 

 

Strongly disagree      Disagree      Somewhat disagree      Neutral      Somewhat agree      Agree      Strongly agree           

            1                           2                           3                         4                        5                      6                    7 
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THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SURVEY (5) 

 

The purpose of this survey is to examine your perceptions of an advertisement associated 

with the Texas Longhorns football team. Participants must be 18 years old or older to 

participate in the study. This survey will take approximately 5 minutes to complete. There 

are no risks, benefits, or any other costs for your participation. Risks in this study are no 

greater than everyday life. There are also no compensations for your participation.  Your 

participation in this survey is voluntary, and not participating in the survey will not have 

an effect on your grade in the class. You may choose not to participate and/or to withdraw 

from the survey at any time. The questionnaire is anonymous. The collected data set will 

be kept in a locked drawer within a locked office for 3 years under the researchers’ 

control and only researchers will have access to the data. 

 

The results of the survey may be published but neither your name nor your individual 

answers will be known.  If you have any questions concerning the survey, please contact 

Seunghwan Lee at tonylee71@utexas.edu. 

 

This study has been processed by the Office of Research Support. If you have questions 

about your rights as a study participant, or are dissatisfied at any time with any aspect of 

this study, you may contact – anonymously, it you wish – the Office of Research Support 

by phone at (512) 471-8871 or email at orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu. 

   

Completion of the questionnaire means that you have given your consent to participate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:tonylee71@utexas.edu
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Please see and consider the advertisement below 
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On the basis of the advertisement on the previous page, provide answers to each 

question below.  Please check the box that most appropriately expresses your opinion. 

  

1. The advertisement is emotional. 

 

     Strongly disagree �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Strongly agree 

 

 

2. The advertisement is informational. 

 

  Strongly disagree �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Strongly agree 

 

 

3. When I think about the advertisement, I consider it…… 

       

     Not appealing �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very appealing 

     Not interesting �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very interesting 

     Dislike  �   �   �   �   �   �     �   Like 

     Bad   �   �   �   �   �   �     �   Good 

 

 

4. When I think about the Texas Longhorns football team, I consider it…… 

         

     Not appealing �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very appealing 

     Not interesting �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very interesting 

     Dislike  �   �   �   �   �   �     �   Like 

     Bad   �   �   �   �   �   �     �   Good 

 

 

5. How likely do you think it is that you would attend the Texas Longhorns football 

team’s game(s) in the future? 

 

    Not at all  �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very likely 

 

 

6. How likely do you think it is that you would purchase the Texas Longhorns 

merchandise? 

 

    Not at all  �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very likely 
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The following questions require you to think about and rate your level of agreement 

with various aspects of the Texas Longhorns football team.  Please indicate your rating 

beside the survey questions based on the scale below that ranges from 1 (Strongly 

disagree) to 7 (Strongly agree). 

 

 

 

7.  I consider myself to be a “real” fan of the Texas Longhorns  

     football team. 

1       2      3      4      5      6      7 

8. I would experience a loss if I had to stop being a fan of  

      the Texas Longhorns football team. 

1       2      3      4      5      6      7 

9. Being a fan of the Texas Longhorns football team is very   

      important to me. 

1       2      3      4      5      6      7 

 

 

10. I am a: Male (      )       Female (      ) 

 

11. My age is _____. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank You 

 

Strongly disagree      Disagree      Somewhat disagree      Neutral      Somewhat agree      Agree      Strongly agree           

            1                           2                           3                         4                        5                      6                    7 
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THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SURVEY (6) 

 

The purpose of this survey is to examine your perceptions of an advertisement associated 

with the Texas Longhorns football team. Participants must be 18 years old or older to 

participate in the study. This survey will take approximately 5 minutes to complete. There 

are no risks, benefits, or any other costs for your participation. Risks in this study are no 

greater than everyday life. There are also no compensations for your participation.  Your 

participation in this survey is voluntary, and not participating in the survey will not have 

an effect on your grade in the class. You may choose not to participate and/or to withdraw 

from the survey at any time. The questionnaire is anonymous. The collected data set will 

be kept in a locked drawer within a locked office for 3 years under the researchers’ 

control and only researchers will have access to the data. 

 

The results of the survey may be published but neither your name nor your individual 

answers will be known.  If you have any questions concerning the survey, please contact 

Seunghwan Lee at tonylee71@utexas.edu. 

 

This study has been processed by the Office of Research Support. If you have questions 

about your rights as a study participant, or are dissatisfied at any time with any aspect of 

this study, you may contact – anonymously, it you wish – the Office of Research Support 

by phone at (512) 471-8871 or email at orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu. 

   

Completion of the questionnaire means that you have given your consent to participate. 
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Please see and consider the advertisement below 
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On the basis of the advertisement on the previous page, provide answers to each 

question below.  Please check the box that most appropriately expresses your opinion. 

  

1. The advertisement is emotional. 

 

     Strongly disagree �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Strongly agree 

 

 

2. The advertisement is informational. 

 

  Strongly disagree �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Strongly agree 

 

 

3. When I think about the advertisement, I consider it…… 

       

     Not appealing �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very appealing 

     Not interesting �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very interesting 

     Dislike  �   �   �   �   �   �     �   Like 

     Bad   �   �   �   �   �   �     �   Good 

 

 

4. When I think about the Texas Longhorns football team, I consider it…… 

         

     Not appealing �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very appealing 

     Not interesting �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very interesting 

     Dislike  �   �   �   �   �   �     �   Like 

     Bad   �   �   �   �   �   �     �   Good 

 

 

5. How likely do you think it is that you would attend the Texas Longhorns football 

team’s game(s) in the future? 

 

    Not at all  �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very likely 

 

 

6. How likely do you think it is that you would purchase the Texas Longhorns 

merchandise? 

 

    Not at all  �   �   �   �   �   �   �   Very likely 
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The following questions require you to think about and rate your level of agreement 

with various aspects of the Texas Longhorns football team.  Please indicate your rating 

beside the survey questions based on the scale below that ranges from 1 (Strongly 

disagree) to 7 (Strongly agree). 

 

 

 

7.  I consider myself to be a “real” fan of the Texas Longhorns  

     football team. 

1       2      3      4      5      6      7 

8. I would experience a loss if I had to stop being a fan of  

      the Texas Longhorns football team. 

1       2      3      4      5      6      7 

9. Being a fan of the Texas Longhorns football team is very   

      important to me. 

1       2      3      4      5      6      7 

 

 

10. I am a: Male (      )       Female (      ) 

 

11. My age is _____. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank You 

Strongly disagree      Disagree      Somewhat disagree      Neutral      Somewhat agree      Agree      Strongly agree           

            1                           2                           3                         4                        5                      6                    7 
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